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Generalization Decrement or Discrimination?

The Problem in the Light of Some Recent Data

James L. Kopp

Stimulus generalization is a behavioral phenomenon that has been known

to psychologists and their predecessors in philosophy and physiology for

many years. The early associationists, such as John Stuart Mill and

Herbert Spencer, gave it a place in their systems under the name "Law of

Similarity" (Razran, 1949). I. P. Pavlov took the first steps toward a

quantitative description of generalization with his development of tech-

niques for laboratory demonstrations of conditional control of reflex be-

havior (1927, p. 25).

Stimulus generalization refers to the empirical observation that a

given property of behavior (amplitude, latency, rate, etc.) is invariant

in spite of chknges in the control4ng stimulus. If, during generalization

testing, a dsbrease in the response measure is observed on the occasion of

the presentation of a new stimulus value, generalization decrement is said

to occur. Generalization decrement, when it is observed, is characteristically

a systematic function of the physical difference between the original con-

trolling stimulus and other stimulus values. This functional relation is

called a generalization gradient.

Definitions like the above are typically found in the beginning paragraphs

of most modern discussions of stimulus generalization (Shepard, 1957; Mednick

& Freedman, 1960; Prokasy & Hall, 1963; Baron, 1965).
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Stimulus discrimination is a phenomenon with an equally long history

in psychology. It is typically viewed as a distinctly different phenomenon

from generalization decrement and, as Prokasy and Hall have observed (1963),

most integrating texts on learning and conditioning give the two phenomena

separate treatment. This is puzzling in view of the fact that empirical

definitions of discrimination. typically involve the same terms as defini-

tions of generalization decrement. In discussing discriMination, Spence

(1937) talks about differential respondingto differences in stimulus degree.

English and English (1958) define discrimination as an organism's reacting

differently to different objects (stimuli). Hebb (1958) speaks of

differential responses to two stimuli, atd Dember (1960) has recently

described discrimination. as a reiponse (presumably contrasting with no response) to

stimulus chaise.. These definitions, like the definitions of generalization

decrement, +ippon.. changeslin.some response measure to changes in the physical

stimulus.

Clearly, empirical definitions of generalization decrement and discrimi-

nation are quite similar, if not identical, and this fact has been thoroughly

amplified by Brown (1965). In addition, recent experimentation has made the

distinction between seneralizaton decrement and discrimination appear to be

rather specious.

If generalization decrement.and discrimination are identical, one is led

to ask how it is that the two have been given separate treatment. This paper

will examine the prpblem in the light of the literature. Specifically, it

will first examine the evolution of the problemthe theoretical and emiprical

bases for making the distinction between generalization decrement and discrimi-

nation and, second, discuss the experimental evidence that concerns the useful-

ness of such a distinction.

0

0

it
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Evolution of the Problem

Formal distinctions

Pavlov first characterized generalization decrement as a phenomenon

distinct from discrimination when he stated that there was a gradual decrement

in the eliciting power of generalized stimuli as a function of their physical

distance from the conditioned stimulus:

"...if a tone of 1000 d.v. is established as a conditioned

stimulus, many other tones spontaneously acquire similar

properties, such properties diminishing proportionally to

the intervals of these tones from the one of 1000 d.v."

(italics added) (1927, p. 113).

Initially, Pavlov catalogued this response decrement as discrimination;

but he then observed that the decrement could never be made greater by

simply repeating the CS in the presence of reinforcement. On the other hand,

only a few presentations of another stimulus without reinforcement resulted

in large decrements of responding for stimuli other than the original CS.

The discontinuity between the original decrement and the much larger decre-

ment obtained by contrasting two stimuli with respect to reinforcement led

Pavlov to conclude that the original decrement was independent of training,

.and inherent in the acquisition of a conditioned reflex. He therefore con-

cluded that it was a phenomenon distinct from discrimination, and explained

it in terms of irradiation of sensory excitation over the surface of the

cerebral cortex.

Pavlov's theory is weak in maintaining the distinction between generali-

zation decrement and differential responding. In Pavlov's formulation, there

are at least three distinct mechanisms mediating differential responding:

1111111111111
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irradiation, internal inhibition, and eternal inhibition. Any given observa-

tion of differential respondinc might be explained by Pavlov as resulting

from either-or all of the three mechanisms. It is therefore often very

difficult to extricate true generalization decrement from the other types

of differential responding in any given situation. An dxample of this is

given in Pavlov's description of the organism's behavior in the course of

discrimination training:

"It was noticed that when, after a conditioned reflex to a

definite stimulus (e.g., a definite musical tone) had been

firmly established, the effect of another closely allied

stimulus (a neighboring musical tone) was tried for the

first time, the conditioned reflex which resulted from the

new stimulus was frequently much weaker than that obtained

with the original conditioned stimulus "

Now this would seem to be a straightforward example of generalization decre-

ment, according to the original definition, but Pavlov then goes on to note

some variations:

"On repetition of the stimulus of the neighboring tone,

always, of course, without reinforcement, the secretory

effect increased until it became equal to that given by

the originally established stimulus, but subsequently on

further repetition began to diminish, falling finally to

a permanent zero. Thus it appeared that at first the two

closely allied stimuli were discriminate 'straight away

but that later this discrimination f9r some reasc

disappeared, only gradually to re.iestablish itself and

finally to become absolute" (027, p. 118).
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The original response decrease, which one alight expect to be called

generalization decrement, and which Pavlov says appears to be diacrimination,

is attributed in fact to external inhibition resulting from the action of an

"investigatory reflex" (1927, p. 118). This external inhibition was quickly

replaced by 100 per cent generalization, only to give way finally to internal

inhibition, the basis for true discrimination. But might not external

inhibition be just as valid an explanation for generalization decrement alone?

Further, at what point, and why, in the course of the above observations do

the effects of external inhibition disappear, giving way to total general-

ization and, finally, discrimination? Pavlov never seems to make explicit

how generalization decrement is to be observed as an isolated phenomenon.

Perhaps in viaw of this confusion, writers in Pavlov's wake tried to be

more explicit in their interpretation of the nature of generalization decre-

ment and discrimination. Eventually, a controversy arose in which the pro-

tagonists were the theorists Hull and Spence, on the one hand, and Lashley

and Wade, on the other. The theories of several later writers (Razran, 1949;

Mednick Freedman, 1960) have chiefly been attempts to reconcile these two

positions.

According to Hull's theory (Hull, 1943; Spence, 1937) there is no

such thing as discrimination, except as an epiphenomenon of generalization.

Generalization decrement was interpreted by Hull, in the tradition of Pavlov,

as an innate property of animal behavior. In place of Pavlov's rather strict

anatomical "irradiation" interpretation, however, Hull snbstituted the notion

of a behavioral dynamite by which response potential is apportioned to stimuli

along certain physicia dimensions, the amount of such potential diminishing

in a systekatic fashion ad a function of the psychological distance between

the training stimulus.and the test stimulus. There were two types of
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response potential--excitation potential and inhibition potential--both of

which generalized to an equal and opposite extent. Discrimination resulted

from the algebraic suuniiation of these mutually antagonistic gradients of

excitatory and inhibitory potential (Hull, 1943, p. 265). Thus, according

to the Hulliun system, there is only generalization. Discrimination exists

simply as an interface between two antagonistic processes: generalization

(f excitation and generalization of inhibitiun.

This point of view was diametrically opposed by Lashley and Wade (1946)

who argued that there is no such thing as generalization; that no unique

mechanism or dynamism exists which mediates spread of response potential,

let alone systematic decrements in response potential. These writers

argued intuitively that where 100 per cent generalization is observed there

is actually a aclvmdf attention on the part of the organism. Because the

animal is not attending along some physical continuum, changes in the con-

trolling stimulus along that continuum do not at all constitute changes

for the animal. Attention to stimulus changes along a continuum results

from the organism's associating the response with that aspect of the stimulus

represented by the continuum. The association is determined before generaliza-

tion by "...innate tendencies to perceptual organization, the past experience

of the organism, and emphasis on one or another attribute given by the experi-

mental situation" (1946, p. 82). Further, according to Lashley and Wade,

when the organism does associate (is attending), no generalization should

occur beyond that which results from ceefusion at stimulus values in the zone

of minimal sensory acuity (discriminability). The terms "association" and

"attention" seem to be used synonymously to mean "discrimination" for Lashley

and Wade state that Pavlovian differentiation (discrimination) "...involves

the redirection of attention to new aspects of the stimuli :Ind the formation
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of new association with these" (1946, p. 74). The phenomenon of the gunerali-

zation gradient, according to the Lashley and Wade theory, can be attributed to

two factors:

1. habits of relational thinking (in studies using human subjects,

the stimulus series usually represents familiar relational

uequeaces) and

2. fluctuating difference thresholds (in studies using animals,

testing is usually carried out over a continuum of small

stimulus differences under distracting test conditions).

In sum, Lashley and Wade argue for the existence of 100 per cent generali-

zation when the stimulus dimension is new or not attended by the organism

and, in all other cases, complete discrimination limited only by the sensory

capability of the organism. The so-called generalization gradient will occur

to the extent that the animal's ability to discriminate absolutely is impaired,

or the animal has a repertoire of "habits of relational thinking." According

to this, analysis there is nothing but discrimination. Generalization is

simply a complete lack of discrimination and generalization decrement results

from measuring discrimination under a very dubious set of experimental conditions.

Obviously the Hullian and Lashley-Wade viewpoints conflict; either one would

settle the question of how to distinguish between generalization decrement and

discrimination: it would simply eliminate one of them. Ah obstacle to accept-

ing either viewpoint, and thus resolving the issue, is the lack of independent

evidence for the postulated mediating processes, "inhibitory and excitatory

potential," "association," "attention," and the like. In view of this fact

it is necessary to look elsewhere for a satisfactory means of contrasting the

two ;phenomena.
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Nonformal distinctions

What basis is there for separating the concepts of generalization decrement

and discrimination without appealing to hypothetical processes? If one looks at

the two phenomena on the basis of whet the individual scientist emphasizes when

he wants it clearly understood by a colleague just what kind of experiment he

is doing, it is apparent that a distinction is easily made. Conventionally,

the training period preceding the demonstration of a generalization gradient

involves the presentation of a single stimulus value in whose presence a response

is reinforced. The training period preceding the demonstration of a discrimina-

tion function, on the other hand, always involves the alternate presentation of

two stimuli, with reinforcement being administered differentially, depending

upon which stimulus is present when a response is observed. Because explicit

differential reinforcement is absent in the former case, even though differen-

tial responding is observed in subsequent testing, the experiment is understood

to be a generalization experiment, and generalization decrement, rather than

discrimination, is said to occur. This way of distinguishing the two phenomena

is accepted by the majority of invesitgators, according to Brown (1965).

This consensual distinction is a convenient wens for separating general-

ization experiments from discrimination experiments. But it is an arbitrary

convention and should not lead us to conclude that discriminative conditioning

(differential reinforcement) is not involved at all in the genesis of generali-

zation decrement, or that generalization decrement is a unique sort of phenomenon

embedded in a dynamism or process by which training effects spread spontaneously

to previously neutral stimuli. An organism's behavior is subject to discriminative

control from a wide variety of sources, and such control cannot be discounted unless

it is assured that appropriate steps were taken to exclude these collateral sources

from the situation. Recent evidence points to an interpretation of generalization

1
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decrement in exactly these terms. The following review of studies indicates

that the observation of generalization decrement is quite contingent upon

events which are conventionally viewed as preconditions for the development

of discrimination.

Experimental Studies

One of the conditions upon which discrimination obviously depends is

that the distance between the controlling stimuli is greater than the distance

defining the resolving power (discriminability or difference threshold) of

the sensory system. Interestingly enough, it has been shown that, given

stimulus differences greater than the difference threshold, and a relatively

small amount of training time*, discrimination is still not perfect and, in

fact, varies directly with the distance between the positive and negative

stimulus (Frick, 1948; Raben, 1949). Ekman (1955) has further found that

the discriminability-function for visual wavelength can be deduced from the

amounts of differential responding to stimuli separated by distances much

greater than the difference threshold. It is also true that the classic

difference threshold is actually defined by a discrimination function in which

differential responding ranges from 0 to 100 per cent over some stimulus

range, and the experimental situation is supposedly arranged to eliminate

factors other than stimulus differences per se which might influence discrim-

ination, such as amount of training, motivational parameters, etc. Such

facts have led many investigatori to suggest that discriminability (defined

as the just-noticeable difference) is simply a very special case of

discrimination (Stevens, 1939, 1965; Brown, Bilodeau, & Baron, 1955; Guttman,

1963).

Given the relationship between discriminability and discrimination, a

direct relation between generalization decrement and discrimination can be
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demonstrated by showing a direct relation between generalization decrement and

discriminability. A technique for putting this notion to test was devised by

Guttman and Kalish (1956). These investigators used keypeck responses in the

pigeon in an operant conditioning situation to obtain conventional peaked bi-

directional gradients at selected points on the visual wavelength spectrum.

Over the stimulus range used, the discriminability function is repeatedly

nonmonotonic, describing three areas of high discriminability and two areas

of low discriminability. Each training stimulus was selected so that

discriminability was better on one side of it than on the other. The slopes of

the gradients between a pair of stimulus values equidistant from, but on

opposite sides of, the training stimulus were compared es, the average Weber

fractions for the segments bounded by each point and the training stimulus.

These comparisons were expected to reveal a direct relationship between

generalization and discriminability, such that when the Weber fraction was

larger on one side of the training stimulus (indicating an area of poorer

discriminability) the slope of the gradient would be smaller (less general-

ization decrement), and vice versa. The existence of this covariation

between generalization decrement and discriminability would be taken as

evidence for a direct relationship between generalization decrement and

discrimination, according to the syllogism stated above.

The Guttman and Kalish study did not yield significant relationships

in this regard. Although the gradients were not perfectly symmetrical,

their slopes were not significantly different statistically iind it was thus

concluded that no statement could be made concerning how generalization

decrement covaried with the discriminability function. A partial replica-

tion of the Guttman and Kalish experiment by another investigator (Blough,

1961) also yielded a gradient for which the hypothesis of asymmetry could
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not be confirmed. Kalish (1958), however, used the original Guttman and Kalish

apparatus with human subjects and a verbal labeling response, and he did obtain

the desired relationship. Recently, Ganz (1962), and Yarczower and Bitterman

(1965) have claimed positive results, using operant conditioning techniques

with monkeys and goldfish, respectively.

In the light of the positive results from these last three investigations,

it is rather puzzling that Guttman and Kalish, as well as Blough, obtained

the results that they did. Recent work by Shepard (1965) suggests that the

negative findings of these studies may have been the result of relying on an

analysis which is rather insensitive to data trends that are in the desired

direction, but not of sufficient magnitude to allow rejection of the null

hypothesis at accepted levels of statistical significance. Shepard has shown

that if several bi-directional gradients are obtained at different points

on the same continuum there is a unique transformation of the physical stimulus

values that converts all gradients to a uniform shape. The resultant spacing

of the physical stimuli can lie taken to reflect psychological distance in j.n.d.

units, according to which stimuli spaced close together are highly discriminable

and stimuli spaced far apart are less discriminable. Shepard re-analyzed the

data from Guttman.and Kalish, and Blough in this fashion and found that analysis

yielded stimulus spacings which fit quite well those spacings given by the

discriminability function for the pigeon over the same range of wavelengths.

By converting the latter spacings to units of relative discriminability and

plotting them cumulatively, the form of the discriminability function can be

compared to that implied by the Shepard transformation (Fig. 1). It can be

seen that-the two functions. are remarkably similar. in form, being accelerated

at the extreme wavelengths and somewhat., flattened in the areas of 530 and 590

millimicrons (areas of maximum and minimum discriminability, respectively).
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For reference,,the wavelength discriminability function for humans, which is

generally considered comparable to that for pigeons, is also plotted in Fig. 1.

We may conclude from the studies cited above that generalization decrement is

directly related to stimulus discriminability, at least in pigeons, and for stimuli

on the visual spectrum. To the extent that the assertion that discrimination and

discriminability are directly related is valid, these data can be taken as evidence

for a direct relation between generalization decrement and discrimination.

Another approach to establishing an identity relation between generalization

decrement and discrimination comes from comparing the slope of the generalization

gradient to some index of discrimination difficulty. In an experitent of this

type, a pair of stimuli for which there is little generalization decrement should

also be difficult to discriminate in a subsequent task requiring successive dis-

crimination. Hanson (1959) collected data on the generalization gradients of

pigeons on a visual wavelength continuum, then trained them in a discrimination

involving one of the generalization test stimuli as S
A

, with the original train-

ing stimulus as S
D

. A plot of the number of training periods required for cri-

terion discrimination as a function of the SA values yielded an ease of discrimina-

tion gradient which could be compared :4 the original generalization gradient.

Hanson's discrimination gradient showed an initial steep slope followed by a pla-

teau over the sad* range of stimuli for which there was a gradual increase in

generalization decrement. Hanson concluded that the amount of generalization

decrement was not a good index for predicting ease of discrimination. Recently,

however, Haber and Kalish (1963) have performed a more systeiatic study. using

response measures which make the generalization and discrimination indices more

comparable. These investigators obtained generalization gradients from three

groups of pigeons over a segment of the visual wavelength continuum. Each group

was trained under a different schedule of reinforcement (VI 15 sec, VI 1 min and

VI 4 min). The slopes of the gradien4 varied tpversely with reinforcement
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density, the VI 15 84C group yielding the steepest gradient. Haber and Kalish then

divided each group in half and trained each in a successive discrimination on a VI

1 min schedule to a criterion level of discriminative performance. One groap re-

ceived the original training stimulus as SD and the next adjacent generalization

stimulus as S. The other group rezeived this latter stimulus as S
D

and the next

adjacent generalization test stimulus as S. In order to compare generalization

decrement and discrimination, these investigators compared the ratio of responses

made to the S
D

and S
A

in the discrimination experiment to the ratio of responses

made to these same two stimuli in the generalization experiment. They thus had

identical measures of differential responding in both situations. The results

showed that response ratios were nearly identical for the same pair of. stimuli in

both experiments. Thus, when the decrement in responding from the training stim-

ulus to an adjacent stimulus was 10 per cent during generalization testing, the

decrement was also 10 per cent when these stimuli were the S
D

and S
A

, respectively,

in a successive discrimination. Likewise, an animal that emitted about 20 per cent

as many responses to the third stimulus as it did to the second during generaliza-

tion testing, also emitted about 20 per cent as many responses to the third stim-

ulus as it did to the secoud when they were the S
A

and S
D

, respectively, in a suc-

cessive discrimination. The authors conclude: "The results of these experiments

present rather striking evidence that, at least in certain instances, the relation-

ship between generalization and disirimination may be regarded as inverse" (1963,

p. 413).

The demonstration of direct covariation between generalization decrement and

discrimination leaves open, however, the question of why generalization decrement

occurs in the first place, since there is no explicit differential reinforcement

involved during training. For an answer to this question we turn to a set of

studies intended to determine the extent to which behavior in the generalization

situation can be shown to be under discriminative control from sources other than

the explicit differential reinforcement,administered by the experimenter.
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The first set of studies addressed.to-this question. examines the extent

to which there will be generalization decrement when. all differential rein-

forcement with respect to the generalization stimuli is precluded from the

subject's history. If generalization decrement-appearsunder these condi-

tions, then there are grounds for assuming that it results.from an innate

process, thus revitalising the Pavlovian-Hullian formulation, and the

distinction between generalization and discrimination. If, on the other

hand, generalization does not occur under these conditions, then we may

conclude that generalization decrement does require prior differential

reinforcement, thus supporting the case for its identity with discrimina-

. tion and the view that it deserves no unique treatment in the analysis of

behavior.

Peterson (1962) raised ducklings in a monochromatic environment, then

conditioned them to emit a key peck response for food in the presence of a

light of the same wavelength. Subsequent generalization testing along the

visual spectrum yielded flat (100%) generalization gradients. A control

group reared under normal laboratory conditions (room light) showed the

10,1,

usual amount of generalization decrement: Consequently, the observation

of generalization decrement for the control group was attributed to the

existence of a discriminative history with respect to the stimuli used in

the experiment, albeit not a history controlled by the experimenter. Addi-

tional evidence for this position comes from Ganz and Riesen (1962) who

raised monkeys in total darkness (except for brief exposures to diffuse

white light to prevent retinal deterioration), then conditioned the animals

to emit an operant response in the presence of light of a single wavelength.

Generalization testing along the wavelength continuum revealed' no generali-'

zation decrement:- Again, a group of contTol animals showed.generalization

decrement and yielded.conventionally-shaped gradients.
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These two studies provide evidence that generalization decrement will

occur only when the organism has some history of discrimination with respect

to the stimulus set in question. The Peterson, and Ganz and Riesen data show

quite conclusively that generalization decrement will not be observed without

some discriminative experience prior to the generalization experiment. Inci-

dentally, the Lashley and Wade notion of "familiar habits of relational think-

ing" leading to generalization decrement is in a sense confirmed in these data;

.

behavior under the control of a discriminative history could be considered

the operational counterpart of such "habits," and "relational thinking" could

be operationalized in terms of differential responding to stimulus differences

regardless of their absolute values. Indeed, Honig and Day (1962) have shown

that relative stimulus differences do constitute an orderly continuum for

stimulus generalization.

Although the above results show that a history of differential reinforce-

ment is a necessary condition for the observation of generalization decrement,

experiments have shown that it is not a sufficient condition. Given that the

organism has been provided a discriminative history involving the relevant

stimulus dimension, it is also necessary to provide immediate discriminative

control over the response by the training stimulus.
1

Such control is the

result of correlating the training stimulus with reinforcement, and its

absence (or the presence of a stimulus on some dimension other that the

final generalization continuum) with nonreinforcement.
2

Jenkins and Harrison (1960) haVe shown that normally-reared animals,

who have no opportunity to emit unreinforced responses in the presence

of an SA during training, will yield flat (100%) generalization gradients

during subsequent testing. These investigators presented a pure tone

during a training period in which pigeons emitted a key peck for
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reinforcement. Blackout periods were interpolated in order to duplicate the

conditions under which conventional wavelength generalization experiments are

carried out. These periods were accompanied by removal of the S
D

but did not

constitute S
A
periods, since pigeons reportedly do not peck in darkness; there

was no opportunity, therefore, for differential reinforcement. When extinction

was subsequently carried out, while the frequency of the tone was varied

systematically, 100 percent generalization was observed. A group of control

animals, whose training was identical, except that the tone was removed

during S
A

intervals without the simultaneous blackout condition, yielded

conventionally-shaped gradients of generalization. Jenkins and Harrison

conclude, "The present results suggest that the failure to obtain ...a

gradient may be due to a lack of control of the response by the experimental

stimulus." We may conclude from the findings of Jenkins and.Harrison that

discriminative control, as well as a differential history, is required

before generalization decrement can be observed during testing.

It may be objected that several studies have demonstrated generalization

decrement following an experimental history, without differential reinforce-

ment - -studies in which there was no S
A
and responses were reinforced

in the continual presence of some single stimulus value. A study conducted

by Heinemann and Rudolph (1963), however, allows us to maintain that

the existence of generalilation decrement depends on differential

reinforcement in the training situation. These investigators show that

stimulus control resulting from inadvertent differential reinforcement

may be involved in many generalization studies that purportedly involved

only reinforcement for responses emitted in the continual presence of

the training stimulus (Brown, 1942; Schlosberg & Solomon, 1943; Grice,

1948; Brush et al.1952; Guttman & Kalish, 1956; Jenkins et al., 1958;

Blough, 1959). In all of these studies, the stimulus was visual and localized
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in space. Heinemann and Rudolph contend that in.these situations responses

emitted when the animal was not oriented toward the stimulus would not be

reinforced, and that the discriminative control necessary for generaliza-

tion to be observed could be obtained in this way, albeit fortuitously. In

order to demonstrate the existence of such "inadvertent differential rein-

forcement," Heinemann and Rudolph used a cardboard patch surrounding a

response key as the training stimulus. Each of three groups of normally-

reared pigeons was trained to peck at the key when the surround was 5.5,

6.5, or 192.0 sq. in., respectively but of constant reflectance,

luminance m 10 ml.). Every group was then divided into three sub-groups

and extinguished for 10 minutes in the presence of a surround of the

original size but of one of three reflectances (luminances me 1.5, 10,

15 ml.). It was thought that the groups trained and tested in the presence

of the larger surround would show less generalization decrement because

there was less opportunity for inadvertent discrimination training and

therefore less discriminative control. This expectation was confirmed.

Systematically greater amounts of decrement were observed as the size of

the surround decreased. The authors conclude "If this analysis is

correct, it would appear that some discriminative trainingmust inevitably

occur in any situation in which the stimulus is a fairly small visual area

and the required response :t a movement that is directed with respect to

the stimulus, such as pecking at the stimulus, or walking or jumping

through a door upon which the stimulus appears, or turning at a choice

point marked by the stimulus" (1963, p.657).

Stimulus control resulting from inadvertent discrimination training

may, by the same token, account for observed generalization decrement in

those studies where a normally reared organism is confined in the experimental
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situation for a period of time but given discrete-trial training prior to
Ii

generalization testing (Pavlov, 1927; Bass & Hull, 1934; Gibson, 1939;

Razran, 1949; Brown, Bilodeau, & Baron, 1951; Rosenbaum,-1953; Madnick,

1955). In these situations, where there is someprobability that unrein-

forced responses are emitted or elicited. during the inter-.trial interval,

there exists, according to the results of Heinemann and Rudolph, the

possibility that discrimination training is inadvertently taking place.

This possibility has also been noted. by Perkins (1953).

The data from the Peterson, Ganz and Riesen, Jenkins and Harrison,

and Heinemann and Rudolph studies make it quite evident that the existence

of generalization decrement is dependentupon discriminative control, the

result of differential reinforcement: The sources.Zor.such-control, when

it is notexplicitly initiated and maintained brthe-experimenter, are

1) the organism's history of extra-experimental differential reinforce-

ment with respect to the stimulus continuum, and 2) inadvertent differen-

tial reinforcement in the experimental situation.
3

Summary and Conclusions

Although generalization decrement and discriminstion-thave identical

empirical definitions, they have not been treated as equivalent phenomena

in the study of behavior. The distinction seems to have been based in large

part on the observation of.generalization-decrement over arange of stimulus

values despite the absence of differential reinforcement administered .by

the experimenter. This observation. has led some theorists to postulate

mechanisms other than discrimination to account for generalization decrement- -

mechanisms such as those implied in Pavlov's "irradiation" hypothesis or

Hull's concept of "spread of effect." Although there has been some

resistance to the tendency to treat generalizationas a special phenomenon,
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notably the writings of Lashley and Wade, the alternative-interpretations are

cast- in such mentalistic terms-as "attentionm andeflasseciations," which, as

they.stand, are no less nebulous than the"mechaniemstipostulated by Hull and

Pavlov. Lacking, on the one hand, a firm theoretical. basis for distinguish-

ing generalization decrement and-discrimination, and, on the other, experi-

mental evidence that they are fin fact the same, most investigators Mlle come

to adopt the convention of describing as examples of generalization decre-

ment those data in which differential respondingis observed; but in which

explicit differential reinforcement is lacking. By this convention the

term discrimination is reserved for data-from experiments.in which two

stimuli are obviously presented under contrasting reinforcement conditions.

However, studies have recently been performed that make this distinc-

tion spurious. It has been shown that generalization decrement varies

directly with both discrimination and its more refined cousin, discrim-

inability. In addition, studies have shown that a history of differential

reinforcement with respect to he generalization stimuli, as well as

immediate discriminative control of the response during training (the

result of differential reinforcement), are necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for the observation of generalization decrement. 'Finally, the con-

troveeting evidence from-generalization studies where decrements were

obtained without explicit' differential reinforcement during-training, has

been found suspect and may be an artifact of inadvertent. differential

reinforcement, using stimuli localized in space-and/or discrete-trial,

training procedures with animals that have had some discriminative

history with respect to the stimulus coucinuum.

In the light of the evidence presented, then; it is concluded that

generalization decrement and discrimination are identical phenomena

reflecting the range of discriminative control for behavior along some
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stimulus continuum. There seems littlermerivin maintaining.** distinction

on the grounds that explicit differential.reinforcement is.lacking in the

training phase of experiments designed to demonstrate. generalization decre-

ment. In this case the distinction is between two experimental situations

in which discrimination. can be observed and not betweeni.two.different experi-

mental situations'in which two- kinds of behavior, mediated'by.two different

psycheogical processes, is observed. Generalization decrement, like

discrimination, is differential responding that results from-differential

reinforcement.
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Footnotes

1. It should be noted that in both the Petersonr, and Ganz and Riesen

studies differential reinforcement was probablrpresent.during training.

Ganz and Riesen punished responses during a tlackout.period (St) and

Peterson used a transilluminated response key which probably led to inad-

vertent differential reinforcement, as Heinemann.andftRudolph define it

(ate below).

2. Of course such control would be obtained-using a negative

stimulus on the generalization continuum but then, we would be measuring

discrimination rather than generalization decrement as it is conventionally

defined.

3. It may be apparent that the experimental evidence cited here

supports some of the Lashley and Wade criticisms of.the Pavlovian-Hullian

formulation. However, the data also contravene several of Lashley and Wade's

contentions. First, these authors allow the "habits-of relational thinking"

argument to apply to human subjects only; they attempt to invalidate the

studies using animals on other grounds (e.g., the useof threshold stimulus

values and noisy or distracting test conditions). However; theresearch of Peterson

with'ducklings may be considerect.to operationalise-ant the confirm the Lashley

and Wade construct. In addition, the Guttman and Wishexperiment with

pigeons clearly demonstrates the existence of &gradient over nearly the

entire visible spectrum with stimulus control so'precise that Guttman likens

the effect on behavior of changes in the physical wavelength to turning on

and off a water faucet (1956, p. 451). Again; Lashley and Wade argue that

attention to the pertinent aspect of the stimulus, resulting from emphasis

on one or another attribute given by the experimental-situation among other

things, is necessary for the observation-of generalization decrement; a
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statement in line with the findings of Jenkins and-Harrison, and Heinemann

and Rudolph. 'Ashley and Wade, howzier, had inAzind the passive presenta-

tion. of Stinuli ihe. ganmvalizirtion..Wittinnuar.ithereas,, these-latter studies

showed conclusiviiiir that: differential. reinforcement thet.presence of two

or more stimuli is necessary, and, furthermore.;' that themegative stimulus

need not be- on the. generalization continuum; .In-retrospect; Lashley and

Wade' were correct in opposing Hull's insistence on' a unique process to

explain the generalization gradient, but by attacking Hull. with Hull's

own weapons (hypothetical constructs; rather-than-empirical generaliza-

tions) they added to the confusion in an already. .confused area.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The relationship between cumulated units of discriminability and

wavelength for pigeons and humans. The function fOr human Ss and the lower

function for pigeons are taken from Guttman and Kalish (1956) who based their

plots on the data of Jones (1917) and Hamilton and Colemaa(1933). The

middle function is based on data derived by Shepard (1965) from the genera-

lization gradients from pigeons by Guttman and Kalish (1956) and Slough

(1961). This function represents the differential discriminability of the

stimuli according to their spacing under a transformation that rendered

the original generalization gradients uniform in shape. The absolute

discriminability values (delta lambda) for each function were adjusted

proportionately so'that each function spans the same range.
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Attentional Factors in Categorical Judgments

of Pure Tone Similarity

David V. Cross

According to Shepard (1964, p. 59) the Euclidean assumptions under-

lying multidimensional scaling methods would have gone largely unquestioned

if it were not for Attneave's finding in 1950 that, when subjects are re-

quired to "rate" the overall similarity of pairs of geometrical

figures, their ratings conform more to the city block metric than to

the Euclidean. Indeed, in most discussions of scaling theory Attneave's

finding is cited as the one anomalous exception to the generally satisfactory

solutions achieved with the Euclidean algorithm. In an attempt to explain

this finding,Torgerson (1958, pp. 254, 292) conjectured that Attneave's

stimuli differed with respect to "obvious and compelling" dimensions, so

that in judging the similarity of two figures a subject may behave as though

he were saying "these two stimuli difZer this n4ch with respect to brightness,

plus this much with respect to size, plus this much with respect to shape."

Torgerson added that Attneave's special selection of stimuli presented very

favorable conditions for obtaining the "simple sum" type of judgment: they

were selected so as to form a "plus" when plotted as points in physical

coordinates--stimuli that varied simultaneously in two dimensions were avoided.

Torgerson believes that this arrangement would serve to direct the subject's

attention to the "given" -dimensions whereas with a more or less random

scattering of points the dimensions of comparison might be less obvious and

"the subject might be more likely to judge the over -all. difference directly."

Thus, according to Torgerson, the form of the metric may depend on whether or
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.not the dimensions of stimulus variation are obvious and compelling to the

subject. Similarly, Shepard (1964, p. 80) proposed that perhaps a distinction

should be made between two types of stimuli: "those that are reacted to as

homogeneous, unitary wholes, and those that tend to be analyzed into perceptually

distinct components or properties." Stimuli of the first type, color samples

for example, tend not to be analyzed into separate components but are reacted to

directly. A different dimension of comparison is likely to be invoked by each

stimulus pair and the basis of judgment may be influenced, by the context of

other stimuli presented in the experiment. On the other hand, the over-all

difference between a pair of stimuli of the second type tends to be analyzed

into the component differences with respect to each of the separate fixed dimen-

sions of the space.

The question raised here appears to be to what extent do the stimulus

properties that exert behavioral control in a given experiment depend upon the

direction and magnitude of prevailing stimulus variation with respect to these

properties; in other wordst do the effective dimensions of control for a given

stimulus domain represent a unique and stable frame of reference for perception

or do they arise in the experi ental situation as a consequence of the investi-

gator's special selection of sti uli? In terms of a metric representation for

the stimuli, the absence of fixed directions of control suggests that psychological

space is Euclidean in nature and its axes are subject to essentially arbitrary

rotation. It has been noted (Cross, 19616'in a discussion of the effects of selective

attention on the metric structure of pooled data, that measures of stimulus

control based on averaged data may appear to conform to a Euclidean metric

when in fact the directions of control for individual Ss are unique and

fixed but differ in orientation in the space for different subjects, or

differ for the same subject upon different presentations of a given stimulus.
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Shepard contended that the component attributes of analyzable stimuli TIT be

selectively attended by some subjects and "subjects might very well divide

their attention in some fluctuating manner between the component dimensions,"

but that averaged data collected under these conditions would not permit a

spatial (metric) representation of the stimuli because the condition of

triangle inequality would be violated. The results of a recent study (Cross,

1965) show this is not necessarily the case; although the component dimensions

were selectively and exclusively attended on each stimulus presentation, the

pooled data exhibited simple metric structure. It is appropriate, in view of

this outcome:, to question the assumption that & take all relevant aspects into

account when rating the similarity-dissimilarity of complex stimuli or that the

conformity of averaged ratings to a city block metric necessarily implies that

in a single judgment S "simply sums" the perceived unidimensional differenCes.

It seems not at all unlikely that the component properties of complex stimuli

may be as selectively effective in the control of rating behavior as in the

control of simple discriminative responses and that control may be exerted by

different stimulus properties for different subjects or for the same .Sti

upon different presentations of a given stimulus pair. A city-block outcome

may indicate that the effective dimensions of control are in fact the dimensions

manipulated by the investigator, and that the additive structure occurs because,

in single judgments, Ss . selectively attend one or another dimension ex-

clusively. On the other hand, the emergence of alternative dimensions of con-

trol that differ for individual Ss in directions that cut across the

reference dimensions (the dimensions involved in the prediction of multidimen-

sional distances) may result in measures of stimulus control that conform more

to the Euclidean than to the city block metric.
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With the hypothesis that the multidimensional structure of behavioral

data arises from the pooling of individual unidimonsional observations, the

following study examines selective attention to single dimensions of stimulus

variation in categorical judgments of the similarity-difference relations

among two-dimensional stimuli. Subjects are required to rate pairs of pure

tones with respect to their apparent difference under conditions in which

(a) each stimulus pair differs with respect to frequency alone or intensity

alone, and (b) the stimuli differ simultaneously in both properties. The

particular selection of stimuli was based on generally accepted psycho-

physical evidence that the physical properties of frequency and intensity

interact in the control of discriminative behavior and also on the basis of

the findings of a preliminary study by this investigator that individual is

differ widely both with respect to the nature and the degree of this inter-

action. In the study in question several comparison tones differing from a

fixed standard in frequency alone, intensity alone, and in both properties

simultaneously were presented to 40 Ss half of whom were required to judge

whether the comparison tone was greater than, equal to, or less than the

standard in "loudness." The other half were required to base their judgments

on "pitch." The findings for some Ss showed no evidence for interaction (for

the range of values involved)'; that is to say, the control exerted by a given

intensity change for a "loudness" comparison wan independent of frequency level,

and similarly for comparisons based on "pitch." The findings for several other

Ss, on the other hand, indicated that the control exerted by frequency or inten-

sity on comparative judgments of the correlated attribute depended markedly on

the level of the other property and that the direction of this dependence differed

between Ss. This finding indicates that dimensionalization of the tonal space

aI



differs for individual Ss.

-.5

A second objective of the following study, there-

fore, is to examine the metric structure of the obtained data under the

hypothesis that the interaction of physical continua in the control of

individual similarity ratings will give rise to effective dimensions of

control that differ in direction in the tonal space for individual Ss and

therefore favor a Euclidean embedding.

Method

Sub ects

Fourteen University students served as Ss in individual sessions lasting

approximately 80 min. They were paid at the rate of $1.25 /hour. None had

previous experience as a participant in a psychophysical experiment.

Stimuli and Apparatus

The stimuli were 250 mom pure tones varying in frequency and intensity.

They were prerecorded on magnetic tape as a sequence of pairs with 2 sec

intervals between members of a pair and 6 sec intervals separating successive

pairs. The first member of each pair was always the same tone with a frequency

of 205 cps and an intensity level of 90 db re: .0002 dynes/cm2 (as measured

upon playback at S's headphone). This was designated as the standard. The

second tone in each pair was a comparison tone which was varied in eleven

1-cps steps from 200 to 210 cps and/or in eleven 1 db steps from 85 to 95 db

SPL.

The signal source was a precision audio oscillator ( Hewlett Packard

241A). The desired tonal frequency could be rapidly and accurately

selected by push-button. The output of the oscillator was passed through a

variable attenuator (Hewlett Packard, 350D), the settings of which determined
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the relative intensities of the tones, and an electronic switch (Grason-Stadler

829D) . The switch, controlled by an interval timer (Greson-Stadler 471-1), passed

signals, with the desired duration and interstimulus intervals, to a tape

recorder (Ampex 351-211).

Two stimulus sets were constructed so the relation in frequency-intensity

coordinates, between the array of comparison stimuli and the standard was

different. The frequency-intensity combinations comprising the stimuli in

each set are shown schematically in Fig. 1. Set A stimuli are represented by

the spots and are seen to form a "plus" in the coordinate system; that is,

they form two arrays perpendicular to the axes and intersecting at the standard

stimulus. Set B stimuli, represented by crosses, consisted of the standard

tone plus an equal number of comparison tones scattered in each quadrant. The

selection of frequency-intensity combinatiot for set B ,tones was quasi-random,

subject to the constraint that for each stimulus in' a given quadrant there

resulted a stimulus in each adjacent quadrant with.the same frequency or the

same intensity. Thus, each stimulus set contained 21 different comparison

stimuli (including the standard which was also paired, as a comparison tone,

with itself).

The experimental space was a sound-attenuating room containing only a

table and chair. The reproducing equipment used to present stimuli to S

occupied an adjoining room. The tones were reproduced by a tape-recorder

(Ampex 601) and presented binaurally to S through calibrated earphones (Grason-

Stadler TDH-35). Interposed between the tape recorder and the earphones was a

band-pass filter (Allison 28B) which was adjusted to attenuate random noise.

1
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Procedure

The Ss were seated individually in the experimental chamber and the follow-

ing instructions were read:

You will be presented a sequence of pairs of tones. The first

tone in each pair is referred to as the standard and-it will always

be the same. The second tone iteach pair is presented for

comparison with the first. It may be the same or different. Your

task is-to estimate how much-the second tone in each; pair is like

the first tone by rating it on a scale from 1 to 5 according to

the following criteria:

1. no difference

2. slightly different

3. moderately different

4. quite different

5. extremely different.

Each S was presented with both stimulus sets in 10 randomly permuted .orders

for a total of 10 presentations of each, stimulus pair.. Seven Ss received

set A stimuli first, then set B, and the other 7 received the sets in the

opposite order. A 10 min rest period was provided between the two presenta-

tions which required approximately 30 min each.

Results

The mean category ratings.corresponditig to frequency changes (solid lines)

and intensity changes (dashed lines) for set A stimuli are shown for each S

separately in Fig. 26 The Ss who rated set A stimuli first have primed

numbers. The others rated set A stimuli after rating set B. It is indicated

that individual Ss differ considerably-with respect to the relative importance

of the two stimulds properties'in the control of rating beherior and in, the



overall range of scale values obtained. On the one .drama, some S (3, 5, 9 &

12) attended only frequency differences; intensity differences were all rated

the same as no difference at all. On the other hand, the ratings of four

other Ss (1, 4, 6 & 8) appear to be-predominated by intensity changes;

frequency differences had slight or no effect on meawcategory rating. Of

the remaining Ss, four appear to' have been attending both properties, one

subject (11) rated nearly all stimuli as "not different" from the standard,

and the category ratings of another subject (2) show no systematic relation

to stimulus change at'all.

The distributions of response frequency over rating categories for the

pooled data of 13 se (az was omitted) are shown in Table 1. Each comparison

stimulus is denoted by an ordered pair (Af, AI) indicating the difference

between it and the standard stimulus in both frequency (cps) and intensity

(db). The number of responses falling in each rating category over the

maximum total of 130 presentations of each stimulus (10 to each ) is given.

For the most part the distributions of responses over rating categories

disguise the-fact'demonstrated in Pig. 2 that several Ss were attending

different properties of the stimulus. The distributions tend to flatten

the more the comparison stimulus differs from the standard but only the

distributions of ratings for (+0, +5) and (+0, +4) depart markedly from

unimodality.

The mean category assignment for each stimulus pair (Soo , Sii),where

i and j index the physical difference between the standard and comparison

stimulus with regard to frequency and intensity,respectivelysis denoted by

g(Sij ) and is presented in the indicated columns in
Table 1. Separate

category scales were thus obtained for the two stiMulus'sets. The distance

between the standard stimulus and each comparison stimulus in sets A and B
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was taken as the difference between the mean categorrassignment.for the given

stimulus and that for the standard-stimulus oft,the4corresponding set. This

change of origin for the two scaleis dictated by the requirement that the

distance of a point from itself is zero. In Fig. 3 these.presemptive distances

(multiplied by a factor of 10) are shown as.a function, of frequency with

intensity constant, l(Sio), andas a function of intensity with frequency

constant, vsop.

The distances obtained for the comparison stimuli in set B (tones that

differ from the standard in both frequency and intensity) are presented in

Fig. 4 as a function of the predictions, 1, arising from four alternative

rules governing the combination of component unidimensional distances, Xf

g(sio) and Xi g($ ) obtained for the corresponding set A stimuli. Each

panel depicts the goodness of fit of the indicated model in the form of a

scatter plot relating obtained and predicted quantities. The-dashed lines

drawn at 450 to the axes in each panel represent perfect prediction. The

four models compared are: (1) the dominance model, i max {Xf, XI}, (2)

the Euclidean model, i [X: + 4]1/2, (3) the city block model, X Xf +

Xi, and (4) a multiple linear regression model which optimally weights the

component unidimensional distances in an additive rule.of-combination. and

provides an additive constant which adjusts the origin of the scale.

Of the three spatial models the Euclidean appears to achieve the closest

direct fit to the data with a mean algebraic difference between predicted

and obtained distances of -0.1 (-0.01 in original category scale units).

The product moment correlation coefficient between obtained. and predicted

measures is 0.967 (which, coincidentally, is identical to the correlation

reported by Attneave between obtaited-inter-stimulue distances and fitted

quantities obtained from a multiple linear regression solution to his. data).
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The dominance combination rule-clearly under-predicts obtained-distancesowith

a mean algebraic difference-between predicted and obtainedeof.4-1.6. The city

block model consistently over-predicte with a mean algebraic-difference between

predicted and obtained of +3.8. Curiously, although of the.three spatial models 11

the city block metric provides the poorest direct fit to the data; the quantities

predicted by this model show the highest correlation with the obtained measures,

with a coefficieht of 0.986. The multiple linear regression-model provides

an excellent direct fit to the data. The mean algebraic difference between

predicted and obtained distances is, of course, zero and a multiple correlation
.41

coefficient of 0.987 was obtained for the two measures, indicating that 97.5% of

the total variance in obtained distance measures is accounted for by the

reconstruction.

Discussion

The findings of this study are consistent with the-notion-that the multi-

dimensional structure of behavioral data arises from the indiscriminate pooling

of individual unidimensional observations. It Is clearly indicated that, in

rating the apparent,differences.among-two-dimensional stimuli,Ss selectively

Attend single dimensions of stimulus variation, since individual Ss differ

with respect -to the dimension attended, however, averaged data tend to disguise this

fact and give rise-, instead, to the. erroneous inference thati in single judgments,

as somehow integrate preceived differences along all relevant dimensions of

stimulus change*. ,

It was demonstrated that the practice of combining the responses of individ-

uals without.regard to their state of attention does not necessarily.result,in

data that violate the assumptions of a metric embedding* In fact, a Euclidean

metric provides a satisfactory representation of the relation. between two-

dimensional stimulus differences and their component unidimensional differences.

1



The appropriateness of the Euclidean. solution is interpreted as.resulting from

the fact that-the physical.prepertiew.of the-stimmli.interaet,in the control of

behavior giving rise to effective' dimemsions-of.contrelthattmay be peculiar

to -Andividual Ss and that are,neveolliadv-with. the.physieal dimeusions of

the stimulus space.

4..

1 moomool.wo6rwiourommoo.r.wriolo.u.000l
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Table 1

Pooled data of 13 Ss: total number of responses
falling in each rating category and mean
category assignments for each stimulus.

Set A: I Set B:
,

Stimulus
1

Rating Category . I Stimulus
,

Rating Category
1

,

( f; (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) g(S
i ,'

1

( f,
A1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) g(S
i

1

(-5, +0)

( 4, +0)

( 3, +0)

+0)

(-1i +0)

(+1; +0)
1

(+2, +0)

(+3; +0)
1

(+4; +0)

,1(+5; +0)
1

(i0; +0)

(+0 +5)

(+0, +4)

(+0, +3)

(0, +2)

(+0; +1)

(+0', -1)

Ii

(+0 -3)"

(4.44_,-4)

77,5>

18

18

32

44

70

72

37

35

1 27

10

, 91

37

39

, 48
11

55

1

77

81
i

66

60

I 33

38.

50

44

59

57

48

52

65

49

33

34

27

18

20

35

40

34

43

39

38'.

48

30

31

46

f 26

18

8

5

22

38

48

57

11

29

27

18

16

14

6

16

22

28

-33

18

15

10

11

3

0

5

7

19

21

0

13

29

22

15

4

0

9

7

12

16 .

13

7

3

0

1

1

1

1

1

8

1

.33

15

7

4

1

- 0

0

3-

9

,12

2.68
.,,

2.61

2.18

1.97

1.59

1.51

1.98

2.15

2.52

2.87

I 1.41

I 2.90
1

2.70

2.27

2.02

1.60

1..42

1.75

1488

2.35

2.49

H

1 ,

1 ,

(-5, +2)

(-5, -5)

(-4, +4)

(-4, -1)

(-3, +5)

(-3, -4)

(-2, +1)

(-2, -2)

(-1, +3)

(-1, -3)

(+0, +0)

(+1, +1)

(+1, -2)

(+2, +5)

(+2, -4)

(+3, +3).

(+3, -3)

(+4, +2)

(+4, ,!5)I

(+5,'+W

J4.7...4Y,;

18

12

12

37

15

27

68

62

54

55

97

84

64

23

23

23

18.

26

5

14'

25

57

24

28

51

28

44

39

36

26

43

30

40

55

31

51

46

61

36

41

10

48

23

46

36

21

40

36

14

21

34

21

1

5

9

28

42

35

44

50

60

47

-43

24

20

34

14

30

18

7

9

13

9

1

1

1

27

13

20

7

14

16

43

, 14

8

28

20

6

17

4

2

2

3

1

0

0

1

21

.1

6

0

4

8

16

0

2.59

3.21

3.17'
1

,

2.25

3.05

2.44
1

1.74 ,

1.87

2.12

1.90',
1

1.27

1.41

1.62

2.94

2.37

.1'

2.54

2.31
. h

2 49

, 2.45

3.28

2.35
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The parameter values of two sets of stimuli (e, x), varying

in frequency, and intensity.'used in an experiment on judgments of similarity.

Fig. 2. The mean%categOry ratings corresponding to frequency changeS

(solid lines) and intensity changes (dashed lines) for set A stimuli for

each S.

Fig. 3. The change in mean-category assignment as a function of the

change in frequency (intensity constant) or the change in intensity (fre-

quency constant).

Fig. 4. The accuracy of each of four rules for combining unidimensional

distances obtained with the set A stimuli in predicting two dimensional

distances obtained with the set B stimuli. The'distance between the standard

stimulus and each comparison stimulus is the difference between the corre-

sponding mean category assignments. The.rules of ccmbination are those

entailed by (L. to R., Top to Bot.): the dominance model, the Euclidean

model, the city-block model, and a multiple linear regression model.
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Loudness of Pure Tones as a Function of Frequency,

Intensity, and Middle-Ear Mechanics

Part I

Matching Functions for Loudne.gs

Strange Ross

Loudness of pure tones is a complex function of many variables. These

variables are associated partly with the stimulating tone, partly with the

receiving organism. When only pure tones are considered, the relevant

stimulus variables can be exhaustively described by stating the frequency,

the sound-pressure level at the eardrum, and the duration of the stimulating

tone. The organismic variables are harder to classify and state exhaustively.

A partia/ list of these variables would include the stimulation history of

the organism, the particular psychophysical method employed in collecting

data, and a host of variables relating more specifically to a given organism.

Of these latter variables, the static as well as the dynamic properties of

the middle ear as a sound-conducting pathway plays an obvious role. In addi-

tion, inner-ear processes as well as "higher-level" variables, including

possibly irreducible "individual differences," act to further complicate the

total picture.

Previous research has explored the relationship between loudness and

most of the variables mentioned. Of direct interest to the present investiga-

tion the following areas of study may be mentioned. Many stm4es (e.g.,

Kingsbury, 1927; Fletcher & Munson, 1933; Churcher & King, 1937; Peldtkeller

& Zwicker, 1956; Robinson & Dadson, 1956) have examined the role of frequency
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and intensity in the perceWon of loudness, resulting in sets of so-called

"equal- loudness contours." Likewise, the growth of loudness with intensity

at a given frequency has been studied experimentally as well as theoretically

(e.g., Garner, 1954; Stevens, 1955; Zwicker, 1958, 1963; Zwielocki, 1965).

And recently, the development of new experimental tools has resulted in an

upsurge of inquiries into the acoustical properties of the middle ear (e.g.,

Zwislocki, 1962, 1963; Dallas, 1964).

The present research attempts to integrate a number of these previous

approaches, and at the same time to remedy some of their shortcomings. Some

of these shortcomings, in the opinion of the present author, are the follow-

ing: 1) Very often only group data have been reported. This prevents a

satisfactory analysis of individual invariances as well as the recognition

of apparently irreducible and genuine individual differences. 2) In the

collection of data for the construction of equal-loudness contours, tradi-

tionally a standard tone of fixed frequency has been employed. This proce-

dure would seem to favor an undesirable bias, and also introduces undue

variability in the data for comparision frequencies widely separated from

that of the standard. 3) Most studies fail to give a satisfactory specifica-

tion of the intensity of the stimulating tones. The practice of employing

earphones calibrated on an artificial ear has long been recognized to provide

only a very approximate indication of the actual sound-pressure level produced

at the eardrum. 4) Practically all studies of changes in acoustic impedance

at the eardrum, from .which the conductive properties of the middle ear may be

inferred, relate these changes to the intensity of a tone stimulating the

opposite ear. Thus, previous studies provide no data on the dynamic properties

of the middle-ear mechanism as a direct function of the stimulating tone.

5) Due to technical difficulties, only aratlher limited frequency range has
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been employed in exploring the sound-conducting properties of the middle ear.

6) Finally, no studies are available which attempt to relate frequency and

intensity of the stimulating tone as well as the properties of the middle

ear to the perception of loudness.

The present research attempts to overcome the shortcomings listed above

in the following way. For three subjects, loudness balances were obtained

for a great number of combinations of 13 different frequencies, extending

from 20 cps to 5000 cps. In so doing, the sound-pressure level of the tones

was measured very close to the eardrum. From the data collected from each

subject, a symmetric and transitive subset was selected for further analysis.

Growth of loudness with intensity was examined by analyzing the form of the

matching functions, specifically by comparing the data with curves describing

the theoretical form of a matching function derived from specified assumptions

concerning the growth of loudness with intensity. Further, measures of

acoustic impedance at the eardrum as a function of frequency and intensity

of a stimulating tone were collected from each subject. From these data, the

static as well as the dynamic properties of each middle ear will be inferred.

These latter results will be applied to an analysis of the equal-loudness

contours constructed fof each subject from the above-mentioned subset of

symmetric and transitive matches. When this analysis is completed, it is

hoped that equal-loudness contours referred to volume velocity at the oval

window can be drawn for each subject. This set of curves would clearly in-

dicate the.role played by the inner ear in determining the relationship

between loudness on the one hand, and frequency and intensity of a stimulating

tone on the other hand.

Part I of this report, presented here, describes apparatus and procedure

employed in collecting loudness balances. Also, the resulting matching
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functions are analyzed in terms of a rationale briefly outlined. A more

thorough discussion of the significance of the findings, however, will be

postponed to later parts of this report.

Method

The functions required of the experimental set-up for obtaining loudness

balances (matches) were the following: 1) to present alternately two tones of

different frequencies with no silent interval between the tones, and with no

audible switching transients; 2) to allow the subject to adjust continuously

the intensity of one of the two alternating tones (the comparison tone); 3)

following a signal from the subject, indicating the completion of a loudness

match, to make a permanent record of the intensities of the two tones; 4) after

each adjustment, to increase the intensity of the standard tone by a predeter-

mined amount; 5) to make a corresponding increase in the level of the compari-

son tone, in order to maintain an appropriate intensity range of this tone;

6) after each completed adjustment, to introduce various amounts of attenuation,

rando.ly programmed, of the comparison tone in order to eliminate possible cues

from the position of the subject's potentiometer; 7) to present the two tones,

at all intensity levels, with a low degree of distortion; 8) to maintain, at

all intensity levels, a high signal-to-noise ratio for, the two signals; 9) to

ensure a high degree of reproducibility of the sound pressure levels presented

to the subject; 10) to permit an absolute determination of the sound pressure

levels presented, as measured at the subject's eardrum.

These objectives were accomplished in the following way (see Fig. 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here

The standard tone was generated by an audio oscillator (General Radio 1304 -B).
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The signal was amplified (General Radio 1206-B) and then fed through two

attenuators to one channel of an electronic switch (Grason -Stadler 829D),

set at a switching rate of 2.5 secs/cycle. One of the attenuators mentioned

served to adjust the general signal level in order to obtain the highest

signal-to-noise ratio possible, while the other attenuator was specially

constructed to permit the automatic increase in intensity of the standard

tone by a predetermined multiple of .5 db. This "stepping" attenuator con-

sisted of two 10-section ladder attenuators in steps of .5 db and 5 db,

respectively. Each ladder was terminated by a cathode follower in order to

obtain the high terminating impedaice required for this type of attenuator,

and the 10 sections of each ladder ware connected to the terminals of one of

two'sections of an electro-mechanical counter with electrical read-out (Neuron

Counter 7005, Data Instruments). Electro-mechanical devices (Grason-Stadler)

generated, following the subject's signal, the number of pulses requiredto

raise the intensity of the standard tone by a predetermined amount (in multi-

ples of .5 db).

The comparison tone was generated by a second oscillator (Bruel & Kjaar

1014) which fed the signal through a "sone" potentiometer, controlled by the

subject, and three attenuators to the other channel of the electronic switch.

One of the three attenuators mentioned was a fixed attenuator which served

to control the signal-to-noise ratio. The second was a "stepping" attenuator

identical to the one described above. And the third attenuator was a relay-

operated attenuator with four fixed values of 0, 2.5, 5.0, and 7.5 db; a

stepping switch (Grsson-Stadler E3126B) was used to select--according to a

random schedule--one of the four possible attenuations after the completion

of each adjustment.

In order to keep the distortion (arising from the cathode followers of

the "stepping" attenuators and from the electronic switch) at a ninimum,

each output of the electronic switch was passed through a band-pass filter
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(Krohn -Rite 310-ABR) set at 115 percent.of the respective frequencies, and

the outputs of the two filters were combined in a matching network. The

output of this network was amplified (General Radio 1304-B, output section),

and finally fed through an attenuator (General Radio 1450-TBR). The dis-

tortion of the final output was always below 1 percent.

Depression of the subject's key initiated the following operations:

1) The pen of a graphic level recorder (Bruel & Kjaer 2305) was momentarily

lowered to make a dot on the recording paper, indicating the momentary voltage

level at the output of the "stepping" attenuator; (through the calibration of

the system, this voltage level was converted to the corresponding voltage

level over the telephone). 2) The two "stepping" attenuators were advanced

5.0 db. 3) The recording paper was advanced by an amount corresponding to

the increment of the intensity of the standard tone. 4) The "random" atten-

uator was adjusted to its next value in a random series.

The signals from.the final attenuator were applied to the subject's ear

by means of a small electro-dynamical telephone Beyer DT-508), mounted in

an ear insert moulded to fit the external meatus of the individual subject.

The ear insert contained a canal for the conduction of the sound, a steel

tube through which a probe microphone could be inserted, and a narrow steel

tube for equalizing the static pressure of the air on both sides of the ear

insert. When a probe microphone was not inserted, a dummy with the sans

acoustical properties took its place. This technique for applying the stim-

ulus (which has been described in greater detail elsewhere [Ross, 1963J) affords

the following advantages: 1) Due to the individual moulding of each ear insert,

the position of the sound-transducing elements can be closely replicated; this,

in turn,.means.that from one experimental ,Jession to the next, the same sound

pressure levels are always prodmed at the eardrum for given stimulus parameters.

2) These sound pressure levels can be measured, _thereby 4troviding-a- eversion
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from the electric parameters of the signals to absolute acoustic measures.

3) Due to the tight acoustic coupling between the telephone membrane and

the enclosed small volume of air (totalling apprqximately 2cc), the distor-

tion of the acoustic signal is kept very low; for all frequencies employed,

and for sound pressure levels up to 120 db SPL, the distortion due to the

telephone was found to be less than 1 percent.

Procedure

At the outset of each experiment, four threshold determinations were

made for each of the two frequencies involved in the series of matches to

follow. The test tone was presented through the comparison channel, and

the standard channel was disconnected. The test tone thus was on for 1.25

secs., off for 1.25 secs., etc. The subject was requested to adjust the

tone to "just not audible" or to "just audible," whatever he preferred, and

to press his key when the adjustment was completed.

Following these threshold determinations, the intensity of the standard

tone was edjusted to approximately 5-10 db below the subject's threshold as

estimated from the four threshold adjustments, and the subject was requested

to adjust the intensity of the comparison tone to the same loudness as that

of the standard tine, and to indicate a completed adjustment by pressing hib

key. After each key press the intensity of the standard tone was automatically

increased by 5 db.

During the first few trials, the subject would not be able to hear the

standard tone, and according to the instructions he would indicate this by

turning down the intensity of the comparison tone all the way before pressing

his key. In this way loudness matches from levels very close to the thresholds

were secured. The subject continued to match the two tones until he came clue's

to ad uncomfortable loudness level. Subjects-were able to make 4-6 complete
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runs a day. After each complete run the subjects rested for about fifteen

minutes.

Thirteen frequencies extending from 20 cps to 5000 cps, and spaced

approximately 1/5 decade apart, were employed; (the calibration procedure

of the sound transducer as outlined above prevented the inclusion of fre-

quencies higher than 5000 cps). All (57) frequency combinations up to and

including a spacing of 6/5 of a decade were employed, except identical fre-

quencies. For any frequency combination, each frequency served once as

standard and once as comparison tone. If the matches resulting fro' two

complete runs exhibited systematic differences, one of the two constellations

was repeated. In case these latter results departed from the matches with

reversed frequencies, the other constellation was repeated. As a general

rule, no more runs involving the given frequency combination were carried

out after these repetitions. The total number of co plete runs for the sub-

jects JR, LL, and FP was 236, 200, and 176,. respectively. On the average,

each complete run covered an intensity range close to 100 db, giving, for

each subject, a total of approximately 4700, 4000, and 3500 matches,

respectively.

Treatment of Data

For each complete run of loudness matches, the graphical record of the

-level recorder was transcribed to regular graph paper. All runs involving

the same two frequencies were plotted on,the same graph, using different

signatures:to:identify the individual sets of, data.

As mentioned earlier. ItIt was:des,ired for each subject to select a sub-,'

setpf data that satisfied the ,demands of:iymmetryand transitivity. This

objective was 4C;011444,00li the following- way. Oa each4raph depicting:

all Walil.a# -pair ofkefreqp4en4es Olooth curves were_drawn by



hand through those regions for which at least one set of matches showed no

systematic"departures from at least one other set of matches with the

opposite frequency configuration (that is, standard and comparison fre-

quencies were interchanged for these two sets of Matches) . Thus, these

smooth curves represent a subset of matches tharis symmetric with respect

to standard and comparison frequencies.

Next, the transitivity of this subset of matches has to be tested,

that is, it must be ascertained whether the intensity II of a tom with

frequency fl that matches tone (f2, 12) can be successfully predicted from

two other matches, viz., the match of (f2, 12) to a third tune (f3, 13), and

the match between (f
3

13) and (f1, I
1
) . This test was accomplished by

devising a technique for averaging the subset of data described by the smooth

curves mentioned above, and then checking these average values against the

values of the subset. Since the averaging technique is based on an assump-

tion of transitivity, a significant departure of average values from observed

values would indicate that the demands of transitivity were not fulfilled.

The averaging process is carried out for as many loudness levels as

desired; in the present case a spacing of 10 db of the corresponding inten-

sities of a 320 cps tone was employed,,
. Table 1 illustrates the process.

Insert Table 1 about here

A tone of 320 cps and, say, 30 db SPL, was selected as a starting point.

From all graphs containing 320 cps as one frequency, .he intensity of the

matching tone was read off from the smooth curve drawn; if no such curve

was drawn in the given region, the corresponding entry was omitted. The

resulting set, of values describes a first approximation to an equal-loudness

contour through a point corresponding to the originating tone.
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As th next step, this process was repeated, this time employing one of

the tones from the first set as a starting point. Thus, e.g., all tones

matching the 200 cps tone that matched the original 320 cps tone are read

off the smooth curves froi the appropriate graphs. This step produces a

second set of matching intensities of the given frequencies, i.e., another

approximation to an equal-loudness contour through the originating point.

This process is then repeated for a third frequency, say, 500 cps.

(Checks indicated that the final outcome of the averaging process was almost

completely independent of the employed sequence of frequencies.) This time,

however, two matching intensit:,Les are available for this frequency, one for

each of the preceding steps (assuming twat smooth curves in both cases were

drawn in the regions under consideration). Since none of these intensities

has any priority with respect to the other, the average intensity is employed.

When this process has been repeated for all 13 frequencies employed, the

average intensity for each frequency is calculated.. These values, then, repre-

sent a composite of all matches performed at the given loudness level.

This averaging process is repeated for as many loudness levels as desired

(in this case for a 10 db spacing of the originating 320 cps tone), and the

resulting average matching intensities are plotted on the corresponding graphs

and compared to the location of the smooth curves. If no systematic and sig-

nificant departures are observed, the subset of matches represented by the

average matching points can be regarded as transitive as well as symmetrical.

Results and Preliminary Discussion

The kinds of data obtained from the three subjects are illustrated by

the fairly representative samples given in Figs 2 - 4. These data,,,pere

all Obtained from matches of 80 cps re 1250 cps, and vice versa. (In some cases



Insertligures about here

significantly higher degrees of dispersion were observed; these cases will

be discussed later.) Tnese examples illustrate the criteria for repeating

runs, and for fitting smooth curves through the data points.

Average matches were computed for all three subjects according to the

procedure described in the preceding section. For subjects JR and FP, no

average matching point deviated more than 5 db from the smooth curves (meas-

ured as the smallest horizontal or vertical distance from point to curve),

and most points deviated much less. The average matches therefore were

accepted for these two subjects as representing a symmetric and transitive

subset of loudness matches. For subject LL, a number of deviations larger

than 5 db between average matches and smooth curves were observed. Conse-

quently, the.smooth.curves were revised by omitting those sections for which

deviations exceeding 5 db were observed. On the basis of these revised

smooth curvea the whole process of averaging, was repeated,' and the resulting

set of average matches was accepted as representing a symmetric. and transi-

tive subsee-Of.loudness matches. In Figs. 2. 4. the average matches

are indicated by crosses. Their close proximity to the smooth curves is

fairly representative cf the data as a whole. Tables 2-4 present the

average matches together with the average thresholds for each subject.

Insert Tables 2-4 about here

....... swam ma 41.0

These average matches are plotted re frequency for each subject in Figs. 5 - 7,

and points corresponding to &given loudness level have been connected
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Insert Figures 5 7. about here

by straight lines. The resulting graphs thus represent an approximation to

the equal-loudness contours for the given subject, (an approximation because

data are not available for intermediate frequency values). A discussion of

these equal loudness contours will be presented in Part II of this report,

which will be concerned with the dependency of loudness on frequency and

middle-ear .mechanics,

For each frequency combination., a plot of the corresponding average

matches indicates the form of the matching function in question. The follow-

ing is concerned with an analysis of the mathematical form of these matching

functions,-and with the associated theoretical implications.

Zwislocki(1965) has recently developed a theory for the perception of

loudness, partly based on the work by Zwicker (e.g., 1958, 1963). In the

following we shall give a brief description of this theory and show how it

can be applied to the present results.

The theory describes the formation of the loudness of a signal imbedded

in noise. imit.;.ng ourselves at the outset to one CB (critical band), the

following events are assumed to happen.` The total stimulating acoustic

energy, that is, the sun of the energy (P:) of the signal with sound pressure

Ps and the.energy (Ps) of.the noise with sound pressure PN, is convketed

through a power transformation to a corresponding excitation or loudness
LS+N:

(1)

2) When the loudness of the maw. only is to hejOged the noise is regarded

as causing an irreleViant loudneas component 'which most be subtracted from the
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total loudness Lsor The loudness LN of the,noise above follows from the

same power transformation as above:

(2)
Lt;

(PN)
0

.

3) The loudness of the signal Ls.then.follows as-the-difference between Ls.444

and Ile

(3) L
S N

K(P2

as IC( P
2

7 LN

2 13+ K(P.N N

+ N)At);'

(It must be accepted, but at the same time noted as a curious fact, that in

the mechanism described the loudness of the Imaevant signal is available

as an operative entity, while the loudness of the relevant signal 'only appears

indireCtly-as'the.difference between two other loudnesses. If the loudness

of the noise was to be judged, rather than the loudness of the signal, the

loudness of the'noise-- according to the theory--suddenly Would no longer be

directly available, but now would appear as the difference between the total

loudness (available; presumably, at all times) and the now directly available

loudness of.the signal.)

When theArrelevant.signal extends over more than one CB, the argument

runs as follows: ''The noise components outside that CB which contains the sir:

nal give rise-to a certain loudness LN. Since the total loudness of acoustic

energies located in different CB's is assumed to equal the-sum of the loud-

nesses from each CB, the.total loudness of signal and noise Ls141 equals the

sum oi the .previously cor;sidered total liiudnesS itia (for noise and signal

within one-CB) and Ls. However, the loudness of the irrelevant signal (i e.,
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the noise) likewise is increased b loxbich means that the difference between

total and irrelevant loudness remains the same as above, that is,

(4) 2 20K[(P_
u N

P ) P

where PH indicates the sound .pressure of the noise within,that CB in which

the signal is centrally located.

In case no external noise is applied, it is assumed that a certain re-

sidual, internal noise with an equivalent sound pressure PNI is present.

This noise As assumed to be responsible, in part, for the shape of the

absolute threshold curve. For a given frequency, we may express the equiva-

lent acoustic energy of this internal noise in terms of the acoustic energy

at the absolute, threshold for the same frequency:

(5)
2

PNI = kP
T

which leads to the following expression for the loudness, of a, signal of

limited frequency extension with no external, noise present:

(6) 2
* K[(P +I(PT)

6
kPT

6
),

or, expressed in terms of sensation level (SL) P /PT:

(7)

For large values of Pt this expression converges toward:

(8)

KP
20

[((P/P ) + k),0

From a preliminary analysis of the matching data (with special considera-

tion of sound- pressureA below the level at which a change in acoustic impedance

at the eardrum was observed),. two clutracteristici of the Fdata as a whole were



apparent: 1) fOr higher intensity levels, the matching functions for all fre-

quency'combinations approached. a slope of'1.04 2) the "matching point". obtained
ti

by plottitig the threshold intensities against each other seemed to belong to

the matching function for any combination of:frequencies. These two observa-

tions form the basis for two assumptions which will be utilized in deriving

a theoretical expression for the matching function for a given pair of fre-

quencies. The first observation leads to the assumption t1 at the exponent

in (7) is independent of frequency (because only under this assumption

will the slope of the matching function, equal 1.0 for higher intensities).

The semid 'observation leads to assuming that the loudness at threshold is

independent of frequency.

The assumption of a frequency-independent value of 0 entails that the

loudness L of a tone of frequency x can be expressed as:

(9) K P [((P
x
/P
Tx

.)
22e

)
e

k
e

x
]

x Tx

Loudness at threshold, LTx, is then given-by
''

2e
(10)

LTx KxPTx ("PTx/PTx)
2

+ k
ke
x

20
KxPTx [(1+k)° kO].

The assumption that loudness at threshold Lo is independent of frequency

means that

that is,



(12) o
20

P [(1 + ) ke ]
x x

Substituting . (12) in ,(9) . gives:

(13) L
x [((P /P ) k )e keb

)6
a

kv
x Tx

The matching function between two frequencies, x an

L
x

L
y

, that is,

(14)
[((P /P2e

Y
. + k

)(1 + k )e

Y s described by

0 ,p ,2 ,
kx)e ,e [` xf Tx i`x/

6,x

cancelling Lo and rearranging terms yield:

.(15) [(P /P )
2

4. ky Ty . y

(1 + k )8 k°
.......v Y 1(p /p Tx)

(1+ k)

For P /P

(16
(i e ,

(1, ), ke
x.

k 0
(1 + k )

0 0

ke
(1 + k )0 k

0 x y.

(p) approximates the expression



that is, for larger sensation levels P and P
x

are linearly related (yielding

a straight line with slope 1.0 in a db-db plot).

In order to test whether theoretical matching functions as given by

(15) would fit the obtained date, a digital, comptiterOM (Owes programmed

to compute values

the parameters 8,

of P
y
/P
Ty

for 1 lb increments of Px/PT
x

for given values of

k
x

, and k
1
The resulting values were plotted by means of

a graphic recorder (Honeywell Visicorder)..

Zwislocki assumes 0 m .27, and kx = 2.5 for 1000 cps. Families of

theoretical matching functions were obtained fOr bracketed values of these

parameters, for varying k
y

. The following values of 8 were selected: .15,

.20, .27, .35., and .50. For each of these 0-malues, a range of kx-values

was explored. For each k -value selected, k was' systematically varied frot

very small to very large values. Due to the relative difficulty of obtaining

such families of curves, a greater number of these are reproduced in Figs.

8a -

Insert Figures 8r.. about here

In order, to render the matching data'in a form permitting a comparison

with the theoretical curve$, average matches were plotted relative to the

median frequency of 320'cpe for each subject. (Since the average matches

constitute a transitive subset, the choice of reference frequency is of no

consequence.) These plotted distributions of average matches were compared

to the families of theoretical matching functions,. and the best-fitting

family was selected for each subject. Figures 9 - 11 show for each

subject the average matches relative to 320 cps, superimposed on the best-

fitting family of curves.
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Insert Figures 9 - 11 about here

In selecting the best-atting family of curves, only matches involving

intensities below those causing changes of the acoustic impedance at the ear-

drum were considered. It should be pointed out, however, that this selection

was not highly critical. The neighboring values of kx provided almost as

good a fit for the same exponent, and the neighboring exponents usually pro-

duced sets of curves for some other value of k which were usable. In the

final selection of the best-fitting family of curves, however, no preference

was given a priori, to e = .27; the choice of this exponent for all three sub-

jects was made entirely on the basis of best over-all fit between average

matches and curves.

The rather close similarity, within the intensity range considered, be-

tween empirical values and theoretical curves in Figs. 9 - 11 lends at least

preliminary support to the theory of loudness put forth by Zwislocki and

Zwicker. Part II of this report will present an attempt to test whether the

matches for the higher intensities also conform to this theory when possible

changes in the conductive properties of the middle ear as a functionof.sound

intensity are taken into account.

From each of Figs. 9 - 11 the value of kx for each frequency was

estimated (see Table 5). According to equation (5) we find:

(17)

that is

(18) k(db) 10 log k (db) - Pt(db).
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S

Insert Table 5 about here

In other words, 10 times the logarithm of the estimated k-values gives the

number of decibels by which the equivalent sound pressure of the assumed

internal noise exceeds the threshold sound pressure. These k(db)-values

are plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of frequency for each subject.

IMO

Insert Figure 12 about here

1

Two points should be noted concerning these estimated k-values. 1) The

estimate of k, of course, is a function of the location of the distribution

of average matches for a given frequency combination relative to the theoret-
44,

ical curves. This relative location is a direct function of the values of

the thresholds for the two frequencies involved. Since the procedure for

collecting thresholds in the present research was not very sophisticated,

-some uncertainty is inherent in this relative location, and hence in the

estimate of k. 2) Since the selected value of k was not highly critical,

the same applies to the estimated k
x
-values. Thus, since k may vary within

a factor of frcini 1/2 to 2, the level of the 'k(db)- values in Fig. 12 . may

vary within *3 db. This latter source of uncertainty, however, does not

affect the shape, of the k(db) vs. frequency functions of Fig. . 12.

possible interpretations of these functions will be discussed in Part II of
ti

this report.

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, not all sets of matches

collected exhibited the same rather small: dispersion as illustrated in

Figs. 2 - 4. In many vases tlicideitdhealappeared to tali in
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two or three quite distinct and separate patterns; one such case is illus-

trated in Fig. .13. For subject JR, practically all instances of this

ew craw

Insert Figure .13 . about here

kind were characterized by the variable tone being adjusted to higher in-

tensities than were to be expected from the matches with reversed frequency

combination. The two other subjects, however, did not show this regularity,

the variable being adjusted to higher and to lower values than expected in

about an equal number of cases. These split cases did not seem to be very

clearly correlated with the frequencies of the tones involved, nor with the

frequency separation between these tones.

It was observed, however, that in practically all cases of "split

matches " the matching functions (up to the level of impedance change) could

be described quite satisfactorily by the same set of theoretical curves used

in describing the average matching functions. This is illustrated in Fig.

.13, where a set of "split matches" for subject JR has been...superimposed

on the set of theoretical curves whidh'wasi applied to the same subject's

average matches in Fig. .9. . It will be seen that the data are distri-

buted in two patterns, each of which bears a reasonable resemblance to one

theoretical curve up to a certain intensity level. (Since no acoustic

impedance measurements are available for 2000 cps, it is not possible

to state exactly at which intensity level impedance changes occur for one

or both of the tones to be matched.)

A preliminaryftnalysis of the cases of "split matches" has indicated

that theoretical matdhing functions, with an exponent of .27 afford the best

fit to these data. nowever, no clear relationship between these data and
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the parameters k
r

and k has yet been found, that is, it has not been possible

to determine which particular family of theoretical matching functions (with

e gm .27) affords the best fit to a given set of "split matches." This lack

of specificity is due to two factors; 1) the scatter of the data points does

not permit a unique fitting of any theoretical curve to a given set of data

points; 2) as yet no sufficiently clear rationale concerning the functional

role of the parameters k
x

and k is available to permit the direct testing

of well-founded hypotheses. In spite of this theoretically unsatisfactory

state of affairsoit may still be justified to claim that tie similarity

between "split matches" and theoretical curves indicates that the same basic

mechanism is at work for "split matches" and for "regular matches."
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Table' 1

320 500 800' 1250

62 48 43 34 30 26 26 15

49.5 43 34 30 27.5 24.5 16

62 47.5 331,5 31 27 23.5 14.

65.5 52.5 43 34 30 29.5 17.5

71 51.5 4a 36.5 30 29 26 16-

63 50- 40.5 34.5 32 29.5 24.5 15

51 41 33.5 30.5 26.5 25.5 15-.5

64.5 51 42 34 32.5 29 22.5 //'

"/ / 43 34 31 28- 25.5 14

65 52 42 30 262% .ee re/ 33 34 26.5 27.5 12.5

68 50.5 41 32.5 30

/". 32.5 25.5 25.5 14.5

65 50.5 41.5 34 31 28 25.5 15

AllibuddiCat-/MMF

2000' 3200 5000 cps

21 22.5 10

22.5 27.5

21.5 25 15

22.5 0.0"

23.5 25 13.5

/,'

24-.5 31 15

/1// //'

21,1 28 12.5

re re re
21.5 26.5 -

23 13

22.5 26.5 13

Sample of tabulation for computing average matching values for checking

transitivity, and for the construction of equal-loudness contours.

(Entries in each row represent the intensity in db SPL of * tone with fre-

quency as given by the column heading that matches the tone indicated by an

italicized entry. An italicised entry equals the average of the entries

appearing above it in the given column. Matches were determined from smooth

curves drawn through those data regions that contain symmetrical matches.

The bottom row contains the average values of the non - italicised entries for

each colu=. Data from subject JR.)
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Subject

f

20

32

JR

k

-

(10)

50 9

80 7

125 8.5

200 5

320 10

500 8

800 8

1250 5

2000 3.5

3200 3

5000 2.5

V.

k(db)

.

(10.0)

9.5

8.5

9.3

7.0

10.0

9.0

9.0

7.0

5.4

4.8

4.0

-28-

Table 5

LL

k

.

k(db)

-

-

k

-

22

FP

k(db)

.

13.4

10 10.0 20 13.0

3.5, 5.4 15 11,8

2 , 3.0 13 11.1

1,25 .95 11 10.4

1.25. .95 10 i0.0

.45 -3.5 7 8.4

.6 -2.2 4 6.0

.6 -2.2 5 7.0

1.0 0 5 7.8

1.0 0 5 7.0

-2.2 5 7.0

Values of kx estimated from Figs. ,.9 11: for each frequency and each

subject. (The value for 32 cps for subject JR is based on the medium intensities

only k(db) equals 10 lag k.)
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. . Exp4rimental set-up for obtaining loudness balances. See

text for details.

Figs. 2 4. atpresentative samples of loudness balances for

subjects JR,* LL, and FP, respectively. Filled and unfilled symbols represent

matches frr SO cps "as standard and variable, respectively. Crosses represent'

average matches as computed for each subject ftom all symmetric matches at the

given loudness level. (For subject LL, plus-signs represent average matches

based on a selected set of symmetric matches,) Arrows indicate approximate

sound pressure levels at whicb changes in acoustic impedance at the eardrum

began to occur; (no suc.1 information is available at 1250 cps for subjects

JR and LL). Smooth curves have been visually fitted to those data regions

for which at least one frequency constellation and its opposite produced data

with no systematic and significant mutual departures.

Pigs. 5 - 7. . Average matches and absolute thresholds in db SPL

from Tables 2-4 plotted re frequency for subjects JR, LL, and FP, respectively.

Neighboring points, one or both of which are based on less than three values,

are connected by a broken line. Lower set ofpoints are thresholds. The

curves represent an approximation to the equal-loudness contours.

Figs. Alia Sr. -. Families of curves generated by the general ex-

pression (15) given in the text.

Figs. 9 -p 11. . Average matches in db SL relative to 320 cps for

subjects JR, LL, and FP, respectively, superimposed on the best-fitting family

of curves generated by the general expression . (15) given in the text.

Fig. 12. Estimate of equivalent sound pressure of assumed internal

noise relative to sound pressure at threshold, expressed in db, as a function
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of frequency for the three subjects. This db-difference equals 10 times the

logarithm of k for the given frequency, estimted from Pigs. -9 - 11.

Pig. po. A case of "split matches" from die data of subject JR,

superimposed on the family of theoretical matdhing functions afforclizg the

best fit to the average matches of the same aubject, (illustrated in Pig. 9).

This partiquierfemily of PAPOO Wee not selected as a beat iit to the "splits

matdhes," and is presepted q444 to indicate the general resemblance between

observed data and theoretical functionil.
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Ocular Movement and Graphic Pattern Recognition

Carl C. Semmelroth and Donald E. P. Smith

Micro-movements during apparent fixetionsia reading,

Saccadic eye movements, the ballistic motion and apparent stops or

fixations during reading, have been studied extensively (Dodge, 1905; Judd

& Buswell, 1922; Taylor, Frackenpohl, & Pettee, 1960). Observation of the

oral reading errors.of problem readers led to the hypothesis that small,

extremely rapid visual excursions to adjacent lines of print must occur

during or between fixations, resulting in the processing of extraneous letters

or words. The Mackworth Optiscan camera (1962) was modified to provide film

records of the reading behaviors of normal and problem readers.

The Optiscan consists of a miniature light source, a periscope, and a

movie camera. Its-purpose is to record the !cane as viewed by the observer

(2), eons with a small eye-position marker (spot of light), superimposed to

indicate where 0 is looking (fixating) from moment to moment. The image of

a miniature lamp is reflected .from the cornea of the left eye into the peri-

scope which then superimposes this marker gnip the iceneimege. f Thus;, the

eye movements are recorded from the, left eye4.while only the tight eye is

"seeing."

Both head movement and displacement of the rotational axis of the eye

produce distortion in the record These were reamed by modifying the re-

cording and analysis procedures. The 0 sat in a apecially-constructed chair,

topped by a camera platform. His head was secured to a headrest and a bite-

board provided a rest for his upper jaw, while still allowing oral reading.

The visual display, a paragraph from an oral reading test, (Gray, 1955),

appeared en a screen at eye-level, 116" from 4 and print;" sise was ettuated



to near-point reading. Before and after reading, Q fixated coordinates super-

imposed on the display. The locus of the coordinates on the finished film

allowed determination of the amount and direction of error due to head move-

ment. Since the task was brief, several records were made and those with

least head movement selected for analysis,. DisZortion due to shifts in the

rotational axes of the eye was reduced by using a small field (less than 6'

of arc in radius) and by adjusting the size of the image on playback so that

the distance between coordinates remained the same, as in the display condi-

tion. Thus, lateral distortion was minimized by using a small field and

reduced further through counter-distortion in the analysis procedure.

A frame-by-frame analysis provided the results appearing in Fig. 1.

Line A is the record of a college student reading at a high third-grade

level; line B is his record after perceptual training (Geake & Smith, 1962);

line C is the record of a normal reader. Eadh circle has a latency of .07

sec or less. Squares represent three or more frames too close together to

allow differentiation. The following points are worthy of note:

1. Fixations 'ire the traditional sense (latencies of .24 to .33 sec.,

Judd & Buswell, 1922 TeFlOrset Al., i960) toneist of three,or

more microessfixations. Tba'aloW-Speed of 'the'camera (14 frames/

sec) makes latencies less than .07 sec difficult to detect.

Exposure time of'the'film is about .03" sec per frame. Move-

manta within a .03 sec interval are not observed except for an

occasional light-trate.
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2. The amplitude of micro-movements within a letter ranges from 5 to

15 minutes of arc on the size of print used (the-maximum visual

angle subtended by an individual letter was 26 minutes of arc).

Micro - movements during a fixation appear.to follow the contours

of letters. (Stimuli consisted of black. letters-on'a-white field.)

Excursions occur when a similar word, letter or, perhaps, identify-

ing.characteristIc of a letter is adjacent to the fixated word

(note and and queen).

5. After perceptual training, excursions continue to occur but with

less frequency, and shorter latency. Total time on line A is 7.0

sec, on line B, 2.45 *sec.

6. Excursions of extremely brief latency occur also in the record

of the normal reader (total time: 2.52 sec).

To provide a more accurate analysis of single-letter preception, the

width of the field was reduced to 4° of arc in radius, and the size of the

print was increased by about 60%. Brightness of the point source of light

was decreased and a faster film was, used. The pattern was superimposed

on,tbe print with the result ,appearing in .Fig. ,The following Points,

are notable:

1. The amplitude of micro-movements. within letters of this size

ranges from 5 to 25 minutes of arc (maximum visual angle sub-

tended by an individual letter was 30 minutes of Arc).

Fixations tend to. occur on the middle letters, whereas, in

Fig. 1. , they tend to occur, on beginning and ending letters

of words. This differente may be a func,tion of the familiarity

of the material.

Attack usually begins on the right Bide and midway in the letter

(note no and ,Aittle).
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4. Movement follows the contours, with curves, verticals and terminals

receiving equivalent attention. Note the excursion on the e of the.

A possible relationship between the micromovements observed during

reading in this study and the slower "jerky" forms of physiological nystagmus

should be considered. Ratliff and Riggs (1950) reported motions with amplitudes

between one and five minutes of arc occurring at the rate of two to five cycles

per'sec during fixation of a small black dot. They concluded that the shape

of the fixation object had no effect on the nature of the physiological

nystagmus in their study. However, their data were not obtained during an

active perceptual search task such as reading.

Further formulailionofroblndreortkonnatrumentation

Do brief idiosyncratic ocular excursions during reading contribute to

some characteristic errors in problem readers? This question was prompted

by observation of problem readers. Preliminary work with a modified Mackworth

Optiscan has led to the more general question: Are there stimulus-bound ocular

movements in the size and frequency range of physiological nystagmoid movements

which are significant contributors to graphic pattern recognition?

The present objective is to construct a device superior to the Optiscan

which has been employed previously. Ocular activity during pattern recogni-

tion will be recorded with Sufficient accuracy to permit analysis of movements

in the uystagmoid'range.

The major components and characteristics of the apparatus are, in brief:

1. Two photocells positioned in a horizontal plane below eye level.

2. Two other photocells positioned very close together one over the

other, with a lens arranged so that a blurred corneal reflection

falls on both of them.
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3. A small infrared source *nigh.* corneal reflection.

Horizontal movements of the eye are detected and quantified by

voltage differentials between the outputs of the two photocells

positioned in a horizontal plane. These voltage changes come

principally from the movements of the iris-sclera boundary in re-

lation to the photocells. This movement COMISOf a differential

change in the amount of light reaching the,two-photocells because

there is a difference in reflectance between the iris and the

sclera.

Vertical movements of the eye are detected and quantified by

differences in voltspibetween the outputs of the two photocells

thAt receive a blurred image-of the-corneal reflection. Since

these two photocells are placid one over the other, as the

eye changes its position in a vertical plane, the blurred corneal

reflection occupies a larger portion of one of the cells while

vacating the other.

6. The photocell output* are fed to an analog. computer which

applies corrections needed for linearity of output as well as

rewoving correlation between the vertical and horizontal vectors.

7. The computer outputs may be displayed or stored in any one of a

number of ways, e.g.:

a. It may be converted to digital form for computer analysis.

b. It may be displayed and photographed on an oscilloscope.

c. It may be fed to a closed-circuit television system and

mixed with a picture of the field being viewed by the eye.
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corneal r

squares indicate three or more circles. Lines A,and-S-ave.the records of

a college student with a

training. Line C is the record of a normal reader. Stimulus material

consisted of solid black letters on a white field; only outlines of

letters are shown here.

Pig 2. Pattern of micro -fixations of a normal reader while reed

familiar materiel. For clarity, dotted lines between groups of micro

fixations are not included. Filled circles are initial fixations; latencies

are similar to those in Pig. 1. Curved dotted lines represent excursions

inferred from light traces le frames of film.

tions

of the during reading as recorded by a

Circles are of .07 sec. duration or les

disability, before and after perceptual
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Bibliography of Research

Using the Technique of Matching-to-Sample

George L. Geis

Dwight Spenser-

In teaching discriminative or conceptual behaviors :a common procedure

is matching-to-sample. The subject is faced with a sample, or example, and

a series of alternatives, one of which matches.the sample. He must choose

from among the alternatives; a correct choice yields reinforcement. This

procedure is used in many educational situations, such as the teaching of

letter- and word- recognition. Recently, peyahologists have shown renewed

interest in using technique in the laboratory as wellfor example, in

studying discrimination learning.

In view of the proven usefulness of and renewed interest in.matchingepto-

sample and the lack of a satisfactory guide to studies using this technique,

the annotated bibliography pisesented here may prove'helpful. In its prepa-

ration a search was made of;the psychological literature and fourteen investi-

gators in the area provided information on the current-status of their research.

This version of the bibliography will be circulated to interested investiga-

tors and a revision will be preparod.fdr.final dposeminatio0

The following abbreviations are used in this article:

m/s Amatching -tto-samplei-_=

subject,

standard aiimulUss:or sample and

comparison; matching, or alternative stimuluc
,
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In order to limit the scope of the literature search, we have defined

the m/s procedure as one in which:

(1) An ST is presented,

(2) a set of COs, one of which is identical with the ST,

is presented, and

(3) S is required to make a response to the COs, with

reinforcement contingent upon S's selecting the CO which is identical with

the ST. Although exceptioncto these definitional constraints, also included

are'studies of oddity and,iymbolicoimatching. In oddityolmatching, S is. pre-

sented with two COs, one ,of which physically matches ST, the other of which

does not; reinforcement is contingent upon selection of the latter CO. In

symbolic-watching, neither CO is physically the same as ST; the CO upon

whose selection reinforcement is contingentls arbitrarily designated by

the experimenter. In oddity- matching, therefore, the "incorrect" CO must

remain constant for, given sample; in symbolic matching the II correct'',

CO must remain constant.

Excluded from the bibliographylty. this definition are psychophysical

studies in which ids procedures are employed but reinforcement is not con-,,

tingent upon a.cerredt response; referencesktotestmaterials which include

eximples of mis.procedUres (414.0.coneept-formation tests,involving card

sorting); and a large Literature, on discriminstionotlearning, using some

variation of the Wisconsin. General Test Apparatus and proemdures similar to

those described above.



Fifteen retardates performed on a m/s task.with delays up to 120 sec

between the removal of ST sand presentation of COs. The stiipuli were visual

patterns, Five COs were present on each trial., As the delay increased,

there was a decrease, in per cent correct responses and_an_incre440 in the

latency of the response. When exposed to a visual "distractor" Ss improved

their accuracy and responded more quickly.

Berryman, R., Cumming, W., & Nevin, J. A. Acquisition of delayed matching

in the pigeon. J. 2112., Behay., 1963, 6, 101-107.

Several different procedures were employed to teach a delayed mis

key-pecking task involving colored stimuli. The methods are discussed in

terms of chaining and. mediating behavior.

Berryman, R., Cumming, W., Nevin, J.A. & Jarvik, M.E. Effecter of sodium

pentobarbital on complex operant discriminations.. pushoghtgatEduk

1964 6,.388 -398.

The effects of soltele-peetoherhital on pigeons ere.repprted for

(a) zero and variable delay m/s' and (b) siiultaneous odd#Y, nein

colored lights as. stimuli. There were decrements in accuracy in all

cases with increasing dose levels and delays. The oddity performance

was much less seneitiVe to drng afflicts than zero-delay matching. In

variable-delay matching, pciaition preference in-Creased with' an increase

in delay and 4rug desitie

lysergic acid d -01 orPrainagtne on ietching tPel1*v1or

iwthe pigeon. 14174000411r4q?logis, 1962



The effects of chlorpromazine on 'm /s behavior were found to be variable.

Liu produced initial'inactivity, followed shortly by relatively normal perform-

ance. Pentobarbital produced initial decrements in accuracy but recovery to

normal levels was rapid.

Bitterman, M B., & Wodinsky, J. The solution of oddity and non-oddity problems

by the rat. Amer. Psychologist, 1953, 8, 458. (Abstract)

To groups'of rats wert trained on a three -- window jumping apparatus.

The black and white cards were arranged BBW, 161i WWII, and BWW. One:group was

trained to respond to the odd card and the other group' to the side card that

matchedthe center card The oddity groin 0 learned significaiitly faster.

Blough, D. S. Delayed matching in the pigeon. J. ER. Anal. Be v.,

2, 151-160:

FOUr pigeons were trained in 11 with a flickering or steady light,

with ST-00 delays from :0 to 10 sec. For two birds the accuracy ofmatching

was a stable decreasing fnuctioS Ile1010'shereas'the function was unstable

for the other-two'birdit Stereotyped'reiponding each diiplafraormediat-

1959

ing behavior,

Blough, D.

In

s. Effects of dregs on viivall controlled behavior n eons.

Ghetti (Eds.) Elysa?mi2awilADDALL,

Elsevier* 1957. 110-118.

The effects of throe drugs, LSD,' chlcritromssinis 'and Pentobarbital on

matchin$,

flicks t

on pigeons. arerlsa deocri



Cumming, W. W., Berryman, & Nevin, J. A. Search for an effect of satiation

on delayed, matching-to-sample performance. Pschol,. ILIEL. 1965, 16, 645-652.

The effects of satiation on a well-established delayed
. m /s performance were

studied in three pigeons. In order to manipulate drive, & were (1) allowed to

run to satiation or (2) were prefed 10% of their working weight. At low-drive

levels there was no reduction in per cent correct, and performance was slightly

better than with high-drive levels at long delays.

Cumming, W. W., & Berryman, R. Some data on matching behavior in the pigeon..

J. 12.2. Anal. Behay., 1961 4, 281-284.

M/s behavior was investigated using colored stimuli.

CuMming W. Wd0 & Berryman, R. The complex discriminated operant: Studies

of matching-to-sample and related problems. In D. Mostofsky (Ed.),

Stimulus generalization. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford Univ. Press, 1965..

Pp. 284-330.

Reviewing experimental animal work in m/s discrimination learning, the

authors discuss interrelations between ST and CO sets, the temporal relation

of the ST and COs (iimultaneous, zero delay, and delayed presentation of the

.00 and the rein. forcement cOntingencies: matching, "amatching,".and oddity.
1

Also discussed art motivation and delayed matching, ratio reinforcement of
ijS '

matching heha7ior, the effects of.drugloa technique called, "titrating

delayed matching " snd the relitionshlp of "hypotheses' to matching acquist=

ton.. Theauthoro *conclude theft article with an argunent that "the ST is,

aukouctionaifunotion and-actit-ae_ueleCtor of 5 rather



Eckerman, D. A. An example of the control of matching-to-sample accuracy by

a chained response to the sample stimulus. Paper read at Eastern Piychol.

Ass., Philadelphia, March 1965.

.Three pigeons, with a. long history of m/s training, served as Ss in an

experiment designed to determine the importance of responding to the ST.

It was concluded that "both the proximity (physical) to the standard

stimulus and active responding to it .Were correlated with high matching

accuracy."

Ellis, N. R. The stimulus trace and behavioral inadequacy (delayed response).

In N. R. Ellis (Ed.), Handbook of mental sitticienct. New York: Mcasaw-Hill,

1963. Pp. 134-158.

Six female retardates were trained to march colors in a delayed m/s

experiment. The number of correct responses was a decreasing function of the

delay intervals, which ranged from one to 68 seconds. The chapter includes

a general discussion of the Stimulus Trace Theory.

Ferster, C.B. Intermittent r*inforcement of matching-to-sample in the pigeon.

3. 2011.. Anal. Behay. 1960, 3, 259-272.

Ills pigeons vas reinforced on fixed-ratio, fixed-interval variable-
,

pterval, and multiple schedules. Stimuli mere colored lights. Each schedule

produced characteristic patterns of responding and accuracy levels.

Ferster,

2 98710

Two chimpanzees were trained to assign the appeoifftiate blmmitlrimi:Wmmr-t()

Atritbme behavior, in chimpanze Scient. American, 1964,

a group of geometric forms, ranging from one to seven figures in each group.



The training was accomplished by starting with simple color matching and

gradually increasing the complexity of the matching teak. Approximately

800,000 trials were required to form the discriminations.

Ferster, C. B., & DOMyer, M. K. Increased performances of an autistic child

with prochlorperazine administration. A, gm. Anal.,Behay., 1961, 4, 84.

The number of m/s sequences emitted was used to assess the effects of

prochiorperazine on the activity level of an autistic child. In every session

m/s activity increased then the drug was introduced.

Ferster, C. B., :4vitt, E. E., Zimmerman, J., & Brady, J.P, The measurement

of hypnotic effects by operant-reinforcement techniques. Psychol. Rec.,

1961, 11, 427.430.

Oddity-matching was used to determine the influence of hypnotic sugges-

tion on one human S. Varying hypnotic instructions produced different levels

of accuracy and rates of responding. M/s is proposed as a useful tool for

studying many variables relating to hypnosis.

Ferster, C. B., & Appel, J. Punishment of SA responding in matching -to-sample

by time out from positive reinforcement. J. Isl.. Anal. Behay., 1961, 4,

45-46.

Tissa out was untied to punish incorrect responses of two pi tons in an

m/s talk. Effects on performance were examined as a function of the dura-

tion of the time out. Lon or time outs produced more accurate performance,

except at extreme values, where accuracy broke down.

Finch, G. Delayed matching-from apsample and non-spatial delayed response in

ehimpantees. J. sag. Poichol., 1942, 34, 315-319.



Two chimpanzees were tested on non-spatial and spatial-delayed m/s

tasks. Results indicated that the spatial matching was easier than the

non-spatial delayed response.

Geis, G. L. Matching-to-sample by retarded children: the effects of

delayed response and number of alternatives.

dissertation, Columbia University, 1965.

A total of 27 of 40 retarded children learned accurate m/s discrimina-

tions involving colored stimuli. The nonlearners showed stereotyped place

and color responses. The number of Ms, which varied from 2-5, was not a

significant variable in the study but, as the delay increased up to 30 sec,

performance deteriorated.

Unpublished doctoral

Ginsburg, N. Matching in pigeons. J. sam . physiol. moo., 1957, 50,

261-263.

Eighteen pigeons were tested on matching, non - matching and "amatching"

tasks. Non-matching proved to be easiest. When tested under high- and low-

drive levels, results rhower that increased motivation hindered learning

in the more difficult tasks but facilitated mastery of the easier problems.

Harlow, H. F. Responses by rhesus monkeyi to stimuli having multiple sign

values, In Q. McNemar, & it. A. Merrill (kds.), Studies in personfaiw

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1947. Pp. 105-123.

Four monkeys solved m/p non-m/s, sign-discriminated-antagonistist-

position habits, and reversed S. D. A. P. H. problems. In the final stage

the four separate tasks were presented in random sequence. The solution

of the final response set was possible only lithe animals attended to
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four variables: (a) nature of the sample object, (b) nature of the food

sign, (c) the positions of the choice objects, and (d) the identity or

non-identity of the sample-object with either or both choice objects.

All four monkeys learned the discrimination**

Harlow, H. F. Alternation of the_ and non-matching-

from-sample problems accompanied by appropriate cues. In R.H. Seashore

(Ed.), Fields of 21whology. New York: Holt, 1942. Pp. 191-196.

Two monkeys solved alternating matching and non - catching problems by

using differential cues furnished by the color of the object tray and the

teward or lack of reward beneath the sample object.
4

Harlow, H.F. \Solution by rhesus monkeys of a problem involving the

Weigi Principle using the matching-from-sample method. J. am. psychol.,

1943, 36, 217-227.

Four rhesus monkeys were tested, using a m/s technique and a step-

wise training procedure on a problem requiring differential responses to

each of two visual attributes (color of form) of a single stimulus. Three

of the four monkeys achieved criterion in 2400 to 4000 trials.

Hively, W. A framework for the analysis of early reading behaVior. Amer.

educ. m441. /.0 in press.

An operant analysis of reading with example* of m/s in reading tasks.

Hively, W. Programming stimuli in matching-to-sample. J. 10220 Anal. Behave,

1952..5, 279-298.

Pre-school and first-grade chi drat were taught a series of progressively

difficult m/s discrininatione using * tiding, technique end e "step -by-
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step" program. The stimuli were geometric patterns of various sizes. The

size of the steps and the amount of training on each discrimination affected

the error rate. Theoretical and practical implications of these findings are

discussed.

Itard, J. The wild jaax of Atear.on. New York: Century, 1932.

An anecdotal report (dated 1799) about a feral boy. In order "to induce

him to employ the simplest mental operations," hot was trained first to match

primary colors and simple geometric figures; then, he was taught to match

printed letters of the alphabet with metal cutouts. Finally, he learned by

m/s procedures "not only to lute class nouns appropriately, but adjectival and

verbal concepts as well."

Ladygina-Xots, Nadezhda N. Untersuchungen iiber die Xrkenntnissfilhigkeiten

des Schimpansen. Moscov: ZoopsychologisChen Laboratori,im des Museum

Darwinianum, 1923, 453.

(See resumg below by Yerkes, 1925.)

Ladygina-Uts Nadezhda N. Research on the intelligence of the chimpanzee

using the choice by sample method. J. de Psvchol., 1928, 25, 255-275.

A four-yearold chimpanzee was trained to match samples varying in color

and form. In one phase of the experiment, filwat required to discriminate

by touch alone, the sgp having been placed in a bag. The task was successfully

learned.

Lanson, R. H. Effects of sodium pentobarbital on matching behavior in the

pigeon. Paper read at Eastern Psychol. Ass., Philadelphia, March, 1965.

Nine 'piscine* were used to assess the effects of sodium pentobarbital on

matching behavior. Diereses:ail accuracy, with increasing dose level, were
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shown to be correlated with the d6velopment of stimulus preferences and position

preferences. "Color preference" seemed to be related more to the hue of the CO,

then to the hue of the ST.

Nevin, J. A., Cumming, W. W., & Berryman, R. Ratio reinforc -ent of matching

behavior. J. 21m. Anal. Belay., 1963, 6, 149-154.

Three pigeons were exposed to various schedules of reinforcement in an

m/s wveriment. Accuracy was lowervith fixed ratio (FR) than with continuous

reinforcement (CRP). There was a high .rate of errors immediately after rein-

forcement, with an increase in accuracy as the ratio progressed. Accuracy was

high throughout the ratio on a variable ratio (V1) schedule of reinforcement.

Nissen, H. W., Blum, Josephine, & Blum, R. A. Analysis of matching behavior in

chimpanzees. J. sae. phvsiol. Psychol., 1948, 41, 62-74.

Within 177 to 547 trials each of seven chimpanzees was taught a m/s dis-

crimination using a variety of junk stimuli. When the animals were tested for

generalization with 77 new oNject combinations, they responded with an accuracy

ranging from 75 per cent to 95 per cent. Throe possible mechanisms involved in

m/s discrimination are discussed.

Riasen, A. H., & Nissen, R. W. Non-spatial delayed response by the matching

technique. J. sm. 12exclok., 1944 34, 307-313.

Two slightly differing forms of non-spatial delayed response by the

matching technique are aesciibed. After training a different "mediating"

response to red and to green, gradually increasing delays were interposed.

Chimpanzees gave performances significantly above diance, with delays up to

60 seconds,
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Scott, Keith G.. A comparison of similarity and oddity. jr. sme d psyChol.,

1964, 1, 123-134.

Similarity and oddity tasks were found to be equally difficult for retarded

Children.

Skinner, B. F. Are theories of learning necessary? Psvchpl Rev. , 1950, 57,

193 - 216... (Also in B. F. Skinner, Cumulative record. New York: Appleton-

Century-Crofts, 1959.)

The article includes a brief mention of matching studies and the comment

"the discriminative response of strikinrred-after.being-stimulated-by-red is

apparently no easier to establish than striking-red-after-being-stimulated-by-

green."

Smith, D. E. P. Michigan, successive discrimination reading program. Ann

Arbor: Ann Arbor Publishers, 1964.

This comprehensive self-instructional program is an outstanding example

of the mis procedure applied to teaching

Spaet, T., & Railow, R. F. Praise solution by monkeys following bilateral

removal of the prefrontal areas. 3. Imo Psychol., 1943, 32, 424-434.

Two rhesus moakeys,,fo*owng bilateral removal of, the prefrontal areas,

were tested on spatial and non-spatial delayed reaction problems, using the

m/s technique. Four methods of presenta0.o4 were used. The maxiimum delay

intervelesuccessfully bridged were 30 and 10 seconds 4)y each The

data indicate that mo4eys, following biletenkl, removal of the prefrontal

areas can respond successfully to delayed'' reaction problems.

Tallier, M. The choice according tolamtel-in -the-mac-aque-.-

latta. de 46101,
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A macaque monkey, four and e-half years old, learned a mls discrimination

very easily.

Verlain, L. De la connaissance chez is macaque. La substance. Bull Soc. ma:.

scient. de Lieg., 1935, 4, 219-242.

Verlain, L. Histoire natural'e de la connaissance chez is singe infirieur.

Actualitis Sci., 1936, 360,1-58.

Verlain, L. La vision des formes.dhez leimacaque. Hem. Acad. de Belgique Cl.

des 3 ci.4 1935, 14, 1-85.

This m /s. study uses the textures of-various substances (e.g., iron, zinc)

as cues.

Weinstein, B. Hatdhing-from-samplaby.rhasus monkeys and by dhildren. J. sm.

Psvchol., 1941, 31, 195-213.

Two young children and tworhesus morays responded with relative success

on m/s tasks involving non-spatial delayed responses, generalization to new

stimulus objects, and the alternation of approach and avoidance behavior to

the same choice object in successive trials.

Weinstein, B. Stanford-Binet intelligeAce_test type performance by a rhesus

monkey. ,Psvchol. B ull. , .1942, . 39, . 471-472.

The paper deals with a mfe dolor-form categorizing experiment similar-to

the one discussed below.

Weinstein, B. Thee/elution of*symbolic*behavior in rhesusrmonkeys: coler

categorizing. Unpublished doctoral dieiertation Univar. of Wisc. -1942.

Rhesus monkeys were tested for ability to categorise colors& using-Mis

and sprting problem techniques. An iiitte.Ampt vas made, to analyse experimentally,



the stimulus-respo4Se fsOore in behavior that c6n be Characterised as

intelligent." It is coricluded tilat,rhesus monkeys can be trained in

problem solving performances analogous to those in human intelligence tests.

Weinstein, B. The evolution of intelligent behavior in rhesus monkeys. Genet.

Iemalsg, Monogr" 1945, 31,.3-48.

Monkeys, trained by the m/s technique, learned to sort out red objects

wheL presented with a white triangle.and blue objects when presented with an

uncolored, ellipse.

Weinstein, B. Delayed discriminative matching-from sample by a rhesus monkey.

Psychol Bull. 1942, 39,..591. (Abstract)

In a study using the m/s method, Ss examined two STs, one movable

(correct) and one fixed (incorrect). The Ss were first required to choose the

"correct" ST. After a 15-60 second delay, the Ss matched the movablen from

five COs, and refrsine4. from matching the fixed sample. Performance deteriorated

with increasing delay.

Weinstein, B. Simple matChiag-frour.sample. In R. H. Seashore (Ed. ), Fields

of psychology. New York: Holt 1942. Pp. 179-184.

Rhesus monkeys were trained to perform a m/s task. Once the task was

mastered, Ss succeeded in attain lane number 0 new sets of stimulus

obiso0.

Weinstein, B. Discriminative matching - from-sample. In R. H. Seashore (Ed.),

P,P0 1011104;
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Weinstein, B. Discriminative- delayed matchingfromrsample. In R. H. Seashore

(Ed.), Fields of osicholoKti New, York: Holt, 1942, 41p. 188-191.

(See: Weinstein, B. PsvChol. Bull., p 501; above.)

Yerkes, A. W. Experiments with-an infant chimpanzee. J. genet 111211121.; 1935,

46, 171-181.

A chimpanzee learned matching and non-matching tasks.

Yerkes, R. M., & Petrunkevitchi .Studies of vision by Ladygina-Kots.

J. comp. Psychol.,-1925,.50,98-108.

The article reviews the 1921.Russian Government Report of the work of

Ladygina -Kota which was tarried -out in Moscow from 1914-1917. A five-year-

old chimpanzee was trained to perform-m/s and delayed matching tasks, using

two- and three-dimensional colored plates and various geometric figures as

stimuli. Reinforcement consisted ofallowing S to play games and wrestle.

The animal was able to match the sample with delays up to 15 secs.

Zimmerman., J., & Ferster, C. B.-- Intermittent punishment Of SA responding in

matching-to-sample. J. sm. Anal. Behay., 1963, 6, 349-356.

Two pigeons were punished for incorrect m/s responses by a time out (TO)

on FR and CRF schedulla. Accuracy-wasuexatined as a function of TO duration

and frequency. With TO duTations-of .10 sec to 1 mint,- accuracy increased as

the frequency of'TO presentation increased. With extremely long (10 mint or

extremely short (1 see) delays, accuTacy.was poor over the entire range of

frequencies.

Zinalizimm4 44 & Boyden, N. iltniahment of SA responding of humans in con-

ditional matching-tok-sample time out. J la. mg,. Behave 1963 ,
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The' Effects of "Step Size" in Shaping

Harlan L' Lane

James L. Kopp

Thomas Anderson

David M. Carlson

Recent studies show that the topography of human vocal responses, like

that of other operant-behavior;-may-be,altered-by-se1ectIve- reinforcement

(Lane, 1964; Lane; Kopp &-Sheppard,,1965). In order,to.msnipulate vocal

duration; these studies determine the-initial frequency-distribution of

response' durations (which is Characteristicallynormal); then-select a value

of 'duration that is n standard'deviationi-above-the-mean; and-finally reinforce

all responses with durations- longer-than-this.criterion'value. As a con-

sequence the mean and variance .of'the-distribution of response durations

increase--Complementary iethOds-an&Iindings, are associated with the shap-

ing-of-shorter durations. 'In*both-cases;-the°alteration-iwvocal topography

is-still evident twemtrfour.hours'aftero,thi-experiment.

Perhaps-the'mostAmpottant-parameterpf-the-technique-of shaping is

the-initial-probability-ofthostf-responses-thatrhave-been-selectea for ex-

clusive-reinforteMent-. -Railer An&Sehoenfeldf(1950) 'advise- that, we "pick

out, in'`ad# nee, - ar variation.that'hairibisewrof-faivWfrequent-occurrence...

but how- frequctnt-is-"fairly"t-qf probabikitrof-the responses

selected-for-l-ctnforaiment too- low-, there-will be na4,sh±ft, in the dig-

-tributiort. of response .to0ographieiVi. If the initial probability is quite

higir; on- the other- hand, -theo4shaping-process4fic secure.; 'Amt. large changes

in topography can be itccompliithed Only-slowly-and inefficiently

quantitative terms.; and taking vocal duration, as y ofas case. in- point we want
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to know- how many standard' deviations (a) away' from the- mean -duration (M)

of current responding should' the, reinforcement- criterion- (C) be set for

effectiVe and efficient shaping. The .present. study. explores. the effects of

this parameter of shaping. (C-Mta) , called the shaping. index (Lane, 1964),

on the. control of response: topography:. 4 In addition we. are, concerned with

finding a simple way to predict. the' topography of responding' at any moment

in the shaping' process, given- the' topography .of. the. preceding responses.

Method

Each of 39 college students served as subjects from one. to two hours

while seated in front of a microphone, a small: light, and a penny dispenser

in a sound attenuating room. These. instructions were. read to each S:

"In this experiment. you can earn money simply. by saying [u]

whenever the light in front of you flashes:. You will know

that you have earned money when ,a penny .falls-into the tray

in front of you: OccaSionally 'the light will -remain off ,for

a period of time. When' the light is off please do not re-

spond. Please make no- -other sounds whatever besides [u] through-

out .the- experiment "

Tbie stimulus light was. flashed 'automatically once every five sec. The

penny dispenser was controlled by the experimentero located another room.

The apparatus for 'responsesmeasurement, which duplicated-that employed in

the studies of vc*tal duration cited abovei .inauded,, basically, a device

for detecting the-emplitude ir4vatope-otstheyspeecht waveform and an electronic

timer' r.kmeasured the interval between-the,onSet-,and ',offset of the

waveform, sand this Nalue was .displayed inr. a prionter).

1

j
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Itrthe first phase of the experiment ,;..rainforeement!was-delivered after

each *of- 20-responses (CRF) ThePineanf.andoistandardlideriationieththese response

durations. were then, computed and-ther,criteriotrfor-the:.first shaping phase was

set. at a prescribed number of^.standardkdeviationst.above...ehe*.mean. During

shaping,. those, responees' witir.duration-greatterthanrieriterioirvete reinforced

exclusively; until '.10 consecutive reinforcements-. had-.been-- received . Then the

phase was terminated and a new criterion. for the next. shaping phase was

computed, using. the mean duration and standard deviation of the last ten

responses. Shaping continued in this fashion until. three- shaping phases or

two hours. heti elapsed.

The number of standard-deviations. above the mean, at which the criteria

for reinforcement. were set., varied. across. Ss. and across successive phases.

The .values. .employed were:

C41/0 .5, 1..0 1.5, 2.0, 3.0.

The' orders in which they were used' are shown in Table- 1.: These' values of the

ansaii Orb or 111111140, 01/61.410...

Insert Table 1 about here

shaping index correspond respectively to .the following. probabilities of

reinforcement (assuming a normal' distribution of response durations) :

.310 .160, .070., .020, and .005.

At the end of each session; a questionnaire was-administered to S.

The response to each question .was. completed- before the-next. was presented:

'1. What do you think was the 'point of this exioriment?

Z. --Did you know what ..it. was 'about your..responding that earned

pennies for you?

-Did you -know that you-received .pennies-depending on the

length or. duration-of your responses?
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If the words "duration" .and "le th" never appestredin-S's answers, and if

the reply' to questions 2. and-3. was-negative;.-thet.questionnaire was scored

negative.

Ree*lts and Discussion

Contra . .91,1tAsempicispjaataxt

Approximately half of the' Ss -completed. at least one shaping phase and

did not tact.the-contingencies.of.reinforcement-on-the-questionnaire. The

mean duration. and coefficient.of.variation.(a/H)-in-the-phases completed

by these.18 Ss. are given in. Table-2. .,Theseresults-are comparable to those

I4sert,Table 2 about here

found in the earlier experiments cited above,. with- the.mean-duration increas-

ing-almost-twofold in three shaping phasesi.and.ottt constant at about .10.

(The value of s/M in the last. shaping. phase is- a- little- higher than usual.)

The effect. of step size- on the efficiency. of shaping is shown in Fig. 1

Amino Owinotio deo d*

Insert Fig. 1 about here

in terms of the length of the first shaping. phase when. it was completed,

and also the number of failures to complete it.at all: the mean number of

unreinfoiced responses and the' percent of Ss who-failed to shape are plotted

as a fuirtion of the size of the.shaping.index: It is apparent that tite.lower

the probability of occurrence. of those.responses-oelected for- reinforcement,

the longer the shaping process and the greaterthedangerof.its.unsuccessful

outcome. The same relations were obtained,. despite confounding with order

effects,.vhen the data from all.Ss were pooled-overall phases.
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The-redistribut,ion of response. -topography. brought- aboutby shaping is

shown. in 'detail. in Fig. 2- fcr-a- representative-S: Responsewnwith duration

aweliimews.4.1.4.10goolW6.014,

Insert. Fig-.-2 about here

oiAwariworrowdwd.46041mooddhOW*0041

less. than criterion were sortede-into twc-clessee-ofttappareximeitely- equal size

and their frequencof occurtencew in-each-class was. plotted- cumulatively as,

a function of consecutive responses:- -The. same, proceduret.was.lollowed for

reinforced responses: The cumulative- record-for.responses with short

durations, well. below. criterion-, is negatively. accelerated, -.whereas that

for- responses. with durations well above criterion- is positively accelerated.

Typically, the intermediate functiolisi for- class intervals bounded by the.

reinforcement, criterion, have two points- of insEection, indicating that

the probability. of the corresponding- topography: first increases at the

expense. of. responses with shorter -duration,, and-then-decreases in favor of

responses with, tlonger duration.

Predictioxise 'fo o ra h

Several families of mathematical functions) were examined 4as a means of

predicting the topography.-of successiVe,responses-during.. shaping. In one

quitter general method employed- for-predicting.. the.'nfeC' response duration

from- preceding-n- response durations , of -the.preceding durations

were assigned weights, and *their mean- computed' -then-the differences in

duration. between all pairs .of consecutive. responses ..were Assigned weat,ghts

and. the. weighted mean difference. computed- (2), finallyinthe sum of

weighted. mean duration and the,veighted-zeen- was. taken. as. the predicted

duration (3):

x injil (i+y) /it. 0+012



(2) Irca LI:(P1) (.

(3) Xn+1 " n + wan

) iL i'11)41

In this way, the topography. of each .response by a- S (except Ile first)

was predicted from those preceding; and-a.productwmomentcorrelation between

the predicted and obtained response durations. was computed for each pair of

test values of the parameters y and a.

The initial computations,. performed.on.au IBM-7090. computer, yielded

the highest predictive accuracy with weighting-functions.that had strong

positive acceleration; in effect,.very early responses in the shaping series

were not entering the prediction of later-responses.at.all. Consequently,

a third parameter was cdded,.a "lookback" variable; L, which specified the

number of responses preceding the n+1
s

entering!in its predlaion. When

the computations were carried out with three parameters for all Ss and

phases, it was found that the predictive accuracy was-not appreciably better

when y and a: were' permitted to.vary,than when.therwere set equal to zero.

Under the latter condition; each,predicted.response duration. is simply the

mean of the L precedinuresponse-durations.plus the.meen of L-1 preced-

ing increments.in duration.

Thee accuracy of predictions using. the.meansduration'plus mean difference

is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the.number of-preceding .respnnses (L)

entering the prediction. Correlations between'predicted. and obtained response

durations, averaged over Ss .amshown separately fore shaping phases that

Insert Pit. 3 about here

.W*1,040 4414MlAra.Minn wiv limm arms ... ...

were completed, for those that were not and for CRF phaees (where there was

no progressive increase in re6 -se duration): t appears that, for those



phases in which- response,' topographrwasoundert.exiertmental-control, the prior

-font-, responses.' suffice to. 'permitraf tiredicttenridfrthet-topography-of the follow-

ing. response' with.lmotierate-accuracyt-(rsi.56.),.., t-For timer*. phases that .did not

reveal.' an- orderly-redistribution.,off respense.:tepographn -however, it may

actually- detract':from-predictive- accuracy"tdf: ive-weight..tderemote responses;

this JO' eipecially true, of the..prediction,:ofresponse. topography during

continuous-reinforceient.,..where-it.appears-that-sequential.-effeCts in response

topography-are exclusively short term.

When the accuracy of -the-simple. predictive' formula-described above was

compared with the results of a linear multiple regression analysis of the

same -sets of data, it was ~found that linearregression.- accounted, on the

average, for about the same, amount-of variance tan- to- 25%)v- The estimated

partial correlations between-each. n+let predicted-duration-and its predecessors

X
n n

, X
-1, n

... X
-9

considered singly. were. all -close to. r aw .10, with the

exception .that. the correlation3.between- the duration. of.'a-reerponse and that

- of its immediate predecessors were somewhat higher.
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Phase
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1.0 2.0 1.5
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Table

of Cam' and shaping. on' the tmean .duration and

variability tifyoutt rigiponses. TheAata' from phases

completed first - second and weirt-pooled a4ross Ss.

CRP
N"18

Phase

shaping
No18

2nd
'shaping
Nli12

Mean
Duration 236 264 309

Percent increase
from duration
in CRF 19 31

Coefficient
of variation .10 .11 .11

shaping
Nob

430

82

.19



Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The effect ofstep-size.on the.efficiencrof-shaping. The

mean number of unreinforced responses during tie, first shaping phase and

the percent-of Ss who failed to completvthat'phasetare.shawn-as a function

of the size. of the shaping index:. .5, 1 0, 1.5.and-2 0. The number of Ss

in each caseAtre, respectivelyi 4,-9* 6 and 4.

Fig. 2. Redistribution of.response durations during. shaping. Response

0.4

durations above and below criterion were sorted-into two approximately equal

classes and-their frequency of occurrence in each.class was.plotted as a

function of consecutive responses:. The reeordsrhave.beerydisplaced from

their .common. origin to' make, them more legible. These-data' are-representative

of those obtained from 18 Ss.

Fig. 3. Accuracy in predicting response- topography .during successful

and unsuccessful shaping phases.and CR1?. The, average correlation between

obtained response durations.and.those.predicted.from,a mean-duration-plus-

mean-difference.formula is as'a function-of.the-number of preceding

responses entering the prediction of the next.
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Geammatical Form - Class. in Word Associations of Educable

Mentally-Retarded and.Normal Children

Melvyn I. Semmel, Loren S. Barritt

Stanley W. Bennett-9-and Charles A. Perfetti

Studies of retarded language-functioning may permit greater understanding of

normal language development (Carroll, 1963, 1964; Wepman, 1964). It is argued

that the language changes which occur in.normal children are often so rapid that

intensive study of them is extremely difficult. Retarded children are thought

to go through the same early stages.in developing-language abilities as normal

children, but the stages are somewhat protracted. Hence, Carroll suggests

that, "The study of the slow-motion language development-of mental defectives

might throw much-light.on how grammar develops and hoer various grammatical

phenomena rank themselves in conceptual difficulty" (Carroll, 1964, p. 70).

Recent reviews of the research literature on linguistic problems of the

mentally-retarded (McCarthy., 1964; Smith, 1962; Spradlin, 1963) suggest the

.rapidly-growing interest.in.the-subject. Research efforts have primarily con-

centrattd on the acquisition of semantic elements in retarded*-language function

ing. Little'attention.has been given~ to the. processes by. which educable men

tally-retarded (E100.children acquire the syntactic features-of the language.

The paucity of information-on-the:grammatical habits of EMR'children is dramat-

ically demonstrated by the absence of a single reference-to the topic in cam

prehensive reviews (McCarthy, 1964; Smith, 1962; Spredlin 1963), and by the

absende of references in.a bibliography of world literature on. rental retarda-

tion (Hebei,- Simpson, Gibson., & Milligan, 1963) which covers the 23-y ar period

from 1940 through 1963.
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Brown and Berko (1960) contend that-results of word-association tests yield

important information pertinent-to-the development of syntax in normal children.

Brown (1957) found that children are-able, by age three to five years, to

decipher the grammatical class of' novel stimuli. A subsequent stage of develop-

ment occurs in which the child progressively moves from a-purely sequential

approach to the relationship-betwaurverbal stimuli to a stage in which

associations are made.betwolen wordswitksimilar"privileges of occurrence"

(grammatical forme-class). . It-is hypothesised that-as children acquire the

syntactic elements of language, syntactic equivalences of words emLrge as

progressively important determiner of responsevin-word-association tasks.

The developmental process of shifting from heterogeneous (sequential) responses

toward homogeneoutv(same fotomclass) responses "is a manifestation of this great

step forward into syntactic operations" (Brown & Berko,, 1960).

Ervin .4961), Brown and Berko (1960), and- Entwisle, Forsyth, and Hcuss (1964)

demonstrated a relatiooship,between chronological age and the,grammatical form-

class of free-associate responses.., If the response word-and the stimvixs word

do not belong, to the same,foria-class, and /or if the response word can be used

sequentially with the stimulus word, then. the response is generally cate-

gorized as-matsgatis. (Deese, 1962;.Ervin, 1961).*Aresponse of the same.

form-class as the stimulus, word is assigned to the zsavassias category.

Items in the- ayntagmatic category- have been referred- to by some authors as

heterogeqeow4:osponses;-while paradigmatic items are designated, homogeneous

(e0e-Brown-&.Berko,,l960). "hvin,(1961),,Brown and Berko (1960),..and Entwisle

et a1. (19.64) revealed that young. children (ages.5-tcc7) tend to give many more

syntagmatic than patadigmatic responses- In word - association tasked. As the

Ch;oilnme (CA of Ss 'increased, there-less a progt4eei7etrand.toward

increased paradigmatic responfintrwith' a corresponding decresee,in syntagmatic

- associates.
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The frequency of usage of a particular stimulus word has-been related to

paradigmatic responding in word-association tasks. High-frequency adjectives

produce a greater number of. paradigmatic utterances than low-frequency adjectives

(Deese, 1962). The grammatical form-class of.the-stimulus word appears to be

another important variable in such tasks (see Glanzer, 1962). Deese (1962) re-

ported that noun stimuli were generally followed by paradigmatic associates,

whereas alijectives-and verbs tended to be followed by equal number of re-

sponses from both categories; and adverb stimuli were predominantly followed

by syttagmatic responses. Entwisle et al. (1964) reporteda convergence to-

ward an equal number of paradigmatic responses to- nouns,-verbs, and adjectives,

as the chronological ages of Ss increased. It should be noted that Deese (1962)

systematically varied the frequency of-usage of stimuli presented, whereas

Entsiwle et al. (1964) used only high-frequency noun verb, and adjective stimuli.

The purpose of this study was to compare the word associations of educable

mentally-retarded children, both institutionalized and.now-institutionalized,

with normal children having comparable mental age or chronological age. Responses

were analyzed using syntactici rather than semantic, criteria for. the purpose

of exploring the relationsbetween mental retardation and the level of syntactic

operations in school-age children.

Method

litittsal. Four samples-of 20 Ss each were selected-for.inclusion in this

study. There-were two EMR subgroups: Institutionalized, (I-R) and POlic

School (PS-R). All retarded Ss were drawn by stratified random~ sampling on the

sex and race variables. The retarded Ss were randomly selected from a popula-

tion with CA range. of 10 through 14 years, and an IQ range of 60 through SO.

Two samples of normal children- were selected according to the same pro.

cedures used with. retarded subgroups, except that one SO)PCAV of normal 9s
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WAS selected from a population having a.mental age (MA) range comparable to

the EMR samples (MA range 6-3 to 104)--equal.MA normal group (MA-N). A second

sample of normal Ss (CA-N) was drawn from thew Ch range as the two retarded

subgroups. The normal Ss and the' PS -R, samples were drawnsfromithe Ypsilanti

and Wayne iublic Schools. The socio-economic status of Si was not specifically

controlled; the Ss in all four subgroups were assumed to come from relatively

low socio-economic families. Table 1, is a summary of the characteristics of

the subgroups. There were 12 Caucasian and 8 -Negro Ss in each sample. The

insert Table 1 about here

1-R sample contained 9 males and 11 females; the remaining three subgroups

contained 10 males and 10 females.

Selection of stimuli. Forty stimuli from six grammatical form-classes

were selected from the Mein and O'Connor (1960) list of words uttered most

commonly by severely r tarded children. All the stimuli that were selected

appeared among the 500 words used most commonly by the retarded population

and they predominantly fail within one of six grammatical form-classes (noun,

verb, adjective, adverb, pronoun, and preposition). All the stimuli also appear

in the word-association norms reported by Palermo and Jenkins (1963); 38 stimulus

words have AA frequency on the Thorndike forge general word count, the remaining

two stimuli have A frequencyi :Table 2 presents a list of the stimuli arranged

by grammatical form- class. Webster's Nay Collekiate Dictionam wits used to

Insert table:2 about biro

ariftmormilimpalmmakiii.plaimimeimemo eimmlirmanimaiiiimemaimmairawriarampoissamourers

corroborate' the assignment Of each stimulus'word'to an appropriate frm-class.
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Procedure. Stimulus words were typed on -5"'x 8" unlined index cards (24-

point type). The forty index cards were randomized by hand shuffling prior to

.presentation to S. Each S.was introdUced to the.task as follows:

"We are going to play some word games today. Now if you're ready, I'll

tell you the rules for the game.

"In this-game I'll-show you-a word on each one'of these cards. I'll say

the word to. you. The- idea of the game.is.for-you to say. the first word you

think of when I say the word-to-you.. You should say just one wirdnot more

than one."

The S was then presented- three.sample.stimultto assure comprehension of

the task. E presented the first sample word by saying:

"Now let's see- if you understand the rules of'the'game--What's the first

word you think of.wben I say 'cow'?"

Any single-ord response was reinforced by E with "Good!" or "Fine!"

This general procedure was followed in presenting-the remaining two sample words

(41E and .92101. The test stimuli immediately followed S's response to the fast

sample word.

gujam&glgy Figure 1 is a flow diagram of the developed to

make judgments for categorising-the free.associate responses of Ss. Each re-

immorftoommoromblimirimmilmwmporiftwoomilmilimarOmmormirrowswermimmumwormommiroiro

Insert Figure 1 about here

summerrommommworomaiwommummwellowtmmilmosiewiftersomomommOgitommilmwmws*

sponse word was evaluated independently by three; judges following the same pro-

cedure. Each judge first determimedwhether or clot the-risponse word will a

repetition of the stimulus word. If the response wa a repetition of the

stimulus ward it-was placed in the catagory-libeii

*titian of-the stimulus

_

(Fig. 1). If the .response- was judged not to.be



word, the judge then decided whether the response could appear in an immediately

contiguous relationship with thestimulus word (sequential order). A response

judged sequential, was next judged homogeneous, (of the same form-class as the

stimulus word) or w.,terieneloiLs (of~ different form-class as the stimulus word) .

Responses relegated to the imastill....1.121a category met these criteria:

they could occur contiguous to the stimulus word, and had the same form-class

as that.word (e.g. stimulus: was;. response: sam). A sequential response

that differed from the stimulus word in form-class vao assigned to the esuential-

heterogeneous category (e.g., stimulus: 2211m response: Ise!). It should be

noted that the sequentialheterogeneous and sequential-homogeneous categories

are two of the elements of the syntagmatic category used in previous research

(Deese, 1962; Ervin, 1961).

A response judged tao.istamensisit (i.e., rarely occuring contiguous to the

stimulus word) was next judged with regard to form- class. Thus, non-sequential

responses of the same form-class as the stimulus word were classified as non-

....qa.Itial-seuelgieneoomoua (e.g.* stimulus: table; response: chair). Non-sequential

responses of different form-class than their respective stimulus words were

placed in the nonmsouentia -hetervieueoui category (e.g. , stimulus: red;

response: AID. The former category is equivalent to the paradigmatic category

used by other researchers (Ervin, 1961; Deese, 196210 whereas the latter is the

third element of the syntagmatic.cateiory (Ervin, Deese).

sams. response (rhyming response words) and Aga modifications of the

stimulus word were included in the coding process and identified within the

five categorles for separate analysis. Minor stimulus modifications were defined

as responses in which therevvas either a sVbstitution, deletion, or addition of

one-letter to the stimulus (e.g., or the addition of a suffix to the

1
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to the (e.g., Agr-22112g). Combinations-of sounds-judged not to be

English words were*eliminated fromthe analysis.

Two psychology.graduatc.students'(males) and one graduate. student majoring

in speech pathology (female) served as-judges'for-coding responses:- Approximately

four hours of training were provided using pilot data for coding. An analysis

of the variance between judges ,l.n'their assignments to each of the response

categories appears in Table 3 (repetitions of the stimulus were omitted due to

the relative infrequency* -of reepoultes. in this category.) Since the F ratios

4.1.01WdmarelimMO

Insert Table 3 about here

obtained from comparing judges across the four categories did not achieve sig-

nificance, it was assumed that 140-judge variance was not a significant s

variable in.interpreting-ths pooled-subgroup data. Each S's score for each

category was the mean number of judgments made, for that category by the three

judges. Hence, if two responses.were considered sequential-aheterogeneous by

one judge,, and three responses assigned to the same category by thd second and

third judges, the S's score-for the sequential-heterogeneous category would be

2+3+3/34.67.

PrelisAnary Results

Table 4 presents maans.and standard deviations of the four major response

dimmismioimmimmdiimaiimild0004.0100610140 11161.10

insert Table 4 about here

a.m.) will'isiparaleurosiooemiemitioErsusautasievinismilSiffieiailrarilli .. . 0111NWINOWIMMONO
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categories across the four subgrOups: Figure 2 is A graphic-representation of

these data.

* Mediu.

Insert Figure '2 about here

........
The.NS-Hm (paradligmatic) responses were arranged for a two-way analysis

of variance in Whith-differences as a function of*the forop-class of the stim-

ulus words and subgroups were analysed. Table 5 is a summary of this analysis.

Insert Table 5 about here

jt

The results indicate the absence:of a reliable interaction betWeen sub-

groups-And the form-classes"-of etifl1 lus Words: presented to Ss. However, both

main effects of form-classes. andssUbgroUps-Are reliable (p < "01) .

The analysis of forms "-class differences appears in Table 6. The Table glows

critical differences-between respective'mean per cent responses across subgroups

for each of-the.six. form-classes. .A' 'significantly greater percentage of NS-Hm

resOnses.wawassociati&with-nouhs when compared with adjectives, adverbs, pre-

pmsitionsjp.<.:01)-and verbs (p < .05) : NS-Hm responses to prepositions were

proportionately fewerthan.tw.verbs, adjectives, adverbs (p < .01).

41607 104"."0

Insert Table 6. about here

... . .. . illo 00

Table 7 presents a comparison of the mean percentage NS-Hm responses for

the four subgroups: The CA--N Ss produced a significantly greater mean per cent



Insert Table 1 about her

atinimitwoonioNmialiatarwaririso ownisi

NS-Hm associations to-stimulusycmrds.than-thepther-three subgroups (p < 01).

The I-R Subgroup' mean was-significantly.lowerl than that for the PS -R and NA -N

subgroups (p <' .01). It should be noted that the. mean difference between the

public school retarded ,Ss. and-the- equal Wnotmal-Ss-were not reliable.

Since the.NS-Ht S-Hm, S-Ht responses in--the Categories have'beenacored

in previous research, as syntagmatic (Deese, 1962), the responses falling in

these' categories-were-pooled.for the.purpose- of obtaining a comparable dichotomy

between paradigmatic and syntagmatic associations.- Figure 3- presents a histogram

showing-the mean' percentage of- paradigmatic_ syntagmatic associations

produced-by each of .the four subgroups.- The greatest discrepancy between the two

Insert-Figure 1 about here

MINIM 01141.11.1

categories is revealed in. the IA-R group; while: the smallest difference is

reflected in the Ck-N group. The 14 A-N and PS-R groups are approximately equal

in the discrepancy betwegn paradigmatic and syntagmatic responding.

Rhyming responses (Clangs) were analyzed independently across the four

major response categories (viz., NS-Hm, NS-Ht, S-Hm, S-Ht). Table 8 summarizes

the results of a simple analysis of variance in which the significance Of sub-

miter001100_06,0110, .

insert. Table 8 about here

a.iwi. 00.1.11104.001111. . ....

group mean differences,for-clang associations wad determined. The main effects.

of subgroups- were significant (p < .01). Table 9' summarigeWthe analysis of
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Imo

Insert Table 9 about here

IIONNittm

simple effects'. The.Mh-N Ss produced significantly more clang responses than

the I-R or' CSI- -N subgroups. The PSsuR subgroup mean was significantly greater

than the. mean for the..CA-N subgroup (p <

Analysis of variance for the-stimulus-modification category showed no

significant differences between subgroups. (Fm1.95/df 3,.156/ p >

A simple analysis of variance wae.conducted to determine the reliability

of differences between. Negro' and Caucasian Ss on mean percent NS-Hm responses.

The resulting F ratio was ~not 'significant. (r- .91 /df 1,78/ p > 4.05).

A one -way 'analysis of variance was used to compare males and females on

mean percentage.of NS-Hm responses. Female Ss responded with significantly

more NS-Hat responses than male.Ss (F- 9.44/df 1,78/p < .01): The mean per-

centage of NS-Hm responses for the maleSs was 25.64 (SD=19.44) whereas the

mean for females was38.6.1 (SD-36.28). Fipure 4 presents these comparisons

graphically fothe four subgroups. While the statistical significance of the

interaction hes not been'tested, inspection of the function suggests that the

effects of differences in sex' ate.qualified by the interaction of the subgroup

and set variables.

Insert Figure 4 about here
ti

Correlations between the percentage of NS-Hm responses with chronological

age and mental age for the-combined retarded subgroups. (I-R. and PS-R) and the

normal groups.(CA-N.and HA-N) were computed separately. The retarded group



showed a -product moment correlation*of 31 between CA and NS MI responses and

roe .19 between, NS-Hm and MA. The nermal-group, shiver a correlation of .55' for

CA and NS-Hm- and .47' 'between MA and.NS*Erit.- Thw.correlation of CA with NS-Hm

responses for Ss (pooled- across*subgroups)' was while the correlation

with MA was .451, The relations between'. pa, and-14A, respectively, with NS-Hm

responses of -retarded geewere not significant > 05). The remaining correla-

tions (Normal and Total groups) -were significant at < 05 level.

A Type-Token Ratio (TTR) was calculated for each S by dividing the number

of different word responses by the total number :of' responses- to the 40 stimuli.

Table 10. presents the mean TTR's for the four subgroups and also the corrals-

tions between. the percentage of NS-Hm responses and TTR for eats, subgroup.

41.1.00104W10111.104.. IMO sows.1.6.6mmiuleir*okiistro

Insert Table 10 about here

4.1" 00.4.1140,40.0 4 e0aulopli trials

A variance analysis did not confirm. significant differences. between sub-

group mean TTR's (Fa .22/df 39 76/ p > All vof the correlations

between NS-Hm and TTR's are significant for all the subgroups at < .05 level.

-7-Pr4itriinary Conclusions

1. Category by subgroup interaction was not tested because of assumptions

of analysis' of variance, but is. shown in Pig. 2. It is obvious *that S-Hm and

NS-Ht responses' are-relatiVely ,equal in 'number across subgroups* but an inter-

aqtion. becomes apparent in the analysis. of the remaining two categories (NS -Hm

and St-Ht) .'

2. Although the two-retarded groups-weite 'matched on MA,. the,,I-R group

functioned significantly below-the*PSR group in-N$ 41m responding. The

similarity between the IS-4 and MA-N, grOupe in their responses-to o
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the six form classes lends support to Cazroll's suggestion (1964) that retarded

childen's language.development'my borretarded.quantitativr4 but not quali

tatively. Therefore; it may be possible to. study language' development in normal

children by analysing.the-protracted verbal.skills of retardates.

3. *The difference-found'in4mman.percentage'of NS-Hm (paradigmatic) responses

between.thet.PS,4-and R groups might be due to a selection factor in the R

population (e.g..,.more brain-injured children-would be anticipated).

4. Since there were.unequal.numbers of stimuli for the six form classes

used, the, differanceeriAmalans must-bciaterpreted with some. caution. The rank-

ing of highest .td lowest number. of NS-Hm. responses is: nouns, pronouns, verbs,

adjectives, adverbs, and.prepositions. Glanzer (1962), in a free-association

task, measured latency of response to. seven form classes and found the follow-

ing ordering (from smallest- to largest latency): nouns, adjectives, pronouns,

verbs; prepositions; adverbsi.and.conjunctions. Although this order is not

precisely the same as the mean percentages of NS-Hm responses, the obtained

order from.least moat n. NS-Hm. responses ie similar to Glanzer's latency meas

ures

5. In. regard to clang responses, it is difficult to explain why the 1-R

groilp is not different.frourthe CAIN group. Possibly qualitative differences

explain this result (iee ..the X-R subjects .apparently are not functioning

like the PS -R Ss) .

.6. When Ss. were matched on CA; A4 and IQ, Negro Ss were not inferior

ja the incidence of NS4110,resPonses.

7. The sex variable-is apparently complex. Our data suggest that in

very young children serdoes,not Appear to be an important variable yin NS-Hm

responding; but, that by the sixth grade in schoololemales give significantly

more of 0080 responses.. In.the-retarded groUpS, both of which. are equivalent



to the CA-N group in chronological age, females consistently score above the

males. Therefore, this study strongly suggests that chronological age is an

important variable. in the- obtained differences between' males send females In

paradigmatic' responding:- When-comparing across- subgroups it can be noted that

PS-R females give about. as many NSmilm responses (to- the high*frequency stimuli

employed in this study) as do- the CA-11 males.

8. Although the mean- TTR's' for individuals do' not differ significantly

between subgroups, the correlation of TTR's with NS-Hm responding is moderately

high in each of the subgroups. Thus' it would appear that the variability of

response to the stimuli is related to paradigmatic responding to about an equal

degree in all the subgroups, but that this does not account for the differences

obtained- between' the subgroups in the incidence of NS-lim responses.

9. Correlations obtained between incidence of paradigmatic (NS -Hm) re-

sponding and mental and chronological age, both within the retarded and normal

samples and in all the groups combined, indicate that, besides chronological

age, mental. age. may be-an-import:ant predictor of NS-Hm responses.
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Table 1

Characteristics of the Four Subgroups

(N-20 each subgroup)

Variable

CA*

/Q

Mean

SD

Range

Mean

SD

Range

Mean

SD

Range

Vwout?

1-R PS-R MA -N

141.15 141.65 97.00

14.01 13.03 12.96

120-164 , 120-160 76-123

CA-N

140.30

11.95

123-165

98.95 98.00 98.55 143.15

12.80 10.34 13.30 12.65

827428 77 -117.

70.15

5.34

61.48

69.60

5.79

60-80

75-127 119-161

102.25 102.30

6.34 7.56

90-118 92-126
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Table 2

Fres-Associate Word Stimuli Artanged by Grawmatiotl PO*14 ass!,,

Nouns Verbs

(4,110)

bed

window

bread (A)
1

children

table

gun (A)

door

boy

dog

car

4040)

tell

was

see

sit

get

have

is

came

take

go

Adjectives

(n-6)

sweet

ramd

a.

the

yellow

black

Adverbs

(n-5)

there

here

always

where

very

Pro-
nouns
(nu'5)

Prep()
sitions
(nude)

,1411141444141411141111114=4141441044444114111"1"1".

you for

it with

we of

my at

1mi

4

'Word stimuli classified as A frequency on the Thorndiks-Lorgo word lists Al

other word, stimuli are_ classified as AdLfrequancy on the T-L list:
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Table 3

Summary of Analysis of %%Aimee

Betwooft Judos for Scoring Categories

Astossorv, 8 111.eLween A MI. F

Sequential-Homogeneous 22.82 2 11.41 0.7973*

Sequential-Heterogeneous 196.54 2 98.27 0.5102*

Non-Sequential-Homogeneous 30.81 2 15.45 0.0716*

Non-S' vential-Heterogensous 238.65 2 119.33 1.6986*

*A11 F ratios ate not significant (p > .05 level)
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Table 4

Mean Percent Responses within Categories

Across the Four Subgroups

(N40 each subgroup)

JramigWeiMWMMIWAIifteM061,No00.11 arwommr.rolorm.

zonategasu*la Svntagmatic
NS-Ht S-Hm S-Ht

CA-N Mean 48.14 7.19 '2.21 42.29

SD 15.60 4.33 1.65 16.19

MA-N Mean 30.91 13.30 1.84 53.82

SD 18.60 6.74 1.67 20.44

PS -R Mean 28.54 13.39 1.49 56.43

SDy 16.97 5.18 1.64 17.59

1-R Mean 21 57 12.51 1.65 64.02

SD 17.77 8.82 1.47 19.02

Category Abbreviations:

NS-Hm -- Non-Sequential Homogeneous

NS-Ht Non-Sequentiek Heterogeneous

S-Em -- Sequential Homogeneous

S.41t -- Sequential Hater° eneous

Subgroup Abbrwvistions:

CA41 -- Equal CA normal Se

MA, -N -- Equal MA normal

Public School. retarded

Inetitutionsili



Table 5

Summary of Analysis of Variance for Subgroups

and. Form-Class of Stimo4

Source

Form-Classes (A)

Subgroups'CBYT

A x B (Interaction)

Error

Total

df

56320.35 5

47209.32

.15

456

.764 77

231648 52

346942.96 479

MS

11264.07

15736.44

784.12

508.00

22.17**

30 98**

54

** Significant at the .01 level.

4,
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Table 6

Critical Differences be:Mom/Wm Percent

NS-Rm Respotses for Form-Classes of

Stimulus Words

Se

Mean

Pronouns

Verbs

Adj.

Adv.

Prep.

Nouns Pronouns Verbs Ad Adw Pre ositions

42.62 34.29 31.17 29.61 28.96 7.24

8.33

9.45*

12.01**

13.66**

35.38**

1.12

,4.68

5.33

27.05**

3.56

4.21

, 25.93**

.65

22.37** 21.72**

*Critical difference 8.92 significant at .05 level

**Critical differeice 9.75 significant at .01 level
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Table 7

Critical .Iniferences, between Mean 'Percentage

NS -Hm Responses. for Subgroups

CA Normal MA Normal
(CA-N) (14%-14)

Pub. Sch. Ret.
(PSerR)

Inst. Ret.
(I-R)

Mean %

MA-N

PS-R

I-R

48.14 30.91 28.54 21.57

17.23**

19.60**

26.57**

2.37

9.34** 6.97**

'le* Critical difference 6.93 significant'at .01 level-
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Table 8

Summary of Analysis of Variance of Clang

Responses for Subgroups

Source ss A. NS F
Between

Within

Total

(Subgroups)

(Subgroups)

167.80

711.30

879.10

3

156

159

55.93

4.56

12.65**

**Significant at the .01 level.
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Table 9

Critical Differences between Mean Number of

Clang Responses per Stimulus Word

MA-N S R I-R CA-N

Mean #
3.08 2.48 1.32 .42

FS -R .60

I -S, 1.76** 1.16

CAN 2.66** 2.06** .90

** Critical difference >1.62 siguificant at < .01 level
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Table 10

Mean TTR's and Correlations for Subgroups

Clea

Mean .86

SD .11

r CNS-Hm and TTR) .63

MOL N PS R R Total

.85 .83

,I

.85

.11 .01 .13

.46 .49 .44 .52

Differences between subgroup is not significant (p > .05)
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Figure. Captions

Fig. 1. Stages in the prescribed toutIns for assigning word associations

A 6
by the Ss to formal categories.

Fig. 2. The percent of all word associations, emitted by the 20 Ss in

each of the four groups, that it re Milled to each of the following categories:

Sequential-homogeneous (S-Hm) , Sequential-Heerogeneous (S-Ht) , Non-sequential

Homogeneous (NS-Hm), Non-sequential Heterogeneous (NS-Ht). Retarded Is in

public schools OS-R) and in institutions (I-R), as well as normal Ss with

comparable chronological age (CA-N) or mental age (14A4) were employed.

Fig. 3. The percent of syntagmatic and paradigmatic word associations

given by the 20 Ss in each of the four subgroups.

Fig. 4. The difference between male and female Ss in each of the four

subgroups in the relative frequency of paradigmatic free associates.
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A Pilot Sty of the Vrxrbal Interaction

of Regular LLRI.ta ry Classes and Special

Classesi for the Educable, MenallY Retarded,

Melvyn I. Semmel

Beverly Herzog

Fredericka Jorgenson

The purpose of this study vas to compare verbal interaction in regular

elementary school classes with that in special classes kor educable mentally-

retarded children.

The investigators used the method of Classroom interaction Analysis

develOped Dr. Ned Flanders (1964) of the University of Michigan SchOol of

Education. A trained observer visited each olassroom for a three-hour

period in the morning. At thrii4econd intervals the observer recorded a

code number which indicatedthiv-tategory of interaction whiCh best repre-

sented the communication evenie that were just completed. Approximately

3600 number* were,recorded in each obseriatio.

11 o4

Flan erS AY e.t e of these are assled

to teacher talk and two to
t.

periods of silence Or oonfili ohs Ths*e categOries are designed to include

all vebaljur, re4041 asIr? Yet -not overlaP Bzlefly the.

ten categorises 4TA;

sr category is used for
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3. Accepts or uses ideas of student

4. Asks questions

5. Lectures

6. Gives directions

7. Criticizes

Student talk

8. Responds to teacher

9. Initiates own ideas

10. Silence or confusion

The observers participated in a six-week training period prior to

beginning the study. Following training, a pilot study was undertaken

during the fall semester, 1964, involving nine regular and special classes.

Several hypotheses resulted from-this pilot study:

1. There is more teacher talk in, the special than in the

regular class. (Categorles 1-7)

The special teacher uses more praise and encouragement than the

regular teacher. (Category 2)

There is 10;0 01100t.initillitO4 tilk ta the s

the regular class. (Category 9)

Method

The present stud regulay included ten r elementary classrOoms and

ten special (Type A) classrooms for educable mentally-retarded Children.

There were five .primary and -five intermediate- special- clastiect Each class

was matched with a regular class on the balliiof chroncilogical age



A primary special was matched with a first, second, or third regular class,

and an intermediate special with a regular fourth, fifth, or si*th grade class.

Schools in two school districts were involved., Six regular and six

special classes were located in the Wayne Community School District, Wayne,

Michigan, and four regular and four special classes were in the Ann Arbor

Public Schools, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Preliminary Findings
1

Category 2, "Praise and encouragement," received greater loading

in the special class than in the regular (6.4% to 3.9%). This agrees with

Hypothesis 2. (These percentages are based on total teacher talk [Categories

1-7].)

2. Category 3, "Accepting and using ideas," received greater loading

in the special class than in the regular (14.8% to 13.7%). (These percentages

are based on total teacher talk [Categories 1 -7].)

3. Category 6, "Giving directions," received greater loading in the

regular class than in the special (22.6% to 20.7%). (These percentages are

based on total teacher talk [Categories 1 -7].)

4. Category 9, "Student initiated response," rweivedgreater loading

in the special class than iu the regular (13.2% to 7 52). This agrees with

Hypothesis (These percentages based on all ten categories.)

5. The percentageof total teacher talk for the regular class was

62.91%; in the special class the percentage was 63.79%.

6. Thee. Chi Square test of signifiesnce was performed on all findings

reported and all were found significant at the .01 level.-
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Discussion

Moststudiesthave found little difference between the regular elementary

class.and,the a special class for, the educable mentally retarded. Past studies

have toncentrate4"oi achievement .data. in the acadimic and asocial areas. 'The

present study his selected onitaspiet,of,the clessreom brocess,- verbal inter-

action - and has demonstrated that differences do .exist between groups. The

qualitative differences between the patternsof interaction,in'the two placement

groups suggest that there are much more important distinctions to-be made
. rJ .

between regular and speciai education than the rather superficial differences

presently emphasized--e.g. differences in homogeneity of grouping or in

number of pupils per class.
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Appendix

Categories for Interaction Analysis
2

Accepts.feelinp-accepts-and,,clarifies-the-feeling.tone of the

students-in^a-non-threatening.mannervelealings may be positive

ornegativw. -Predictinror-tecaaing-feolings.are included.

Pra j.itw:21±,...magnc est praisesor.:encourages-student action

or behavior. Jokes- that- release-tension-, -but not at the

expense. of. another individual; -noddinrhead;- or saying "um

hm?" or "go:- on"- are included.

3. Assgp2:1_,.)r-usesldeaAsiLettaltAant clarifying; building, or

developing. ideas- suggested by a- student.: -As- teacher brings

more of his- own ideas- into planshift to category five.

Asks questions, ° asking' a-question, about-content or proce-

dure with the intent-that- a- student answer.

Lecturing,: giving- facts or-opinions-about content or proce-

dures; expressing- his. own- idttas; -asking-thetorical questions.

213-113grpsgavv--directionsi-commandsi-or.orders to which

a student is expected to comply.

zjvsivalttatioritx: statements intended

to change student. behavior from nonacceptable to acceptable

pattern; bawlitig someone' out; stating- why the- teacher is doing

what he is. doing; extreme' self-reference.

.M1=1.0110111110%

Student. Talk - Response: talk by students in response to

teacher.. Teacher. initiates. the- contact. or- solicits student

statement.



Append (Cont.)

Iftu,..Atntrion: talk by students which they

initiate. If "calling on" student is only to indicate

who may talk next, observer must decide whether student

wanted to talk. If he did, use this category.

10. Silence or co u ion: pauses, short periods of silence

and periods of confusion in which communication cannot

be understood by the observer.

Reference

Flanders, N. A. Interaction anaji is the classrooma manual for observes.

Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1964.

Footnotes

L. There is no scale implied by these numbers. Each number is clam-

sificatory; it designates a particular kind of communication event. To write

these numbers down during observation is to enumerate, not to judge a position

on a scale. See Appendix fore explanation of Categories.

2. From Flanders (1964).



Some Differences in the Verbal Behavior of Preschool

Children from Contrasting Social Environments

Paul Wafter
1

Recent research by Bern sk (1960, 1962a 1962b, 1964) and Lawton (1963)

has shown that distinct-forms of spoken language are associated with different

sociological strata

"It is proposed that the two distinct forms of go use

because the organization of the two social strata such that

different emphases are placed on language potential. Once this

emphasis or .stress is placed, then the resulting forms of lan

guage use progressively orient the speakers to distinct and

different types of relationships to objects and parsons" (1960,

p. 271).

The "two forms of language" Bernstein (1962a) calls "codes," and he diet

guishes between a-restricted code, characteristic of the lower classes, and

an elaborated code, characteristic of the middle classes.

Distinguishing features of the restricted code include high structural

redundancy, limited range of syntactic alternatives, and speech restricted by

its *social context. It is a status - oriented code, manifested in its extreme

in military and ritualistic settings, where the setting determines the use and

structure of speech. The status orientation of the lower class society, With

its clearly defined roles, fulfills the cohditions necessary for the develop-

ment of icrestricted language-code. Children brought up in this environment

learn a speech fora nmbi& discourages the spelkor from verbally elaborating

subjective intent and'progreisively orients.thiOaser to descriptive, rather

than abstract 'couceOts" (BormiSein 19644 p. 271).
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orated cods has lass structural r+dund ncy with a wide range of

syntactic tives to choose from. The meaning of the verbal interaction

in this code does not depend primarily on the roles of the people involved,

but is expressed by laboration and expansion.

The middle class, with its flexible roles and extensive interaction anion

*tux positions, encourages the development of an elaborated code. The

middle-class child uses language to express his subjective intent.

"Speech becomes an object of special perceptual activity and a

theoretical. attitude is developed towards the structural possi"

bilitios of sentence organisation. This speech mode facilitates...

sensitivity to the implications of separateness and difference,

and points to the possibilities inherent in a complex, conceptual

hierarchy for the organisation of experience" (Bernstein, 1960,

p. 271) .

The research reported here concerns the differences between samples of lan-

uage of two preschool populations a group of children from a remedial preschool

proaram and a group of middle- or upper-middlov-class presehool children. In the

context of the theory outlined above, it was hypothesised that the former group

would reveal a restricted language code, the latter an elaborated code. In

particular His children from upper-middle-class homes exhibit more complex

grammatical patterns than children from lower-class homes. children from

upper-middle-class homes exhibit a larger vocabulary than Childreu from lower-

class homes.

)Ktbod

Subi

',Ng-, pews of . presoboa abildireg

environmeets. The "high" so$i1

(

stev almod4

tisk int



the preschool program sity of Michigan Elementary School. All of

the parents of this group had at least a college degree and the fathers were

professionally employed. The "low" social group consisted of 12 pupils from

the Perry Preschool Nursery Project in Ypsilanti (Michigan). Pupils in this

project came from culturally-deprived homes, and tested below 85 on the .

Stanford-Binet-Intelligence Seals, Form 14-414. At the time of the experiment

both groups had been in the preschool programs for about six months. The

"low" social group had a mean age of 45.9 months; the "high" social group

had a meawass-of 46.4 months,

Procedure

The Ss ware taken in groups of two into a room with a slide projector, a

screen, and a.tape recorder. There was a five-minute warm-up session in which

the Ss were about the equipment and were acquainted with the procedure.

Two sample slides were shown, and, to encourage spontaneous verbalisation from

Ss, the experimenter asked several questions about each slide.

The experimental session consisted of showing 20 colored slides for 20

sees each:;. The. slides depicted people and animals, usually engaged in some

activity. The experimenter's participation in session was 'bated to a

few standard questions which were intended to promote Se participaticSi. Wire-

less microphones and-PM.transmittecs were used to facilitate transcriptions

This equipment made it possible to place the tape recorder out of sight in

another pirt.of the room There was no' evidence that any of the Ss knew that

their talk was -belitg recorded.

Data Anal

The recorded tapes were played back and a record of each ieSsiiM. Vas,
, !' gar:.

written out computetrc The razes for

were the same as those used by several

classification of words and sentences
e

invesiigators notably UPPlin'(1957,
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Appendix 3) . The following features were scored:

1. Percentage of words in each form class 'fluted on total number

of intelligible words uttered;

Percentage of words in each form class based on number of

different words uttered;

Number of different words per 100 words uttered (type -token

ratio);

4. Sentence length;

5. Sentence complexity

6. Total words used (tokens) ;

7. Total different words used (types).

The number of unirtelligible words for each S was estimated and included

in the total word - count, but only intelligible words were included in the

totals for-form-class percentages. The data on sentence length included

unintelligible words but ratings of sentence complexity excluded sentences

containing.unintelligible words.

Two Ss from the low social group did not respond to any of the pictures.

This behavior, is reflected in the scores for total words and total different

words but not in. the-remoiniug ,mmasures. The recordings of two Ss from the

high social group were faulty end were not included in the analysis.

Results and Discussion

Pour indices of grammatical structure thrSo measures of vocabulary

were considered relevant to the two hypotheses, respectiveli. There were

significant differences,between groups on all four measures of grammstical

,f.cf

structure: 4 teas', sent of noun used,

ft* high socialand pi



Insert Table 1 about here

a. .0.00 010/04111.1110.100110611.1100MISIMMHAKIPO 0011114010110 0011110001101110111001.041.0141 001110**0 MIMS

group uttered longer and more complex sentences with relatively fewer nouns than

Ss in the low social group. These results support the first hypothesis.

The low level of grammatical complexity axhtbited by the low social group

reflects a.very limited use of the possible syntactic structures. Only about

16 per cent'of,the.uttersnees by Ss in this group could be classified as cones

twining a complete simpl* sentence. There was only one compound sentence used

and there were-noexamples of subordinate clauses in complex sentences. In the

.-middle-clasicsamplo, on the other hand, about 57 per cent of the utterances

were complete sentences and all but two Ss used compound or complex sentences.

The, two-groups differed significantly in the total vocabulary used and in

the nubervf-different.words used. These two indices of vocabulary support

the second ~hypothesis;

A further-comparison of the grammar of the two groups can 'be mada' from the

astributionssof-frequency of occurrence of the remaining parts of speech. In-

-spection of-Tible-2 indicates that the two groups differed most in the relative

use of the-noun aid verb classes.

mimmammmammsmmwmmor.qwmuosmimmmwermmmaommmmmsmmwpp mommills

Insert Table 2 about here

woomminimirmilomemaresm*Wimorromo

The differesiccs in the verbal behavler of the high and low social groups

observed in this. its. accord with the 4041$2,10t* between the elaborated and

restricted language? ce t rt Idescribed by Bernstein. 'mynot be r:orrect,

bummer to

sincethe
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IQ scores are related to the language measurer used in this study, decreasing

the moan difference in IQ,scores between the groups would diminish the. differences

between the groups on the language measures. For the purpose of certain applica-

tions, including classroom InstrUction4 the quantitative evidence presented here

for the use of * more restricted cods by the low social group may be important

in its awn right, apart from the search for its controlling variables.

Summary

Seven measures of the verbal behavior of two groups of preschool children

(one of middle-class background; the other of lower-class background) were cote-
,

pared. The language samples were spontaneous responses to 20 colored slides.

The middle-class group uttered longer and more complex sentences with relatively

fewer nouns and greater typo-token ratios. Thus, some evidence was provided for

the theory previously put forth which attributes 4 more restricted language code

to lower-class children and a more elaborated code to middle-class children.
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Table 1,

Au Analysis of the VarbalBehavior of Children from

Lower-Class: and Upper-Middle-Class Ht*es

Tests

1. Length of sentence

2;- Complexity

3. Total words
(tokens)

4. Total different'
words (types)

5. Number of
different words
per 100 words used
(type/token ratio)

Percentage nouns
out of total words

Percentage differ -
ent .noune out of
total different
words used

it Social. Group.

, Mean

10 3.47 44

10 17 40

12 149.1 85.6

12 45.9 27.3

10 37.4 6.0

10 30.8 7.1

Allow.morremilmemeirowsrialarmouir.rmo,

High- Social Group

10 38.5

10

10

10

10

10

10

t.

(one-tailed)

Significant ~ at the love

1.7

4.83

.63

215.3

861

46.0

22.1

30.4

$

.96

.23

93.0

264.

8.8

3,9

9

2.891

1.70

3.42*

2.58*

2.79*

3.06*
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-"A Critical Evaluation of the Illiiois

Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities

Paul Weeper

Loren S. Barritt

Melvyn I. Semmel

This report precedes a series of papers describing the language perform-

ance of 189 kindergarten and first-grade pupils from the mu Arbor Public

Schools. The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA) and several

other assessment techniques were used as part of a testing program designed

to measure the effects of the reassignment of pupils from the Jones School

in Ann Arbor.

The ITPA was used because it is the only standardized test available

whidh purports to assess comprehensively the psycholinguistic abilities of

children. Because this test is relatively new and there is very little pub-

lished informatiOn available by which the test can be evaluated, it seems

desirable to precede the sA;udy of performance on the ITPA with a technical

report which describes =devaluates this test.

measures of t6 reliability and validity ofThe emphasis here is on

the teat rather than its theoretical foundations.

General information

The IllindisTest ofTsyetiOlinguisiic Abilities, published by the ,

Institute for Ressaith 041x44040nal"ChilOthi University of-Illinois, is

eh i fy " paycholittguietic ibilities'and disibilitim, in "children

between the two Ione *bhalf an t
nine"

'(tlecarth
r 1963) Ini
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the original description of the test's development (Kirk & McCarthy, 1961), the

authors emphasized that the instrument was a diagnostic rather than a classifi-

catory test, such as the Wechsler or Binet. A profile of nine different lan-

guage skills and a total language age are provided.

The theoretical model anu subtest descri tion

The theoretical structure of the test is based on a communication model

adapted from Osgood (1954) which is, in turn, an extension of Hull's mediation

hypothesis. Three dimensions of psycholinguistic abilities are postulated--

level of organization, channel of communication, and process. The two levels,

four channels and three processes, are organized in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

The six tests at the representational level require comprehending and

giving meaning to symbols used in interpersonal communication, i.e., spoken

4 words, written words, and pictures. Decoding (1, 2), which is the ability

to understand the meaning of symbols, and encoding (8, 9), which is the

ability to express this meaning in words or gestures, can be tested by

utilizing the input and output side of the channel, respectively. The

association process involves both an auditory or visual input and a vocal

or motor output. Pour complete channels could be,tested but only two, the

auditory-vocal and visual-motor (3, 6), are included in the ITPA, battery.

Two types of tests evaluate decoding at the automatic-sequential level.

The first (4) provides a measure of (autoeitic) habiti which ptoduce-syniactical

aad ianectionil aspects of language.. The second (5, 7) measures the abi4ty

to remember a sequential,strnetn;14,PPrfomance on these tests dopen4s on
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auditory and visual memory. These tests are defined in terms of channel, but

the model does not clearly specify processes at the automatic-sequential level.

The model is weakest in its theoretical description of the levels of

organization in language functioning. The relationship between the theoret-

ical description of the levels and their operational manifestation in the sub.

scales is not very clear. For example, the representational level is nebu

lously defined as "sufficiently organized to mediate activities requiring the

meaning or significance of linguistic symbols" (McCarthy & Kirk, 1961). At

the automatic-sequential level, the processes involved are not specified

"because of the lack of theoretical clarity at this level." The apparent

loose relationship between the theoretical model and the test makes theoret-

ical inferences from test results difficult.

The description of the actual behavior assessed in the touts listed in

Table, 1 raises the question of what kinds of abilities should be called psycho-

linguistic. Some of the tests seem to be measuring general cognitiVe factors

(e.g., ordering geometric shapes in the Visual-Motor Sequential subtest) which

are only tangentially related to psycholinguistic abilities.

Standardization Procedures'and Statistical Characteristics

A recent publication by the authors of the ITPA (McCarthy & Kirk, 1963)

provides information about the standardization procedures and the statistical

characteristics of the test. It should be considered as a necessary supplement

to the examiner's manual. Another publication (McCarthy & Olson, 1964) ittimMa-

rizes the validity information available from the standardization data and an

independent study.

StandardizatIgIsigeldgem

The standardization sample was obtained by_ tenting 1,100 children between

the ages of 2-0 and 9-0 from the Decatur Illinois public schools. This sample
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was randomly selected from the school population with some noteworthy exclusions.

Subjects with an IQ less than 80 and greater than 120 were excluded, as were

children with serious sensory or physical handicaps, Negroes and parochial

school students. The preschool children were primarily siblings of the already-

selected school sample.

These initial steps in the standardization procedure reduce the generali-

.zability of the normative data. Restricting the IQ range to exclude the upper

and lower ten per cent gives a spuriously low estimate of variability. These

restrictions on the normative sample were impomed by the authors of the test

because "the main purpose of the standardization is to provide a reference

group of relatively normal children..." (McCarthy al Kirk, 1963).' It can be

argued, however, that a standardization sample should represent the population

with which the instrument will be used. If a test-user assumes this to be the

case with the ITPA, he might come to unwarranted conclusions about the perform"

ance of a group not represented in the normative sample. For example, a score

at the 15th percentile on the ITPA does not place a child in the same position

relative to the general population as a score at the 15th percentile on the

Binet or WISC. In the latter cases the normative samples are broader than in

the former 0404, since only the children scoring *boys, the 10th percentile on

tests like the Binet and Wechsler have been included.

Seven hundred subjects were used to derive standard scores separately for

fourteen age-groups at half-yam: intervals. There were consequently 50 subjects

at each age level from 2-1/2 to 9 years «> Each subject within an age group wee

within two months of his full-year or half-year birthday. ,Secause of *this

restriction on the age range, the reported variance for each age -group is lower

than would be expected for groups with a full age span.



Statistical; characteristics_ of tbe,ITPA,

Fourteen different' half-year age - levels, from 2-6 to 9-0, with fifty sub-

jects in each group comprise the final sample used for developing norms. Means

and standard deviations for males and females were calculated separately for

each age-group. No systematic differences were found between the- sexes, so the

two groups.were combined.

Average scores on each-subst showed a regular .increase with age. The

differences between means of successive age-groups for each of the nine sub-

scales wore tested by t-tests. About one-half (56 out of 117) of these diifer-

ences were significant (p < .05). Only four group comparisons showed a decrease

in mean score from one age-group to the next older group, and these differences

were not significant. Mean comparieons indicated that the poorest discrimina-

tion among age-groups occurred at the older levels. Consequently, the 7-6 and

8-0, as well as the 8-6 and 9-0, groups were combined. This left twelve age-

groupings for which standard scores and grade equivalents are provided for each

subtext.

Reliability. An over-all measure of internal consistency was calculated

for each subtext and for adh age-group within each sub test by using coefficient

JUA' (Cronbach, 1951). Coefficient matihmk is theoretically the mean of all phe

possible split-half coefficients and an upper bound measure of first factor con-

centration, or item homogeneity, of a test.

Table 2 summarizes the ranges anA medians of the internal consistency co-

efficients for the twelve age-levels for each subtest, as well 414 for *11 age-

levels combined.

die4aux

Insert , Table 2 about hors

eirmiwilmiristroide

NO

olmorOmlipeW*414101,11,0_0111mmommOW4WoOmmlimio

Odd-even split-half reliabilities were also calculatedfor each a level

for respective subtests yielding 108 coefficients with a median of .75 and
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range of .39:.91. Table 3 summarises those coefficients. The values of split-

half reliability are similar to those for coefficient Aphis es would be ex-

pected since the measures sample the same general variance.

Insert Table 3 about here

Seven of the subtests have ceilings which introduce a spurious, factor into

the calculations of the split-half reliabilities. Ceilings based on the perform-

ence of subjects can spuriously raise the split-half reliabilities of a test, by

forcing a homogeneity of item performance. For examaes the most extreme use of

a ceiling would be to stop testing with the first error, in which case the split-

half reliability would be almost perfect. The appropriate method of obtaining

split -h4f reliabilities for tests that have ceilings is to establish equal but

independent ceilings op each half of the test.

A measure of test-retest stability was obtained by retesting 69 of the 6-0

and 6-6 age group three months after the original testing. The stability co-

efficients for the nine subscalee range from .18 to .86; six of the coefficients

are less than or equal to .50. Estimates of the stability coefficients for the

full age range (from 2-6 to 9-0) were calculated and found to range from .73 to

.96 for the uine subscales. Since judgments made with the ITPA, will generialY

involve comparisons of scores within similar age-groupings, the reliabilities

at each age-level, rather; than for the total group, would seem to be omit

important. Reliabill.ties based upon the total group have little meaning or

value for users of the test.

The standard errors Ormatiouromint reflecti the relatively low reliabilities

and high variances for the substalows- Fiftrothres -of the 108 standard errors

;:4

for stiidard scores are gamer than or aqua t This mins ihat for
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110

about half of the subscales a 2 Sem band about a subject's score would Include

more than standard deviation.

Internal consistency, test-retest stability, and

standard errors of measurement are the three types of reliability measures

available. Internal consistency measures for a restricted age range are moder-

ately high for each subscale indicating homogeneity or unifactorness for the

subscales. The test-retest. stabilities for subscales are quite low; standard

errors of measurement for subscales are large.

In general, the reliability of subtests is too low for adequate prediction.

The over-all score, which is used.to derive the subject's language age, does

demonstrate reliability measures in an acceptable range. But if the test is

to accomplish its stated purpose of differential diagnosis, the subteat relia-

bilities must be increased. In their present form the subtests can be used only

for gross discriminations, as was illustrated by the confidence intervals.

Validity. Validity studies were carried out in Middletofl, Wisconsin, using

a sample of 86 subjects from 88-110 months old (McCarthy & Olson, 1964). The

validation sample was 'similar to thd original standardization sample with

respect to social class, sex, and metal age. Concurrent, predictive, content,

construct, and diagnostic validity *re reported.

To obtain measures of onctret and ,predictive validityi criterion tests

were administered at approximately ife same time as the ITPA, and the criterion

tests were readministered about three months later. The criterion measures in

the validity study were "existing language testa and the linguistic portions

(reading, spelling) of achievement tests" (McCarthy & Olson, 1964). A criterion

test was pre-selected for es.4 ot'_the-nine--1:614biest-isin the bas es of its apparent

,

similarity to te-respacti4e-Subtests4 -Correlations-betWeen-t6-ITPA andi-the-
.

first administration of the*iterion adores, provided concurrent validity

estimates; correlations between the ITPA and retest criterion scores provided

predictive validities.



The test retest interval' is. in° seversticases"se-shortthat no real

distinction can be maw between, concurrent' andpredictiver,validity. The

average time in months' between: administration of. the* Uric and the criterion

test for the concurrent measure of -veliditr wits l48'months-for two of the

tests; the ayerage difference' in. months* for* the predictive' validity measures

on. the same two. teats was. 1.94' months: Such* small differences in the
, .

test4.retest interval do not* warrant classifying' these measures as two

different kinds of validity.

The concurrent. validity- coef ficients for. the ninesubtests ranged from

.03 to. .65 with a median. of .15: The measures' of predictive validity

ranged. from --.19 to .53. with a median of Several explanations can

be given to account for. these low- validity.' coefficients. (1) Good

criterion tests which assess. the same. abilities as. the- ITPA subscales may

not be available. (2) Low° reliabilities for both criterion tests and
the ITPA subscales restrict' the. amount. of. comment' variance available.

(3) The restricted nature of. the teats' and the relative homogeneity of

the sample would tend' to depress the validity' coefficients*.. The criterion

teats were subscalos and' parts' of tests designed' to' measure' a° single aspect

of language development and-the age range' of the sample was from 7-0 to 8-6.

Two different. aspects' of° content* validity were analyzed. A logical

analysis of the items. in each. subscale and a description of the item

selection- procedures wire used. to demonstrate' the "face" validity of

item selection. Internal consistency coefficients indicate to what extent

test items within a subscitle are. itteasurink ,the. same 'The internal

consistency coefficients of the twe,lve . agagroups. for each" subtext were

given in Table 2.



-The "face" validity.orthearationateefor,.defininra.universe of items

and the method of.sampling"from-this-univerware-discussed-at leirh by

the authors: This is-helpful information-which.telisAwhattheetest purports

to measure:. But.the."face" validity.of.an-instrumenvisonet.wnecessary. or

sufficient.condition.to-esablish'its'actualevalidityrthavier, how well it

actually measures what it purports tw.measurev-Forthis-purpose, only

statistical data will suffice.

In'assessinvconstruct'validtlz, predictions'from-the'theory or model

are tested. Most of this section consistsrof an analysis of

intercorrelation data. Gross'factors.known'twaffecrlangnage.development,

such as mental age, social class, birth.order;etcvare'correlated with

total.battery.scoree.and.each.sdbtest: 'Mental.' age'

positively with'ITPA-performancevamallervbut,significant, negative

correlations were found withJsocial.class.ibirth.orderi.and number of

siblings.

The theoretical.meaning.ofeeaeh-subscaletwas'made clearer by

predicting'which.factors'should'orshould'now.infinence-stibscale per-

formance. Eight of the nine' subtests'were matched' with' tests measuring

behavior which the authompredictedtwouldenot.be.related-to performance

on the respective subtests,ialthough-they appeared.to-be-measuring similar

factors. Seven out of the eight.tests.showed'no significant correlation

with subtest.scores, agrwas predictedYPSuchtcorrelationsvwhich define

a.subtest.by.specifying'measures'whichParevunrelatedlrare a-necessary part

of discriminant validation. methods' described by-Cappbell' . Fiske (1960).

These findings,' however'," should be compared' with thavIpaasures oft

current-ant ,pre4ictive- validity' describedf-earlier.2L- Five of the nine tests
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selected to match the subscales as measures of concurrent validity showed no

significant relationship, nor werr three of the tight comparisons significant

in assessing predictive validity.

The analysis of the statistical relationship of levels, channels, and

procesoes provides a test of the theoretical model. Although a degree of

heterogeneity is desired for the subscales, tests that are of the same lin-

guistic level, or are in the same channel, or that assess the same process

should correlate more highly with each other than with tests from other levels,

channels, and processes. The intercorrelation data from the standardization

sample cannot be consistently explained in terms of the theoretical development

of the test.

This "muddiness' in the internal structure is also evidenced in factor

analyses of the.test. The over-all ages intercorrelation matrix of standard-

ization data was factor-analyzed, as was each of the matrices for the 14 age-

levels. The Principal Axis analysis was followed by the orthogonal rotation

of the first six factors resulting from each analysis. In the analysis of

over-all resultel a geaaral linguistic factor accounts for about 80 per cent
1

of the common variance; one factor (general expressive ability) contributes

about 4 per cent and lour other factors contribute about 3 per cent each for
e

a total of About 95 per cent .0f-the. total variance. The factor analysis of

the over-all ages intereorrelations is quite meaningless because the between-

pages covariance is mixed with interscale covariance. This confounding of two

large sources of variance tends to 7ield too large a firstfactor and too few

other factors.

In the factpr analysis of the different age levels, the general factor
. .

Ott of the vatUtica Each-of-$0-testa

factor with little evidence of



regularityfrom' one age...level° to the-nexttitrotte-distribution of the

loadings. onthe remainingrfive-factorsv-Pive-of..the-subtests do give

singularlirhigh loadings-athfive'oraore-of-the-fourtew.age-levels and

contributeawaverage-oflOrto'lWofther.varianceir,when present.

The'factortables-indicate-that,unities'were-usede.ine.the diagonal

of.the-intercorrelation-matrices'for°the-PrincipalfAxis extraction.

The.factors'extracted,therefore, account-for-theerror variance as

well as* common and specific variances (Fruchter., '1954), Because the

error variance is large' for the° subscales°,' a-better choice of factor-

ing- techniques'wouldhave-been, to' insert an estimate"-of the communali-

ties' in' the- diagonals' of the correlation. matrices,: -In view of the low

reliabilities for subscale' scores,* error' variancerinflueneed the factor

structureconsiderably and- accounts' for- some, ofthwinconsistencies

across age groups.

Summarroindiditz. " Concurrent. airkd''s measures

were' obtained' from a- sample- of 86 subjects"' ranging in age from 7-0 to 8-6.

The median of. the nine- concurrent° coefficients -was .15; the

median of the nine- predictive' coefficients#'-wasi.:23:4e.o.Coit validity

was -deionStrated by a description of- the -item selection' procedures and

calculation. of subtext homogeneity using-the, normative* data: f ' The internal

consistencyHcoefficients for the $ Otestir were about.' for each age

group.; .,-,conevuer validity' was .assessed.' byk demonstrating..ich relevant

factors-were or were notxelated to subtesttperformance. Mental age,

social- clasS, birth order, -and"' nombSt of siblings,litere found tcr be

significantly.. related to-' ITU.° performance.

The fsttovanalytic-! results Audicatv atr, leastaltartial failure ,of.

the: attempt p to' construct "single- ability"- tests. 4.°'-general linguistic
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factor was' by -far the largest-after' Totationvindividuat-subscales came

out as singular factors- with. varyinrdegrees-of-consistencr.Thee.appropriate-

nes& of-the factoring technique selecied,i&-questionabiev-, The effects of

error variance-partially accounvforthe. overlapping-factor structure.

Testing the theore4calvmodel is difficult'because-themodel does not

clearly specify behavioral correlates:- The theoretical. terms

are not well-defined. and.therefore the-speciftcation,of operational defini-

tions is quite arbitrary. The theory must further develop a nomological

network of theoretical variables before meaningful. assessment- of construct

validity can be made.

Summary

This evaluation'of the statistical-characteristics of the. ITPA. indicates

that the reliability and validity are'not.yet adequately-established. The

standardization sample is small'and of a very restricted naturee, the stability

of subtest scores is lowi and the validity' of subtests is not proven. The model

does not adequately. integrate. thivnine.subscales nor does it specify the nature of

the relationshipe among'subscaleuovbetween'subsca*e performance and other

relevan

Th

t behavior*

available information. does.indicateethat,at.rangeof'abilities is

sessed.by'thts instrumenty'Subtest performance can be used toas

supplement or corroborate.existing-data'on. a-subject or' s( group. If possible,

research proJeCts -using the TIM should use the instrument-in-such a way that

information

Papers

about the,teliabililly and vatic fthe.test'is provided.

following this report wili desoribe.the performance of 189 Ann



social variables. A factor analysis of ITTA results:andtother ,cognitive

variables may, point to a more pareimoniottidescription of the psycholing-

uisticiskills measure& by
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Table 1

Derivation' and.Description,o ITU Subtests

Processes pnels, Teets

Decoding

Auditory
""-4eprOlrentaV:ona3,-

2

3

4 5*1

6

7

li

Automatic-Oequential

Visual
lePreseotational

Automatic-Sequential

AssoCiation

INANIMINOMINIMMIC

Auditori-Vocal"

........;.

Repres0401.041

Automatic-Sequential

Visual-Motor
Representational

Is,,utomaticSequential

Auditory -Motor

.......

Eepresentational

Automatic - Sequential

Visual-VotAl
Representational

..............................0.,.;,.....:

Automatic-Sequential

Encoding

.4,

Motor.

,

Representational
'OM**wiliMMOIOMPIIIPPMMEN464~.!APP1.0110.i.,100

Automatic-Sequential

Vocal
Reppesantational

Automatic - Sequential

*Number refers to subteat descriptions presented below.

**There is an auditory-vocal test at both-an autceatic, and sequential level.
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Table 1 (Coat.)

AttiAtaz12maar.^Vocabulary. test-, requiring only 1!), or

"no" ansieri-e,g4, Do females slumbert

2. Visual pisasusi-4atahing.tv stiiiulus picture to its percept-

tuak counterpart i OffiCe' table. and coffee table.

Auditory. Vocal. Ass, c ia verbal 'analogies '.test, ;e.g. 9

Soup is hot,. /ca'' cream is

Auditory. ,Vocal Antomitic--dorrect grammatical form !mist be

provided in seritinces4 e.g. liere is. an. apple. There are

two 01 1011

5. AudA.......toralltkquepciamo--Digit repetition+ as in Bizet.
Visual Motor. Association-o-Relate pictures. on some conceptual

basis, e.g. sock with shoe.

7. Visu -,-Sequence' of. geometric -shapes must be

reproduced. from memory.

8. Motor coding- 4-Expressing one's ideas in terms. of meaningful

gesture, e.g $ "Show me. What you. should. do with this " (hammer)

9. Vocal Errtcognir-Describe' a simile object. verbally, e.g. blocky

nail.
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The Role of Printed Answer in Programmed Instruction

Gedrge L. Geis, William Jacobs and Dwight Spenstr

Some Assumptionp in Programs :d, Insttuction

From the operant conditioning laboratories of psychology have come princi-

ples, procedures, and personnel which in large measure define the field of pro-
art

grammed instruction. If ever there was a direct, systematic application of

psydhological research to 7theselAttromm7-it is' programmed instruction. Yet

the applied instructional situation is so complex that it deserves more than

a pere-tranifer of principles. Further it well may be that such a:bald :

application of general principles simply:wip, nOt.prove.to be of much help to

those interested in education. The efficient production of:learningAn a human

student may be a more complicated procedure than producing learning in a human

subject.

One concept transferred from the 4boratery and readily used by programmers

"reinforcement. This is the term. to be examined in the present studies.

It is often said that programmed instruction presents not 'only a tool for

teaching but one for research in learning as well-research in both basic and

applied learning Problit14? Programmed instruction may provide the opportunity

for such research, but it-Seems not to have provided the inspiration, judging

from the shocking-poverty of tbe,literetnre in the area. The present set, of

studies is designed on the one hand to; investigate the variables controlling

M

a part4uler operant responas, ime y, answer-observing in a progrAil, On the

other hand, the. findings of thisreseatch should provide support for, or a

challenge to, what haa gO' t:to be a leading nosemndment in the programmer's

bible.



Almost every publishe4. program, as well as innumerable articles and texts

concerning programmed instruction has a statement similar, to this one gleaned

almost randomly from the literature. "It is the immediate checking of the

right answer that serves to reinforce it. The more often it occurs and the

sooner it follows the writing of a response, the better the learning" (Browns

1964, Preface).

That students learn from programmed materials cannot be disputed.' And,

while there are differing opinions among psychologists concerning the status

of the concept of reinforcement, many would agree-that it is a crucial concept

in any di3cussion of learning. Nevertheless, putting the case that a student

learns by doing a programmed text and further, that in order to have learned

he must have been reinforced, does not constrain one to assume the preSentation

"NNt. Of a correct answer is the reinforcer at work. A previous paper (Geis & Knapp,

1963) has demonstrated at least the possibility that the control of learning

in a program rests with aversive rather than positively reinforcing stimuli.

If one does assume that the answer in a program is the reinforcer, certain

other basic assumptions Might be made'and tested. For example, one would assume

that the student and tie answer are in contact. The ansWer cannot have an

effect on the student if he does not see it. (Programmers have been accused

of being overly artistic but no one has yet suggested that they are metaphysical.)

Yet our own observations of students have made' us ii specs thit 'their often do not

look at the answers in a program.

Suppose we- do seawall- that the-itudent looks at an answer Still, a wide
.u

variety'ot conditions can obtain. The reinforang effect of the answer, one:

might expect, depends on. the student's discovering the correctness of his

answer. In many programs it is the student whomakes this discovery by

recognising whether his answer matches a printed one. In most programs,
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matching may not present a problem but in,some programs (of special interest to

us, in second-language programs) such matching behavior cannot be assumed as
given in the naive student.

Suppose a student looks at and matches the printed answer with his,own

only to find that his answer is incorrect. Ugelow.(1962) suggests that "while

working with knowledge Of results may be preferable to working without such

knowledge, Gowing that one is consistently doing poorly canno be said to be

rewarding" (p. 9). The student who repeatedly discovers, by obiserving answers

in a program, that his own answers are erroneous and who, neverthelese con-

tinues to observe answers might be suspected of masochism. On the other hand,

it cannot be assumed that the student is reinforced solely by seeing he is

correct. It has been argued elsewhere (Geis, 1961) that if an answer 1.s

redundant, either because of overcuing or, because other frames may confirm the

answer, seeing the correct answer may not be reinforcing. This sequential set

of logical assumptions seems to us to indicate that the matter of reinforce

ment in programmed instruction deserves attention and that the concept of

confirmation and its role in programmed instruction deserve clarification.

Knowledge of Results

The view that knowledge of results (KR) is reinforcing draws strength

not only by extraprolation from the animal experimental laboratory but also

from many studies of human learning. (See, for example, Kilddeau 6 Bilodeau,

1961, where feedback,is reviewed in the context of motor skills learning.)

% 4

The need for clarification of the definition of KR was recognised long before

the advent of programmed instruction. Brown in 19400 distinguished among

three functions of KR: as a reinforcer, as a disciiminative stimulus for

later behavior, and as an i nc entive * To summarise the literature on the role
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of KR in 'hnian learning, instruction often- app.ars more effeetive whom-die

student can obtain. information about the. correctness of his own responses. As

in the general literature on KR so in the context of prOgrammed instruction,

a wide variety of terms has been used interchangeably (e g., confirmation,

feedback, knowledge of. results) despite the need for distinctions among them.

A student can be told whether he is right or wrong without the program's

actually supplying a matching answer. Similarly, the student may see a

printed answer wIthout being able to determine whether it confirms his own

answer or not, as has been pointed out previously.. The have been attempts

to clarify the various terms that refer to the role of the printed answer yin

the program. Porter (1957), for example, considers confirmation a descriptive

concept referring to a particular sort of sensory feedback and not to the re-

inforcing value of that feedback. Carr (1959) and others think it is necessary

to distinguish between confirmation, 'which provides Information regardless of

the student'S motivation, and reinforcemeut, which does depend on the student's

1
motivation.

If learning is affected by the reinforcement variable and if the answer

in the program is considered to be reinforcing, then it follows directly that

performance on post-program criterion tests should vary with availability of

answers within the program. Several studies have compared criterion test

scores of a group of students who had KR presented in the program with those

of students who had not. (See, for example, Krumboltz & Weisman, 1960; Moore

& Smith, 1964; ,Rosenstock, 1965 ) .fireedbacku was presented in various ways:

the answer, in some cases was revealed in a teaching machine; the answer was

presented in an accompanying answer book for some text programs; answers were

at the back of the program,' or on ,,the following page in the program, or

imbedded in the text- itself , or in a Column adjacent to the program frame



In almost alt cases there was no significant difference found between criterion

test performance of students who-had the answer present and those who had the

answer, absent in the programs. partial feedback with answers supplied on a

given percentage of 'names similarly produced little effect.on performance on

criterion tests. These findings conflict somewhat with. most of the KR studies

using other than programmed material: And it should be mentioned that a few

.programing studieti Meyer,- 1960) do show soma effect when KR is removed.

At best a search of the programming literature reveals inconsistent findings;

at worst it revealsi evidenc e which challenges the view that confirmation is

reinforcing and also_ challeniewthe generality of findings in the other

literature on KR (see Bilodeau 6 Bilodeiu, 1961).

In good part, the whole issue may be thoroughly contaminated by the dif-

ferences in.materials used among programmed instruction studies and between

prograimed-instruction studies and the more traditional knowledge-of-result

studies. It has become almoct-reflexive for reaearchers on programmed instruc-

tion to begin to answer any research question With "It depends on the program

being used." Certainlrit is nai$e to' compare the effect of KR in a program

which is carefully sequenced and designed to produce correct answers with,,say,

the effect of. KR when the material consists of nonsense syllables careful4

designed to provide difficulty in learning.

Some Studies of Confirmation

Earlier' it was pointed out that .distinction between confirmation and

reinforcement might well be made. The studies reported below do not start

with such a distinction a ,priori,; instead: they are aimed, at clarifying what

is reinforcing infta 'program bYlinvestigation of the #Vestions:

(1) Is a'seneral description the contrl of answer observing' checking

possible When a variety' of Studints variety of programs, and "a

variety of formate are used?
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(2) Is checking or not checking~ peculiar to treatment, format, or students?

(3) Is checking or not &eating peculiar to certain variables which, broadly

speaking, might be designated interactions between students and frame

'dharacteristics--for example, the difficulty of the frame?

(4) Is answer checking related to the subject's previously emitted answer in

that frame? SpecifiCalli do subjects tend to dheck those frames on

which they have made errors more than those on which they have not made

errors?

(5) Is there a relation between the number of errors that.the student makes

in a program, and/or the number of checks he is observed to make, and the

score he obtains on a posttest?

(6) Does finer analysis, subject by subject and frame by frame, reveal certain

frames which are generally checked by most subjects and certain frames

which are never Checked by any subjecce?

(7) Is it possible to find a relationship between some measure of a student's

confidence of being correct and his answer-observing behavior?

Study 1,

Since all of the studies are of a similar nature, one will be descrihekin

detail; fdr purposes of this report, the others will be summarised.

Method

Mater-lall. One self instructional program was prepared in two formats.

Card-411p Or ,o,n4 ,The first .413 frames .0 sets) of The Analvsis of

Behavior (Holland & SkittOero, 1961) Tara -cut fr,pm the 1?ook and each was mounted

on a 3"'3e 3" iibiti-indek card. The correct answer:was inverted and pasted on

the iliverie -WEI( of the card. by. flipping the card* the answer could be
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revealed. Two slotted boxes marked CHECKED and UNCHECKED were provided and S

was told to drop each frame, when he was finished with it, into one of the boxes.

2. Tab-Pull Program. The first 19 pages (113 trams') of the same program

were mounted intact on both sides of 8-1/2" x 11" acetate sheet protectors.

The correct answer to each frame, .which appeared to the right of the question,

was concealed by a gummed back Paper tab. The S could remove the tab to reveal an

answer. In this program a cardboard mask was 'provided which S was asked to

slide down the page as he progressed, thereby covering previously revealed

answers and frames.

The one-page exhibit, or panel, accompanying Set 3 of the program was

provided in a loose sheet protector with both versions of the program. A four-

puge blank answer booklet was provided each S. Two 11-question criterion tests

were constructed based on material in the first three sets of the program. The

Test-Anxiety QuesConnaire (Handler & Sarason, 1951; Sarason & Handler, 1951)

was administered to esCh S.

Subjects. Twenty-four university students were paid Ss in the experiment.

No one had previously used the Holland-Skinner program.

Procedure. Each S was .given the TAQ before beginning the experiment. The Ss

were divided into four groups. Group C (n8) used the card-flip,program.

Group T (n1:8) used the tab-Ppull program. Group C/T Oft 4) used the cardllip

program for the first 54 frames and the, tab-pull program for frames 55 through

113. Group T/C (n-4) used the tab-pull program for freoes 1 through 54 and the

card-flip program for, frames 55 through 113.

All Ss were familiarised with the, convention of the program (see pag

vii-viii of the text).

croup C Ss were read these instructions:



This is an experiment in programmed instruction. Answer each

question in he answer booklet. The correct answer to each

question is provided on the back of the question card. If you

wish to check yoUr answer, turn the card over, and after having

Checked your answer, place the card in the box marked CHECKED.

If you do not wish to check your answer, place the card in the

box marked UtighECKED. You may check as many answers as you

want to,, but you don't have to check" any. Once you have

answered a question to your satisfaction, do not change it.

Do not go back to any 4uestiln once you have left it. Are

there any questions?

Group T Ss were read the following it

This is an experiment in programmed instruction. Answer each

question in the answer booklet. The correct answer to each

question is provided under the paper tab beside the question.

If you wish to check your answer, carefully remove the tab and

plane it in the box. You may check as many answers as you want

to, but you don't have to check any. Once you have answered a

question to your satisfaction, do not change it. Do not go back

to any question once you .have left it. In order to help you

avoid looking back at previous questions, a cardboard auk is

provided. Plass* slide this mask down the page so as to cover

each question after you have answered it. Are 'there any questions?

The Ss in G ire/Tend Myers given the instructions appropriate to the for-

mat just prior to its presentation. If Ss asked questions, they were instructed

to reread the instructions. ' Thes were allowed to arrange the apparatus to suit

themselves. While g was present at all-times, he did not observe Ss closely.
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Aftar completing the 113 frames of the program S was immediately given

the posttest. Sixteen Ss were given the first form of the tent and sight Ss

were given the second.

10.111t11.1.14.12tecussion

In Figure 1, the 113 frames in the program wait ranked for error with all

Ss' responses included in these data. Thus, the frame with the highest error

sr or ow moor imam eximulbrftweamirorr sour ammo doom ora. ommosi moors me elowsOpo woomo sow nester

Insert Figure 1 about here

quremmomiiiWaviimoarommemparromm0000WimmoimilmmilmwommeWO

was ranked number ane, and is plotted against the total number of errors

occurring on that frame. The negative acceleration of the cumulative curve

shows that a few frames contribute b'avily to the total number of errors the

Ss bade on the program. Twenty-one, or approximately 17 per" cent of the

frames, account for 50 per cent of the total number of errors committed. No

error was recorded on almost 25 per cent of the frames in the program. Figure 2

demonstrates another important feature of the program and the population inter-

WM 00001 MP 011~ 000010W diNOWNWW1110.1.14000161MONWILIO ..... IM.110 0141 610

Insert Figure 2 about here

am smilimparb mamm0 almaw immi* am

acting. In this figure the 24 Ss were ranked for total number of errors com

mitted in the 113 frames. Once again, the cumulative plot shows a high error

eslitribution by a small number of Ss (The error total inithe two figures is

different because failure to answer at all was counted as an error when plotting

Fig. 1 but these blanks were not included as errors when plotting Fig. W.)

Figure 3 shows the distribution of checking behaviar 011 the program, dis-

regarding format. One interesting finding, of the study confirmed by other

10111001111010110,1

Insert Figure 3 about here
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01111011i
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studies, to be summarised later, is that the population seems to fall into three

categories: Ss who never or almost never check an answer; Ss who always, or

almost always, check an answer; and an intermediate group of Se, constituting

the majority of the population, who check on occasion. The wide variability

among Se in their answer-checking behavior has both theoretical and

practical implications. The contention that the answer is automatically a

reinforcer in a program is severely questioned when one observes that at

most six Ss, or one quarter mf-the population, could be said to be taking

advantage of the availability of the answer most of the time. The answer in

a program aujy. be reinforcing but, as has been suggested earlier, probably it

is reinforcing under a specific set of circumstances. Two practical implica-

tions from the data might be stated. The first is that the programmer can

assume, at the very least, that-Other kindi of reinforders are at work in a

program. Four Ss, or one sixth of this population almost never "took advan-

tage of" what might have been designated a pjeod. as a reinforcer. A large

nuMber of Ss exposed the answer only infrequently. The programmer should be

aware, then, that other reinforcers may be at work within the program or may

have to be built into the instructional system. A second practical implica-

tion concerns the use of the answer space for additional information, correc-

tion4 and the like. It would seem dangerous to place in this space any

additional material for the itudents, since most students consult the answer

space only infrequently. There is no guarantee, in other words, that any in-

formation placed in that area will be read by the student.

Figure 4 Compares the answer- checking behavior of Ss the different

groups. The investigators were inquiring wheiher sere maniptilation of the

dimmtoftwoomorismodrArmiummillombioligAWAW

Insert Figure

of,

about hare
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format of the answer space would produce marked differences in answer observing.

Although there areitudh differences indicated in the date they are not sta.

tistically significant. Furthermore, the answer checking of the T/C and C/T

groups on the tab-pull format is not markedly different from their behavior

on the card-flip format. The differences present appear to be a function of

the location of the frames (first or second half of the program) rather than

of the format.

Table 1 indicates that the posttest scored among the four groups are not

different. Although the per cent wrong answers seas to be higher for the

imreWrimmilownowftgeNrolioftOmmemoloolOpimandis

Insert Table 1 about here"

Wombs* eimmillimir

Group T, once again the differences among the data are not statistically sig-

nificant. Table 2 presents data grouped along the lines indicated. in Fig. 3. The

........... ....... .

Insert Table 2 about 'sere

_Irmo minis Miami asseroalloareeleilelwelielois Melia iimaieeslaism ismer tri ow

Ss who very rarely checked answers are included in Group IA, AA who very fre-

quently checked answers are identified. as Group 4, and the majolrity of lip who

checked answers periodically are itipluded in Group Inter! Scores on the

Scholastic Aptitude-Test, taken-from-the college records of thee les allow

amt no diffur04c**Otwo'n r.ra O; thuAt4limm!.8404Rgo 01#411x#
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Figure 5 presents the probability of checking given that a response is in-

correct P(C1W), plotted against the per cent of frames checked for each S

.. IO... 40MrwoOOrim,

'insert Figure 5 about here

somoriimiloposesdomi

in the intermediate group. The solid line represents the chance probability for

checking a response given that it was incorrect. All points above that line in-

dicate P(C/W) is -greater than P(C). Since a majority of Ss were above the chance

level, a sign rank test of difference- was employed. This test indicated that the

Ss in the intermediate group had a conditional' probability of checking when wrong

that was significantly greater than the probability of checking (2. < .02). Thus,

the null hypothesis was rejected and it can be concluded that, at least on this

program, Ss in the intermediate group were checking partly on the basis of

the correctness' or incorrectness of their own answers. That is, the likelihood

of checking is greater for an S in thia group when he has made an incorrect

response on the program than when he has made a correct response.

and Cortawions

The results of this stud indicate that one must be wary of characterizing

the answer in a program*or the *et of observing an simmer as a reinforcer. If

the answer were reinforang at' ell times 'lone- would expect that all subjects

would0 -Of course look at-the-an*Wer when they are allowed to do so. Rather,

as thole data have indtatad, Vary `VSri nit -deal in their answer-cheeking

behavior. /ruithermorii, it's emas that anaiiiiimehetking is, at least in part,
kiitt Ronshly, .8 tends to -check

=Its .ir 'What is 'being reinfeetbisd inntakti

Magri ctimiiancem is not irstfoliethit eftirot at such'a tine: riiinfOrttes

previously-emitted baliai 'that' #nor ails isidortiOt anintsiiV.
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reinforced! A. more complicated but. more acceptable hypothesis might be that

when Ss are uncertain as to the coriectness of their answer, exposing the

answer makes possible a correction on. their. part and increases the likelihood

that they will emit a correct answer on the next occasion that such an answer

is called for.

Summaries otOther Studies

Study 2

Another study, quite similar to the first in may respects, was conducted

using another program (Basic Systeme, 196002 Again it was found that there

was wide variation in the answeri-confirming behavior of .10, with most Ss.con-

firming some, but.not all, of their Answers. Also, it was found that there

was no correlation between confirming behavior and performance on the posttest.

The Ss who used the card-flip veriion of this program consistently checked more

earwax* than the Ss with the tab-pull version. Thep in the half and half

groups each checked more, under the card-flip treatment than under the tab-pull

treatment. Once again. it was found that ja in the intermediate group roaded

to check more frequently when they had previously emitted an erroneous 410W4Or

than when they had previously emitted a correct answer, confirming the study

recounted at length above.

Study

Sections of two pr tams ware utilised In this study (Charles Pfiser,

1964; McGraw B111,060. As in the previous studies there was wide variation

in the umber of observing responses made by jp. A trimodal distribution

developed with a fowl. always looking at the answer, a few Ss rarely looking

at the answer, and most& looking occaeionally. Confirming the previous

studies, almost without 8=044 thole tended to, observe answers more often
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after having emitted an incorrect answer than after having emitted a correct

answer. An attempt was made with one of the programs to manipulate the level

of difficulty, since it eras snspectedthat'difficulty level (or, probability-

ofAarror level) was, in part, responsible for answer observation, When Ss

were instructed to skip from the first part to the middle part of the program,

there was a sharp increase in errors and a sharp increase in answer observing,

as hypothesised.

Study 4,

''In a final study in this series, As were asked to rate their conClence in

their answer after answering each frame in a program (the one employed in Study

2). Judging from the observations made in previous studied and preliminary

analysis of the present findings, there is evidence that S tends to check the

answer to a frame when he is not confident of the correctness of his im answer.

Conclusions

These studies have examined answer observing in diverse programs that

vary in programming style and in difficulty level. The findings in the first

study detailed earlier have been repeatedly confirmed: (1) there is great

variation in answer observin2 among Ss working through4a program; (2) answer

observing is, at least in part, a function of theicorrectness or incorrectness

of S's own emitted response; (3) criterion performance, as indicated by post-,

test scores, d

within

to be affected by frequency of answer observing
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Table 2

Mean Percentage Mean
of Posttest.Mean S.Ajjsi__..._..tatdScore

Group H. 97.7% 6 118 88.3% 9.3

Group Inter. 37.7% 62 117 91.9% 9.9

Group Low 1,5% 51 116 84.6% 8.3

The as rlrere sorted into three grou ps and intermediate frequency

of answer-observing. Results. are given for each group for, mean score on the

Test Anxiety Questionnaires, the Scholastic Aptitude Test, per cent of correct

answers in the program and mean ppst.test .spore.
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Figure Captions

g. 1. Cumulative urrors in the program are .plotted of

frames in the program, the frames having been ranked from high-to -low error

frames.

Fig. 2. Cumulative errors committed in the program are plotted as a

function of subjects: ranked in .order. from high error Ss.

Pig. 3. The. number of Se falling into each category is -shown as

a functionoof the number of frames checked in the program. Categories repre-

sent 10 frame.intervals.with the extreme classes of ALL, NONE, < 10 and, 10

indicated.

Fig. 4. Per cent of the total frames in thwprogram which were checked

by Ss in each of the four format groups is shown as'a function of the format

group. Separate 14stograms are plotted (for the card and the tab format)

for the T/C and C/T groups.

Fig. 5. For the intermediete.grourof answer observers (n14) the

probability of checking Auranswerafter the emission of an incorrect response

P(C/W) is shown as a function of the per cent of all frames checked.
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Classroom Management;

A Statement of Principles'

Dale Brethower

Three basic principles of classroom-management are:

I People continue doing. things' for..which. they are rewarded: the

process-of reinfercement.

II -- People stop doing-thingvfor which they are- punished: the process

of punishment.

III People st,op= doing things for which they are not rewarded: the

process of extinction.

There is nothing new about these principles, but people often overlook

the- crucial role. of the teacher. ill applying them in the classroom. If the

teacher is the. primary. source of the. reiniforcers reinfoced behavior under-

goes- extinction. ovum time the -teacher. leaves the room, and sometimes when

the teacher just.has a headache.

Teacher-as-puniaber has the same ,problem. The behavior that is punished

also has beent reinforced-eisewherei when punishment stops, reinforcement can

occur again- and- thus. the behavior, recur,. If the teacher is the primary source

of the reinforcers and. punisher, the child Boon learns a very important die-

criminationv.the presence-or absence of the teacher.

Teachers recogn4xe.t prol?lesk,in, the area of, deportment, but they often

0 -prtAYIem ,exists the behaviors involved

Ie Otorhar leraves they children, or rrhvi the

a halwelors involved in learning extinguish

faato notice

in Xeerni'll 8000

tkpreCiell

InNec

children leave the teacher,
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quickly--as is evidenced, for example0by the statistics concerning the number

of books read by college graduates.

Teachers have always used the principles of reinforcement, punisHaent,

and, to a much lesser extent, extinction. The problem is that they tend to

make themselves the source 'of reinforcement and punishment; it is difficult

not to. The teacher's challenge is to find sources' of reinforcement that do

not depend upon her presence.

In the classes at the University of NiChigah Reading Service the challenge

is met by providing a source of reinforcement in the materials themselves,with which

the student can learn entirely on his own. In addition, an attempt is made to

eliminate other sources of reinforcement by teaching in a uncluttered envi-

ronment, using procedures desiigied to extinguish irrelevant behavidr: Typi-

cally, the teacher does not react to irrelevant behavior, thus allowing it'to

extinguish. If the behavior distracts- other children, or if it breaks one of

the very few rules, hdOever, the teiCher reacts in a predictable wary. (The

rules are set up in the first place to limit districtionS0

For example, if a child .pounds ihfit desk noisily 'inbUgh to district other

Children, he'1.0 asked to go'itto'anOtherrooliWfieie he may fkound andle

told'ihat he may riiiiiijWh t he finiShes. At'flitto'ihiiirodedure is usually

punishing :or reinforCiii to thi child. (siym are
. I

forced by disciplineryaCtion. ) Because it is Carried outcalinly, routinely,

consistently,Sid predidtably however, the effectimbiiii'diffthistftatment

dintitshia'aietteLbehivio*.

xiitiction

iUg or foiiing propiriiiii are elittinated:
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The teacher makes no other use of punishment'or reinforcementfor irrelevant

behavior; instead; it is allowed.to extinguish.

This is another way of describing the same procedure: the child is allowed,

within-the.limits of.the.very.few.rulea, to do whatever he wants. The teacher

arranges the environment so-that-the child.wantsAmcreasingly to work on the

instructional materials.

There is, typically;-an habituation period during which a child explores

the environment, tests the rules,-etc. The first few days of any class are

devoted-largely to. settling-into a' routine. In many classes every Monday

morning is'another habituation period.

For some childrenthe habituation occurs very gradually. A child who has

experienced a greardeal.of failure. usually habituates slowly. Rather than

testing-outand getting acquainted with the teacher, the child at first avoids

thy`" teacher:. If these avoidance reactions are allowed to extinguish, the child

can then begin to seek out the teacher and to turn his undivided attention to

the-instructional material.

In managing a classroom, the teacher seeks to extinguish irrelevant

student behavior (such as getting the teacher to solve the problem), to arrange

the classroom-environment,-and to provide instructional materials so that task-

-relevantbehavior Will. be reinforced. As better instructional material be-

comes available, the teacher's job becomes easier.

Betths-techniques of classroom management are always important.

A version. of tilts- article appeared. fn the SfontheAstern4 ALOAge Reeding

na 1965, 3 2-5.



Classroom.. Management. of a.* Reading Program:

The. Teacher's ROle

Dale M. Brethower
1

Oie result.of-programmed instructionAis-t0 stabilize some parts of the

educational-system-so that we-can.look more closely at other parts. it is

giving us a sensitive-measuring instrument. The 'use of the Michigan

Successive'Discrimination-Language Progrea.(Smith & Kelingos, 1964) provides

an-examplev-Asithe-childrents-reactions to the program became more and more

consistent-,-we-became-aware of What.was'happening in the rest of the class-

room. end-could.eee.more clearly the may possible influences of the tea9her

on learning' in the classroom.

The first draft of the program was based on the authors;' efperiences

in public-school-teachiAg'and in teaching remedial reading at the University

of Michigan's Reading Improvement-Service. The draft was tried eut in a

public'school clasarook taught by a competent and expeg4enced teacher. The

purpose of tryout'was to find out what the program could and could not

do,*so.that it could be-improved.i. At 'the same time, we wanted to provide

adequate-reading ihstruction.forthe children. The following pages present

some'dataysome informal-obserVations, and soma guidelines concerning class-

roommanagement-which are.based,on these tryouts=of.ppogrammed reading

materials.

The Teacher's Role

Among the several results of the.cooperative efforts or.t64444gxammers

the-teaAers.,-and-the children, one of the most important was a clearly

.

'specified'role-for-the-teacher,
2

One part of retie-1nvolvei-



the auditory portion of the, programmed material., Another involves arranging

the classroom environment so that the childrewcan make optimal use of the

materials.

In his role as presenter of material, the teacher follows a script. The

teacher's behavior is so well prescribed that, many teachers_ elect. to relegate

this function toe tape recorder., The teacher's second role, that of arranging

the environment, preoents,more challenges and reward,. The program insures

thatbehavior relevant, to it has positiveconaequences. Ir ie,designed.so that

the children can succeed. The teacher's job is to insure that other behavior,

behavior not relevant to the, task, .has no positive consequences. This Involyes

the enforcement of, rules the arrangement of space, andtheobservation of

behavior. Before considering each of these, it will Prove useful to examine

a case historyjn classroom leerning.in some detail.

lane.Child's Behavior

The effects of. program and environment on some aspects of one child's

behavior are shown in Fig 1. The numbers along.the x-axis represent successive

class sessions. The; met for one hour each, day,,Monday to Thursday at the

University of Michigan. Reading Improvement Service. The numbers along the

Insert; Figure 1 about here

y-axis represent the frequency of occurence of behaviors, tallied by an observer

sitting in the classroom. lrbe Solid line represents task-relevant behavior: the

number of minutes that the child Jimml.e electe0to spent working on the program.



The other lines represent task-irrelevant behavior: the broken line shows the

number of times the child interacted with one of the other eight children in
04s

the class and the broken line shows interactions with the teacher. All 'three

kinds of behavior are frequent at the outset, then decline rapidly. Beginning

with the fourth session, the task-releiant behavior increases steadily; inter-

actions with the teacher stay low, and interactions with other children

fluctuate considerably.

Concurrent observation of the classroom environment indicated that these

changes in the child's behavior were brought about primarily by certain

features of the teacher's behavior, and secondarily by that of other students.

For example, a minimum amount of time is spent on the program perforce since

each class session starts with the teacher saying "Sit quietly and fold your

hands,". and then when all children have complied "Find your places [in the

program] ...begAn.". However, the child was able to stop work at any time without

coercion to resume; the behaviors entailing stopping work, were neither punished

nor reinforced. This extinction procedure was applied also to interactions

with the teacher. Flattery, hand-raising, and even certain requests for assis-

tance all want without response.

Interactions with peers also declined initially and for functionally

similar reasons, The other children were busy working and 4id not respond

to Jimmie's actions. On day 3 he spent almost all hour ;aiming with modeling

clay.. Subsequently, he was more successful in obtaining attention from his

peers, (On day 15, the teacher arranged for Jiimnie to work in a three-sided

booth which isolated him from these social reinforcer..) In the absence of

reinforcement for task-irrelevant behaviors, Jimmie increasingly came under

the control of the reinforcing properties of the reading program.
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Classroom Management in an Experimental Classroom

Enforcement. of Rules. Consistency of rules in classroom management seems

to be much more iMportant than precisely what the rules are. Whenever a child

breaks a rule, the teacher enforces the rule by saying the child's name fol-

lowed by the question "What's the rule?" (in an emotionless voice). She waits

for the answer, and then continues whatever she was doing. That seems to be

all that is required for minimising rule-breaking in our experimental class-

room. For a while we also used what Dr. Ogden Lindsley of the University of

Kansas calls an inconsequition rooM"-a room outside the class where behavior

has fewer consequences. The teacher would take the child to the room and say,

"You may continue in here where it Won't disturb anyoae. Come back to the

claisroom when you finish." This treatmetAsay resemble a non - punishing trip

to the principal's office. Like stealing watermelons from your own garden, it

quickly loses whatever original appeal it may hilve had for the child. The

use of an inconsequation room has not proven-necessary in our classroom, however;

asking the child to say the rule seems to be all that is required.

Arrangement of Space. The environment in our experimental classrooi has

freedom within structure. The children do what i peais as loniss they do

not disturb other children.. ior example, they may sit under their desks and

work; although this may disturb the teacher at first if she does not show it

the rest of the class does not become disturbed.

The teacher arranges Seating, takes doin distracting bulletin board displays,

uses the coat rack to provide a protected corner for a fearful child, and does

whatever is necessary so that the children will work'on their own. She observes

the children carefully to see What iich-One Mee* to Maktbim Safe and secure

enough to try a new reading task. Oben a child completes particular segments
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of the program, the child asks the teacher to listen while he reads. If the

child fails to read correctly, the teacher hands the book back to the child

without commeniosignaling that more work needs to be done. If the child reads

it correctly, the teacher presents without comment the next segment of the

program.

It is unnecessary for the teacher to criticise the child. The program

can fail and occasionally does. The child is not blamed for the program's

failure or for the teacher's failure to provide an environment where the child

can attend to the program. The child can and does go back over the program,

finding what was missed the first time.

It is unnecessary for the teacher to praise the child for success. Success

in reading is sweet enough. There always things to read but there are not

always teachers around to pat the child on the head. One goal is independent

reading.

The thirty children work independently, giving the teacher time to

observe them carefully and to record how many pages each of them completes

each day. By looking at these records, she can see problems beginning to

arias. She can iake corrective action and then look at the records to 4144

ti

it was, in fact, successful.

The, teacher as Overt. The teacher's role in the classroom that we

have described requires that she observe each child carefully and systemat-

ically monitoring his progress in quantitative form. This becomes possible

when much of the teaching is accomplished by self-instructional programmed

materials.

It has been out experience that competent classroom teachers can fulfill

this sad the other facets of their -role described above without extensive



and specialised training tially they need help in learning to observe and
4 F Jc J '

to interpret their quantitative.observetions.,, OnCe thsy hos gotten started

they are capable of being expertit. -lhey are capable of collecting the data
.r 7 )1 '1 j:11 i I'1"0.4

other experts in educational research and classroom management have to obtain
ti,

research grants to got.

The departure from more traditional patterns of teacher behavior is

difficult at first, but it is soon sustained by ample and appropriate rewards--

teaching effectiveness.

4
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1. The number of interactions with peers and with teacher and

the number of minutes spent on programmed self-instruction in reading by

one child in consecutive hour-long class sessions.
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Toward A Modern Theory of Rhetoric:*

A Tagmemic Contribution

Richard R. Young

Alton L. Becker

Our discussion will be adequate if it has as much clearness

as the subject-matter admits of for precision is not to be sought

for aliki'in all discussions.... We must be content...in speaking of

such subjects and with such premises to indicate the truth roughly

and in outline, and in speaking about things which are only for the

most part true and with premises of the same-kind'to reach conclusions

that are no better. In the tame spirit, therefore, should each type

of statement be received; for it is the-mark.of an educated man to

look for precision in each class of things just so far as the nature

of the subject admitsvit is'evidently-equally foolish to accept

prohable reasoning from a mathematician and to demand from a

rhetorician scientific proofs.

Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics i.e.1094b .l22t.

trans. W SViteas .01

Traditional Rhetoric; A Brief Survey

Years ago the heart of. a liberal education was the trivium of groomer,

logic, and thetoric'., Modern linguisticstlas come to ancompsee more and more of

this, trivium, And has itself become transforled in the process. :Tre4iticlel

grammar is no longerimathema_to has

adopted liony,of the toschniquil0f logical waystea Furthermore, .14nguOtics

is becoming increasingly. interested ira the,ftalywieJ and.description pf verbel.

structures ,Iiiryond,thn.sentenOso trati4onolly::a4hotoriaia.coucern.

thorefor09:110 Ouploro theN: ti bipjy of,,Unguis;icsnnd: rhstortnt

41s e ng 1 bop uUy, ; us t what e a a .0000 of lou$040;000:!mke

*gee Saud 35 40 Fall,

it'
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to a modern theory of rhetoric.

As Aristotle. states in the quotation givens above, the nature of the subject

matter imposes some constraints on the statements we make about. it. It is our

intention, therefore, to define the subject matter of rhetoric as it has been

understood traditionally and then. illustrate how aspects of one modern linguistic

theory, tagmemics, can fors- thebasis. for a new approach. to 'rhetorical problems.

The field is. broad. and there- are many points Hof contact .between linguistics

and rhetoric which will ber passed over here. Nor .oan.w. :hope- to consider all

linguistic points of view', each. With. important= contributions to make. We

will limit ourselves to a description of the three iraditional-stages in the

rhetorical procesa-twinventione.arrangement... and atyle--and -then approach the

problems of each stark: ins tagmem.tc. theory.

There are for rhetorical traditions which taken. together' constitute the

history of rhetoric... There is, sophistic rhetoric-, which has as its goal the

effective manipulation Of 'language without regaird to truth. and logic. The

tradition continues in modern propaganda and advertiiiig techniques. There
-3!

is. Platonic anti7frketoRioi who .
*stresses. not the- art,- of- writing but the quality

of the writer in his adherence to truth and virtue:- a good writer is a good

man writing. There is the rhetoric ot'literary criticism, which applies the

categories and techniques of -rhetorle.'to the' aniiilysis, and evaluation of poetry,

drain', and narration.. And finally,- there is Afiistotelisiv rhetoric which

had its origins in the law cetirtirOf itairlY Greec4ii: aid which Iris expanded,

sYstethatisid and gi t1ph lb*ophi i foUndaition by Aristotle,. After belts.

brou ght :,weake biotic, at times the

Itaaitti disciPline in Wleaterne-Odittilstiondfoti'llifteen hundredo*eate.' ItAisurvives

today :but with-greitly. 4utititehed.ifften

completerhetorit'

hal beet: the scope

Because`.'

loset4def

*till the ,eost

ttraditionally

sidineively



on the Aristotelian tradition,

For Aristotle, rhetoric was "the faculty of observing in any given case

the available means of persuasion." Its immediate eaves to persuade a

popular audience of what is true and just; .its ultimate end was to secure the

cooperation necessary for a civilised society:. The classical art of rhetoric

consists of five separate arts, which taken together' embrae the entire pro-

cess of developing and presenting a persuasive discourset-invention, arrange-

ment, style, memory, ant delivery. As the last two concern.. speaking rather

than writing,. whichohas become the principal concernr,of.modern rhetoric, we

shall consider only.the first- three:- invention, arrangement, and style, which

apply to writing.. es well as speaking.

"Invention*" wrotes.Cicero, "is the discovery of valid or seemingly

valid arguments to render one's cause plausible.''?. Rhetoricians.- distinguished

two kinds of arguments: extrinsic arguments. which:. came ready-made- to the writer

(e.g., eye-witness testdmony, documents; confessions). and intrinsic arguments.

The latter were of special- interest* to rhetoricians because they were subject

to discovery by a system- of topics. These topics, were a kind of checklist of

mental acts one could use when investigating- any-collectiwarguments on a sub-

ject (e g. definition by:genus' and differentia;., comparison and contrast, cause

f

and effect). Certain of three topics, the "common" topics; were appropriate

to all types of speeches; others., the "special" topics, were appropriate to

only one of the three-types of speeches studied in the classical system, i.e.,

to forensic, or political or. ceremonial speech.

Use of the topics presupposed. wide. learning since they-were primarily a

method for putting the writer in contact with knowledge' which -already existed.

Edward Corbett has remarks& that. Mortimer Adler's S retticon of great ideas of

the Western World would have, been an ideal reference work. for the ancient

rhetorician.3 IL*. the art of invention which made rhetoric the core of

humanistic e4ucatien until the-late Renaissance.



In the Renaissance under the influence of Bacon and Descartes, logic

increasingly came to be seen not as the art of learned discourse, es it had

been since Greek times, but as an instrument of inquiry. Rhetoric gradually

enlarged its boundaries to include both the arts of learned and popular die-

course. The process was finally completed in the nineteenth century in the
fr

work of John Stuart Mill, commenting on the proper domains of logic and

rhetoric, Mill remarked thet

"...the sole object of Logic is the guidance
,

of one's thoughts: the communication of those

thoughts to.othe'rs falls under the considera-

tion of Rhetoric", in the large tense, in which

4that art was conceived by the ancients....
"

That spirit of modern science which was modifying tit() ncure of logic

and the scope of rhetoric also had its effect on the art of invention. For

since the seventeenth century we have increasingly regarded facts and experi-

mental evidence as the basis for sound argument and not, as our ancestors did,

the wisdom of the peat. That is, we have increasingly put our faith in ex-

trinsic arguments. We hive become much mere interested in techniques for

discovering what is unknown than in techniques for bringing old beliefs to bear

on new problems. Thu$ the classical: art_ of invention has diminished in int-

portance while the modern art of expe4lettal inquiry has expanded immensely.

But this art of inquiry is to longer a part of modern rhetoric, each academic

discipline having developed' its: own discoverygrocedures, The strength and

worth of rhetoric seem, :however to be tied to the' art of intention; rhetoric

tends to beColow:a rnuperfici.l and marginal concern when it is separated from

systematic methods of inquiry and problept_vontent.
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The second art in classical rhetoric was arrangementv Rhetoricians

developed' persuasive patterns for organizing-their materials; flexible systems

of slots into' which appropriate categories of subject matter were fitted. One

common arrangement, the Ciceronian, had six slots: the exordium, the narrative

or exposition- of the problem's history, the proposition,- thee demonstration,

the refutation of alternative propositions, and' the peroration-. The functions

and structures of each of these slots were, systematically developed and des-

cribed. Arrangement was. the art' of distributing in this pattern the subject

matter gathered' in the process of invention; it- also,- involve& modifying the

pattern by expanding; omitting, or rearranging' the various steps to meet the

needs of the audience, speaker,. and' subject- matter. The, pattern was employed

in all three types of speech, i.e., forensic,- political, and ceremmial.

Since rhetoric was the art. of persuasion,. patterns- oft other modes of

discourse (e.g., description, exposition) wereA given. little attention. In the

seventeenth century,. however; developments. in science led to an increasing in-

terest in expository prose; ?movement-which parallels-the. shift- from intrinsic

to extrinsic argument.' Other developments; -such-as- the' decline- in the power of

the aristocracy and thegrowing importance- of ,evangelical religion, led to a

rejection of elaborate). patterning. en& the- development- oft simpler, more manage-

able rhetorical forms; though none were described in" the mom detail as the

classical patterns.

Implicit in' classical theory- was a dualistic. conception of discourse.

Form was treated. as independent, of both 'subject. matter and the writer. Since

the Renaissance there has' been a tendency~ to. see. form as the product of a

particular mind or as' in the subject. matter itself. In the latter

case the form of a discourse is not separable from the contentthe discourse

is seen as havi ng. an organic. anity.. In =either case the form of a work is not

predictable. If .form is a personal matter az. implicit in tbet.subjeat matter
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the rhetorician. can make. fewer.. generalizations:about arrangement. Classical

rhetoric was a rhetoric of precept; in modern times it has become, for the

most part, a rhetoric of practice.

Style, the third of the rhetorical arts in classical rhetoric, was largely

the technique of framing effective sentences. Its function was to give clarity,

force, and beauty to ideas. Although grammar was its foundation, it was

clearly a separate art, concerned with the effective use of language while

granger was concerned with the correct use. Both, however, were concerned with

language at the sentence level..

Ariatotle justified the study of style on practical grounds: ideally

rational argument alone should be sufficient to persuade. Since experience

suggests that this is often not sufficient, the art of style must be employed

if wisdom is to be persuasive. The art of style tended, however, to become an

end in itself, at times preempting the entire. field of rhetoric, possible--

as in the classical conception of arrangement--because of a dualistic view in

which content and style-were separable.

In the classical tradition, good-style was a deliberate departure from

the speeCh of everyday. life. Renaissance classicists ingeniously isolated

and systematize& figures of speech. Henry Peachates Garden of Eloquence, (1577),

for exa- le, lists 184 schemes and tropes, artistic departures from ordinary

syntax and meanings of words. Clarity and appropriateness became less frequent

constraints than- elegance and 'ingenuity: As a result', "rhetoric" gained its

pejorative connotation: ,elegant but empty verbosity.

As with the: other rhetorical arts there. was a reaction against this

concept of style, and rhetoricians sought a norm closer to the speech of every-

the dualistic conception of style and

content began to

the characteristic expression of a particular personality c4.4 style emit

conceptions. Style came to main either
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l'homms mime or the mode of expression-organic 1. Avpart...of the subject

r itself.

Since the eighteenth century the analysis of.style-has become almost ex-

clusively the concern of literary criticism. 1n-rhetoric courses today style

is still seen, by and large, as the art of.framing.effective.sentances, but

the art is much simpler, less systematic, and considerably, more intuitive

than: it was in classical rhetoric.

The, classical art of rhetoric has a number of weaknesses .which make it

inadequate for our time. Without involving. ourselves directly-in a criticism

of the philosophical assumptions.upon'which-classical.rhetoric is based, we

can note, in general, four major problems; the.olaseical art of invention

stresses authoritative confirmation of present beliefs while modern modes

of inquiry stress imaginative discovery of new Unts.and relationships; the

art of arrangement includes only patterns of.persussion, neglecting con -

siderations of form intotherimportant.rhetorical-modes.such.as description,

narration, and exposition.- Both the arrof arrangement and. the art of style

divorce form from' content failing to considerthep-importance of the act of

discovery in shaping form; And, finallro.the.art of style is concerned

primarily with embellishing,-clarifyingi-and.givitsrpoint to sentences,

neglecting both the.deeper-personal.roots.ofrstyle and in which

style is manifest in patterns beyond the sentences

In recent years-numerous rhetoricians-haviebeen-seeking.a new rhetoric

as effective practically and as stimulating 'and'coherent-thioratidally as

classical rhetoric. Ae fan el Fogarty puts it, there are uumerous-"roots

for ilmew'rhetcovrid.° Mhile'.0004t are!' o the hatie changed

vela* Ere* their serilet .fcitisi-jsitueSs the sieli?voittViiVitriitill's System

si pulp, and later in symbolic' leis and the reotteiestilution' in gran tatical



theory there has as yet been no comperebleechauge iw rheto c. That is,

there has been no change which includes both:** complete theory and an ex

plicit practical method: Rhetoric is still in the-midet of:a chaotic transi

tion period. I. A. Richards is-ri ht, unfortunately when be, describes the

general state of rhetoric today as

the dreariest and least profitable part of the

waste that the unfortunate travel through is

Freshman English! So low has Rhetoric sunk that

we would do better just to dismiss it to Limbo

than-to trouble ourselves with itunless we can

find ,reason for believing that it can become a

study that will minister successfully to important
6

needs.

A Tagmemic Approach to Invention, Arrangement, and Style

The tegmemic approach,, to-language analysis and duscription, developed

primarily by Kenneth L. Pike and his associates in the Summer Institute of

Linguistics,
7
has for many years been concerned with problems which have

traditionally been within the scope ,of rhetoric. This concern results, in

part, from the strong motivation the model gives for moving beyond the

specification of well-made sentences. IA tagameic theory any linguistic

unit is assumed to be well defined only when three aspects of the unit are

specified: its contrastive faatures, its range of.variation, and ite distri'
bution in sequence and ordered classes* This constraint on grammatical

description (nape,* ary and sufficient to inclu4s all..relevant aspects of any

linguistic wait) hal, mut tO*4 40AP*30.4*.044,ptior pf Sentences, fox ex

ample, should include.

other l'xilF,1,4*

of thei 4istwibutien is pagasephs and

,*(
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This concern with problems which traditionally have been a part of

rhetoric also results from the desire of air who use the tagmemic model

to provide a mean for producing extended discourse, primarily Bible trans

lation. Translators frequently encounter instances-of grammeticel constraints

extending beyond the sentence. In some Philippine languages, for example,

there is a system of focus, somewhat like active and passive voice in English

though vastly more complex. To produce understandable discourse in these

languages requines a consistent marked correlation.betwesu situational roles

(actor, goal, initrument, setting, etc.) and grammeticalroles (subject,

predicate, object, locative, etc.) in a sequence of sentences .$

As the linguist. moves beyond the sentence, he finds himself asking

questions which have long concerned rhetoricians. The description of the

structure of a sentence and the description of the structure of an expository

paragraph, an extended argument, or a novel are not sharply different kinds

of activity, for all involve selecting and ordering language=in a significant

way. ,The treditional.separations betweenrgrammervlogicierhetoric, and

poetics begin to break down.

Selecting and ordering.languegoiloweveiv has two aspects. One sort of

inquiry into the-selection- and.ordering of language leads :us deeply into the

mental activity of the writer and to questions.which.are.difficult, perhaps

impossible to answer except intuitively. Can we. specify the reasons why

writer.choses to write "John loves Mary" rather than "John is in love with

Mary"? Probably :not; we can -only describe-the-Choices he does make, 00

characteristic featurwof his style. Another sort of inquiry, however, leads

us to the conventions which the writer., WO-44021 specify the reasons
,

why "Love John is-Airy in" does not ,04 moor, to uss",omoopt in rather fir--
,.

ways. ,In the ems way we:believe wiPfen oleo specify why.the f011.0101nit

sequence of sentences doesn't make sense either:



The trees are b Coal is a form of
carbon. Be has been singing for three hours now.
The world used to be round. it somas enough.

If we were to prod the ruder, insisting that the above Nentence" and

"paragraph"' do have meaning, he could probably find 'some sense in

many have in Chcesky's "Colorless green idus-sleep furiously." each

case one '"discovers".' meaning by conventional formal patterns on

the deviant sequences.

Both the process of imposing (or discovering) pattern on apparently

mingles. utterances and the process of describing the conventions of

,language' are important to the linguiit. TO do the former, he uses some sort

of discovery procedure; to do the latter, he employs a descriptive model

which specifies the structures of conventional utterances-. Although the act

of discovery is in part intuitive, the model does provide both a method for

finding significant linguistic patterns and a taxonomy of the sort of patterns

the agiityst is likely to find, the still tentative universals of language.

Discovery procedures are not mechanical; there is as yet no completely

systematic way of analysing a. language, just as there is no algorithm for

plannins an effective literary composition. But there' are important guides to

the processes: one. Ora' learn to analyistik language and be can learn a great

deal *bout how' to write 'an essay or a novel.

We believe that 'the- proceduir+ the linerist uses- in 4malisins and des

cribint a 'swage are 'in semi itip'ortlinte*ys like the procedutes a, writer:

uses i ik planning anditititing- 41' d tacia ttakt tagisitic- theory

can prvde the be..lis tor* new approach 'dititovery

procedAret providt4 heuriitiAr

sinitention; and the soilamit4

tit:44.h* Arietbroitiat''system of

I calf UP vithicl. deeL6
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cribing conventional rhetorical patterns. If our beliefs are sound, this

approach will provide a bridge between thv traditionally separate disciplines

of grammar and rhetoric.

A heuristic is a method of solving problems, series of tops or questions

which are likely to lead an intelligent analyst, to-a reasonable solution of a

problem. There are two different though related kinds of heuristic: a taxonomy

of the sorts of solutions that have been found in the past and an epistemo-

logical heuristic, a method of inquiry based on assumptions about how we come

to know something. Bacon's statement of the distincti is worth quoting:

The invention of speech or argument= is not properly

an invention: for to invent is to discover that we know

not, and not to recover or resummon that which we already

know; end- the use of this invention is no other but out
of the knowledge whereof our mind is already possessed,

to draw forth or call before us that which may be pertinent

to the purpose which we. take into our consideration. 'So

as, to speak truly, it is no Invention,. but a Remembrance

or Suggestion, with an application; which is the cause why

the schools- do place it after judgments, as subsequent and
not precedent. Nevertheless,: because. .we. do account it a

Chase as moll of deer in an inclosed park as in a forest

at large, and that. it bath. already obtained. the name, let

it be called invention: so as it' beperceived and discerned,

that the scope and end of: this invention is. readiness and

present. use of our knowledge, .and not addition or ampli-

, ficastion thereof.9

Aristotelian rhetoric. provides a taxonomy effective Oratorical arguments

which a speaker can use to. attsin specifiv-ends with' specific audiences.

Tagmemic ItReory., on. the other hand, provides an: epistemological heuristic.
4.11 t

Tagmemic epistemology- is based ,Largely though other

principles are necessary for- a complite,statement of the the These two
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principles emphasise the active rola of the observer in discovering pattern,

and hence meaning, in the world around him. The fiat principle contrasts

external and internal views of human behavior, in tagmemic jargon, etic and

emic views. This distinction can be seen in the differences between phonetic

and phonemic contrasts in linguistic phonology. A phonetic inventory provides

a systematic statement of.the phonological distinctions which occur oin various

human languages, while a phonemic description provides a systematic state

ment of the significant phonological distinctions' in aparticuler language.

A distinction is judged signiiicant, and hones phonemic,- if it signals a

difference in the lexical meaning of linguistic-units. Though there is much

controversy about how phonological signals are to be= described, the basic

distinction remains valid: th&contrast, fqr example, between aspirated and

unaspirated-consonents is-lexically significant for a native speaker of Hindi

or Burmese but not for a native speaker of English, who has difficulty in

learning to hear this contrast.

The distinction is espocially.important when two emic systems come in

contact, as when the speaker of English is learning to speak Hindi and is

forced to recognise that his native distinctions are emit and not etic only

(i.e., not universal). Likewise one who finds himielf in a different culture

must learn to distifiSotkb, *en univerealw,og human behavior and particular

customs end mores which taken'tosether comprise the este distinctions of a

culture. The ways of treating time and space, for- examilev vary throughout

the world and one must Atm them if he wishes to.commUnicate and cooperate

outside his own culture,

Though is interesting ein;iiitti a universal sties of rhetoric, a'a

. tr

order]?. clessificatOn of the thotoriCai form. found th out the worl4
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for the present our concern must be with the writer of English writing for

readers of English. Even with this restriction-I,. one confronts frequent

clashes of adz systems, for if a writer has anything new to say, his image

of the world is in some. way different from his reader's.- it is at this point

of difference that his message lies. Re may seek' to expand. or clarify some

feature of the reader's image, thus making it more nearly like his own. , or

he may seek to replace some feature of the reader's image. In the first

instance he would be informing; in the second, persuading.

Before developing this discussion of rhetorical. intention further, we

must introdute a second major principle in tagmemic epistemology. This

principle asserts that a complete analysis of a problem necessitates a tri-

modal perspective. After the principle had bean 'worked. out in tagmemic

theory and the modes had been labelled feature soda;: manifestation mode,

and distribution mode Pike noted. a striking similarity between these modes

and the trimodal perspective of modern physics, the complementary views of

physical phenomena as particles, waves, and fields,: and. he adopted these

terms for his behaVforal model."

Langliage phenomena, and presumably all human behavior,- can be viewed

as particles (discrete contrastive waves. (ttnseguentable physical

continua) $ or fields: <orderly sys!tems of relationships).. Ivor' example, a

sentence can be viewed as a sequence of separate words or morphiles$ as a

physical continue* with definite peaks blit Indeterminete boundaries between

the peaks (as seen on- a sound spectrogram) '; end. as-, systar of interrelation-
,

Ships manifesting the graimatical-$ lexical, and phonological itiles of 'Eniiiih.

f

Tagaimic theory assert, that oily by- this complementarit4i of perspectives is

a compiate141yeis Of Liosuase'stwctura ONO

it

;
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The principle of trimodalism gives the analyst' both- a procedure for

approaching new problems and a corrective for a limited view of the data.

Only when he has described his data from all three perspectives can he be

reasonably sure that his analysis is complete. Likewise, the writer can use

the principle as an aid in diecovering a wide rouge- of perspectives on his

topic. Though a writer often emphasises one mode in so particular work, he

should be aware of the other possibilities; particularly if his readers

customarily emphasise 411, different mode. Let us. consider- a simple example.

A particle description of a flower emphasises those' features which make it

distinctive from other flowser34 A wave description emphasises. the flower as

a moment in a process' from seed to final decoy. (event this is' only a peak in a

larger wave) or as merging into a scene. A field description may partition a

flower into its functiona parts or classify it in a taxonomicel system. The

flower may also be !Hw metaphorically or symbolically, in which case it is

conceived as pert of new conceptual field, religious; say, or geometric,

where certain of its featuresits beauty or its shape -rare hypostasieed,

allowing it to manifest. a category in a new field,. One can view any topic

trimodally and spore discover a wide range of significant perspectives.
11

The process is broads, flexible, and intuitive,. though the intuition $.111 guided

by whist has proved to be a very fruitful- principle. It is especially useful

siaace .it is not particular:, subject. matter. Z this sense it is

.. :

to tae .topics of AristOtelian.,.logic or .-thet.,"coseton".. topics of. classical
. r.,. .

" *.
j;N ,''

,, ,

helps:..00401.00, fenorally ,sppl-icable. approach'
, ;;

12.

liaitgit9ns of a conventonel :specielised:

then, also has coriectivelunction.
is -heuristic procedureii o

perspective, in addition to helping

free-us. from the built-in

The disCovery procidure,a troach.I

0, ear colkiv distinction and triodal
explore 14* topic generates a



set of questions which he can use to analyze his reader's preconceptions,

his emic system:

1) What are the distinctive features of the reader's

conception of the topic? What characteristics does it.have that lead

him to contrast it with similar things? (Particle view).

2) How are the reader's views onthis topic. part of a mental

process, a phase in the continual developmenrof.his-system of values

and assumptions? (Wave view)

3) Haw does the reader partition the topic? What are its

functional elements for him? How does he classify it? (Field

Viaw)

The answers to these questions provide criteria for selecting and ordering

the writer's subject matter as he develops his dis.course.

The missionary linguist in the field seeks to-translate his message

into the language and cultural conventions of the people., not to. teach them

English and his own emic conventions. He does notseek to replace their emic

system with his own, but to modify their image after finding within it the

motivations for receiving his message.
12

most of and enduring when it occurs within the emic system of those he

is trying to convince. lUnlike traditional rhetoric, which sought to persuade

For he. realizes that change is

people principally by confirming authoritstive attitudes

we believe, must seek Identification. That

modern rhetoric,

is, the writer must seek to have

his readers identify his um:stage with their emic system*
-4_4

Because it seeks' ident tication rather than persuasion and because this

assumption often leads the writer to modify big own position modern rhetoric,

still in,the process :Of develOpiiiit,,i4 Chersetetia

others SS 'discussion rh orio e' basis fora rhitoric of this sort hes
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been developed by Anatol Rapoport in his book Alights, Games, and Debates,

where it is called Rogerian debate, its assumptions having been derived

from the methods of the psycho - therapist Carl Rogers.
13

This principle of

identification of the writer with his audience points toward a rhetoric not

of opposition but of mutual respect.

A comparison of emic systems, different systems of selecting and grouping

followed by writer and reader, leads the writer to find what he shares with

his reader in his conception of the topic and what he does not share. tae

of the assumptions of tagmemics is that change can occur only over the bridge
t.

of a shared element. There can be no action at a distance. The key to

understanding language change, for example, is the identification of the

shared features of the initial state and-the- subsequent. altered state. The

writer's message,is an unshared item in the comparison,. while the shared

items, in so far as they are relevant to the message, provide the means by

which the reader.can identify and identify with--the message. Shared items

are the potential bridges over which dhange can take place. These bridges

may be broad cultural conventions or more' specific things like common social

roles, problems, philosophical assumptions. 'Among the most important of these

shared items is a common language, a common set of patterns and rules governing

selection and grouping of words or morphemes within a sentence and of sentences

and paragraphs within still larger units of d is course. It is he that the

I 4

linguist can make his unique contribution to a new theory of rhetoric,

,tj _

pedially as he broadens his focus to include larger units than the sentence.

es-

, =

So far we have dealt dilieFly "'bit mii t be aelled prewriting

probieme, Probl4=63 of disooVerV. We believe, as did'Aristoile and Cidero

that 00mPlete tbe0rY o rhetoric 'must indliade they entire sequence of acts

,

which result in -t the finished-discourse *ginning with the initial act of
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mental exploration. We have offered two principles of tagmemic heuristic as

an indication, hardly an exhaustive one, of how-linguisticwcan contribute to

this aspect of rhetorical theory. We now turn to.a description of rhetorical

.patterns beyond the sentence, extending techniques.which have been used in

the past for the description-of lowera-level patternS.

Tagmemics is essentially'but not entirely-a.slot-and-substitution grammar,

describing linguistic patterns as sequences of functional-slois which can be

filled, or manifested,.by-a class of fillers-. These functional slots can be

seen as functional parts of a pattern and stated in a formula like the

following simplified one for an English transitive sentence:

+ Subject + Verb + Object + Manner Ist Locative ± Temporal

(E.g., He walked the. dog- slowly around the block yesterday.)

Some of these slots are obligatory (+), some Optional' (t). Each may be

maAifeited by one of a set of tiller constructions, thus the subject slot

can be filled by a noun phrase, a pronoun an adjectiva.phrase, a verbal

phrase, a'AaUse, etc. More fully represented, the subject slot in the for-

mula above would be:

+ Subject: np,p,ap,vp...

Tagmemics assumes that language is composed of interlocking lexical, phono-

logical, and grammatical hierarchies. Here, the internal-surface structure

of the fillers of the subject slot of the sentence are described at the clause

phrase, word, and
4

morpheme levels of the grammatical hierarchy.

In at least two important wayS, how,yer tsgmOmic 1011,06 gee beyond

the surface level-descriPtions of other slot and substitution griummers*1
4

First, tagmemic grammars go on to4represent: the fil te,

slit et, -o n

a fulactiOnsl

-matriwit e- categories of

these or red ?tato- ..:concord-.2re ALIW. of ones t'agmeme with media-

;the filled c ass: cifv)the subject tttsaszemeie .ordere4' into categories isuth
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as singular-plural and human-nonhuman in concord with these same categories

in the predicate, so that, for example, a singular, nonhuman subject specifies

the selection of a singular, nonhuman verb, preventing such collocations as

"the tree jump fences."

Second and more important for our present discussion, tagmemic grammars

specify in addition to .the surface structure of patterns an ordered set of

operations to be carried out on the patterna- These include ordered reading

rules by which all possible readings of a formula are generated. Then each

reading is reordered according to,permutation rules. Finally, in each reading

and its permuted variants the tagasme symbols are replaced by each of the

possible filler constructions according to a set of. exPonence rules.. These

operations are carried out repeatedly until only morphemes. or symbols for

morpheme classes manifest the foXmulas which are then terminal grammatical

strings not yet sentences until phonological and lexical specifications

have been met.

Though a description of English will not specify sentences like the one

mentioned earlier, ."Love John is Mary in," it so far contains no constraints

to prevent it from accepting a sequence of sentences liks:

The trees are budding. Coal is a form of

carbon. He has been singing for three hours now.

Thi world used to be round. t seems enoUgh.

This is not a paragraph biceliee there is 11;,'fdirdei connection bitveen the

sentences. We can Seem nO'conventionih pattern relating thek, as we cani

for example, in bhis pair of, sentences:

at is o n doing?

)111 !washing his 'face

:conVentiOria1: to

giuestion 9

wort Alto,
; /'

jl

Ali

ceLpatterai,Question ins re

sti-ethe 'orders the %question,

-'sentente4s recognized
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as an answer
.

to the question by the pronoun reference' (at has to be a sub-

stitute for John here), by the parallel grammatical structure in which the

functional slots of the question words in thwfirstesentence (What...doing)

are filled in the secon&(washing his,face); bythe,parallelism of verb form

(is --ins); by the fact that washing, is a possible lexical equivalent for Ada,

and (in writing) by the period.. Question- Answer. is a formal pattern: illustrating

a number of formal constraints which extend beyond the sentence.

The relationship of these two sentences can be described in numerous

ways (probably oost.simply by seeing the' first as a permutation of the second),

but they can ot4 be described as a ,sequence by positing thet larger pattern,

QuestionnAnswer and specifying the formal ways the two functional slots in

this larger pattern are related, just as we specify the relationship between

subject and predicate in a sentence. A number of these relatively simple two-

part patterns can be described; including greetingavcause and result

(hypothesis), topic and illustration, topic* and partition, diej unction, and

so forth. These patterns can be manifested by a single sentence or by two

or more sentences. A large number of higher-level units of discourse can be

described as chains of these simple two-part patterns.

As we move on to larger rhetorical. patterns, the complexity increases.

Formal signals become redindant: we identified the Answer in the Question-

Answer pattern above by tive of its contrastive features. Furthermore, lexical

and semantic features become increasingly important in recognizing patterns:

in the examplcabove we recognize as a lexical equivalent of Asga.

Lexical equivalence chains are probably the moat important markeVe of higher.,

level patterns.15- We can illustrate some of this complexity by attempting

to describe the paragraph as a formal structure, limiting ourselves here to

only one, rather simple pattern.
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We believe that written paragraphs are emically definable units- -not

just groups of sentences isolated by rather arbitrary indentations and

that this can be demonstrated.. We are presently carrying out controlled

testing of the recognition of these units in collaboration with psychologists

at the Center for Research on Language and-LanguagesBehavior, The University

of Michigan. Informal investigation has shown that given a text in which

all paragraph indentations'have been removedvreaders can mark paragraph

breaks, with oily limited indeterminacy at predictable points. Furthermore,

readers can recognize a number-of recurring paragraph patterns and partition

these patterns in predictable ways.

One of the most, common of these patterns is the one we have labelled

TRI (Topic, Restriction, Illustration) , or rore formally,

T
2
± R + I

(The raised numbers indicate that in reading the,formule, T may be read twice,

R once, and i it number of times recursively.) This 48 the Topic-Illustration

pattern with an optional intermediary, slot in which the topic is restricted

in some way (e.g., by definitionvelassificationpartition). The following

paragraph illustrates this,pattern:

(T) The English-Constitutionthat indescribable, entity -4s

living thing, growing withthegrowth of men, and assuming ever-

varying: forms in' accordance with the subtle and complex laws of

human character.- (PVIt is the child Of wisddin and dNance.' (I)

The wise mewof 1688 *wuided it into the 8440",know,,butthey

chaUdeltihlti7Georgecouldnot speak Engishgave it one of its

essential peculiaritieathe systeicifa'4binet independent of

the CroWn4ind stiboiiiiiiiitec 'tilt firlie'Ministere the wiadom'

of Lord screy coved it .frompetrifitil#04 and set it .4011''010 Patk

of deMocract."- IhenChance,.,4terVened once more. A femal2 sovereign

happened to ,marry an ablsi and; pertinacious - man, and it seamed likely

-thet- Ten7414iMent710h al(144:---bit-etvluiescent4i for:yeare' the

element of: irreiponsible,a4MiaietratiVe pWer-was about to home
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its predominant characteristic and change completely the direc-

tion of its growth. But what chance gave, chance took away. The

Consort perished in his prime, and the.Bnglish Constitution, dropping

the deed limb with hardly a tremor, continued its mysterious life as

if he had never been.16

The slots in this tripartite pattern are. marked. by lexical equivalence

classes, two of which. have extended domeins.:. 11) English Constitution, indes-

cribable entity, living thing, It, child,...Ettglish Constitution; 2) men,

human character,. wise men- of 1688, George I, Lord Greyi *Consort. Note

that the domain of the first: chain is the entire paragraph, while that of

the second chain. is the slot. Chains can thereby be. ranked as head and

attribute chains, each paragraph including ahead chain and one or more

attribute chains.

The slots are also marked by grammatical parallelism. (e.g., the first

and second sentences, the third and fourth sentences), verb shift (e.g.,

shift to past in the I slot), pronoun domains, determiners, and transitional

function wqrsis (eg., then, but).

The TRI pattern has a number of variant -forms which can be specified

by the reading, permutation, and -exponence rules« .. Only a few of these variant

will be illustrated. As R is optional the pattern can be read + T + I.

For example, this paragraphs by Marchetti" Chute:

(T) The only safe way to abaci); contemporary testimony is to bear

constantly in mind this possibility. of.-prejudicer-and- to pet almost

as much attention on, the writarl himself-as* on what he has written.
(I) For instance, Sir Anthony Weldonie description of the Court of

sing James is lively enough and often used as a source material;

but a note from-the publisher admits- that-the pamphlet -was- issued
as a:Warnings to.:anyottir. who wished to Side with this bloody house"
of Stuart* Thlir publisher, at any rats, did* not, consider ifeldon an
impartial witness. At about the, same titre Arthur Wilson published
his history of Great Britain, which contained an irresistibly vivid
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account of the agonised death of the Countess of Somerset. Wilson

sounds reasonably impartial; but.hie. patron was. the- Berl of Room,

who had good reason to hats that particular countess, and there is

evidence that he invented the whole scene to gratify his petron
17

If I is read st, number of times, the pattern may be broken by indentation

into more than one paragraph, although it remains a single emic unit. Indenta-

tion, like line ends in poetry, can either' correspond to formal junctures or,

for various reasons interrupt the structure in a way somewhat similar to

poetic enjambment.

The TRI pattern can be permuted to IRT-04moducing the so-called funnel

effect or inductive structure. This is comparable' to such permutations at

the sentence level as "Home is.the sailor" from "The sailor is home."

Another illustration by Marchette Chute:

(I) The reason Alice had so much trouble with her flamingo

is that the average flamingo does not wiih to be used as a croquet

mallet. It has othe.. plrposes in view.* The same thing is true

of a fact, which can be just as self-willed as a flamingo and has

its own kind of stubborn integrity. (R) To try to force a series

of facts into a previously desired arrangement is a form of misuse

to which no self-respecting fact will willingly submit itself.

(T) The best and only way to treat it is to leave alone and be

willing to follow where it leads, rather than to press your own

wishes upon. it.18

This pezmutation is frequently used to begin or end discourse, probably because

it imparts a greater sense of closure than the more open-ended TRI order.

Other permutations include TIRI, ITgio andtTRIT, to list only the most

common.. Vollowing exponfnce tulesi slots in paragraph patterns may be

filled by other rhetorical patters. In the, following example by Bernard

Iddings Bell, the splot in thi QU444 Porn') we

discussed earlier, It filled by ,a ,TRI' fattalf, firigt:40411* ar. compound_ paragraph

structures
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(Q) Is the United States a nation composed chiefly of people

who have not-grown up, who think and act with thwimpulsivenees of

adolescents? (A-1) Many shrewd observers of the American scene,

both abroad and here at home, are saying that this is indeed the

case. (R) They intentionally disturb our patriotic complacency.

(I): They bid us view with alarm cultural'immaturity revealed by

current trends in journalism, by the' radio, by. thesmotion picture,

by magazines and best-selling books, by mass response to emotion-

alized propaganda -- political and. otherwise; by-a patent decay of

good manners, br the spread of divorce ind by other manifestations

of parental irresponsibility; by all the various aspects of behavior

which indicate to a student of human affairs the health or sickness

of a civilization.
19

Tagmemic matrix theory provides further insight into another traditional

problem of rhetoric. We said earlier that form and idea are seen by many as

organically untfied, a view that we share. The literary statement contains

within itself its own dimensions of development. It constitutes a semantic

field which is clearly perceived when we try to extend it. The relevant

categories of the Strachey paragraph discussed above. can be displayed in the

rows and caw= of an emic paragraph matrix: (see Table 1.)

If we extend the paragrap0 we /re obliged to supply a still more recent

illustration of the effect of wisdom on the Constitution. It should be possible

from a study of a large number of paragraph matrices to generalise further

about various types of paragraph development. The investigation of paragraphs

as semantic fields is as yet only beginning.

A. writer's style, we believe, is the characteristic route he takes through

all the choices presented in both the writing and ?rewriting stages( It is the

manifestation of his conception of the topic, Modified byhil itudience

situation and intintion-wwhat we might call his "universe of dliebirme.

These variables 'directly =affect si grouping all thils linguistic



hierarchies: grammatical, phonological, and lexical.. Ai analysis and descrip-

tion of style involves the specification of the writer's characteristic choices

at all points in the writing process, although usually only the final choices

are directly accessible to the. enelyst.

The classical conception of style has a number of limitations. To see style

as an addition to the message, an affective layer imposed on conventional lan-

guage, ignores the close connection between language and idea. Suing it as

essentially a matter of sentences ignores stylistic patterns beyond the sentence.

Furthermore, the theory grew out of a very specialized sort of practice, formal

public speaking in the courts and legislatures and at ceremonial occasions. As

a result it has a limited range of applicability. Seventeenth century critics

were right in saying that-itS generalizations were, iinappropriate to a wide range

of important topics* audieices, and situations. Finally, the highly normative

approach of classical rhetoric tends to ignore the individuality of the writer,

describing a ,style, rather than style itself.

To see,stylepss,some modern rhetoricians do, as the expression of a parti-

cular personality lays too mudh, stress on one variable in the universe of dis-

course and too litttle-on the others. Some stylistic features of a work in-

evitably remain unexplained if one commitsfiimeelf to this definition strictly.

To see style as a vision of the topic also has itleitSions; it ignores the in

thence.= choice of si;uation so4,audience. it Assumes that the act of writing

is essentially expressive, not comapicative, Neither of thesokviews of style

have helm voruusoul pf thetotrls# for they make pedagogic

ganeralisati=diffic4

T0,140 147 the ve7 weej-441541.1te . do 'tOda, deVietiou from con

veati440L4m40 igois --
,4

415,04,49Fr, *
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the frequencies of patterns. However it J:s done, it leaves conventional lan-

guage as a styleless language. This view, like the classical view, tends to

conceive of style as an embellishment, an added affective layer. Though very

unconventional styles can be identified as linguistic deviations, there are

'conventional" styles which this approach does not explain. These include the

different styles we all use in different situations, with various audiences

and in writing.on assorted, topics.

It seems to us that a full ,discussion of style must include the pre-

writing process in order to interpret the formal manifestations on the written

page, the purely linguistic choices that the writer has made. Without the con-.

text of a linguistic unit, the universe of discourse, we are able only io de-

scribe stylistic features in a fairly trivial way. With the context there is

the possibility, of explaining the writer's choices. In a complete theory, then,

a particular style is a characteristic series of choices throughout the entire

process of writing, including both discovery (invention) and linguistic selec-

tion and grouping (arrangement).

We have presented what we believe to be the traditional problems of rhetoric

and have suggested how a linguistic model, which includes both a discovery pro-

cedure and a descriptive technique, may provide the base for a'new approach to

rhetoric, a bridge between the humanities and sciences. A tagmemic rhetoric

stands somewhere between the r-zorous theories of science aid the almost purely

4A +

intuitive theories of the humanities. We see no reason to reject the ideighti

of either the former or the latter, believing that all new knowledge, like the

process of witing itself, involves both intuitive analogy and formal precision»

41.
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